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The functional neuroanatomy of the left temporal lobe
white matter – an interdisciplinary approach based on
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Nikki Janssen1,2, Roy P. C. Kessels1,2, Ardi Roelofs1, Rogier B. Mars1,3, Vitoria Piai1,2
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Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University, Nijmegen, The
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2Department
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Netherlands

3Wellcome
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Introduction
The left temporal lobe is claimed to be involved in language comprehension in both the classical
(Wernicke, 1874) and contemporary dual-pathway models for language processing (Hickok &
Poeppel, 2007, Roelofs, 2014), but the role of neuroanatomical subcomponents of this lobe in
distinct facets of lexical-semantic processing has still not been fully uncovered. This knowledge
becomes critical in the context of intraoperative monitoring of language function during awake
brain surgeries. Brain tumors tend to develop within the deep white matter of the left temporal
lobe, compromising the correct transfer of information across these areas. In previous clinical
work, we have observed that intraoperative electrical stimulation within the left temporal lobe
provokes an overflow of semantic paraphasias and errors in semantic matching tasks
(Sierpowska et al., 2019). This work culminated in establishing a protocol for intraoperative
semantic processing monitoring, but did not convey sufficiently precise neuroanatomical
insights. Therefore, voxel-lesion symptom mapping and track-wise analyses were performed.
Results suggested the involvement of two critical structures in semantic processing: the
posterior middle temporal gyrus (pMTG) and the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF). One
strategy for finding supporting evidence for the functional role of these structures is the use of
comparative studies. Comparative neuroscience involves the examination of brain organization
of several species in evolutionary context in order to determine the relationship between brain
structure and behavior. Sarubbo et al. (2019) used this approach to demonstrate that vervet
monkeys, unique for their semantically rich alarm calls, have a fully developed inferior frontooccipital white matter pathway, suggesting a role for that tract in semantic conceptualization.
In humans, the pMTG has been repeatedly shown to be involved in semantic learning and has
been argued to function as a lexical interface (Rodríguez-Fornells et al., 2009; Gow, 2012), but
the connectivity of this region has not been well-studied in other primates to determine whether
its organization is unique to humans or shared with other species. Importantly, the pMTG serves
as a cortical termination for an extensive number of white matter pathways from both dorsal
and ventral streams (Turken & Dronkers, 2011). In the present work, we explore how the pMTG
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system changed in the evolution by comparing white matter dissections of humans and
chimpanzees.

Methods
Sample
High resolution diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) data for 50 healthy subjects (mean
age=43.7±21.6 yrs) were acquired by Janssen et al. (in prep). Diffusion-weighted data from 29
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes; 28 ± 17 yrs), were obtained from a data archive of scans obtained
prior to the 2015 implementation of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Institutes of
Health regulations governing research with chimpanzees. Access to these scans was acquired
through the US-based National Chimpanzee Brain Resource.

Diffusion weighted imaging analyses
For human participants, two binary masks were defined within the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) space using SPM Marsbar extraction tool and AAL anatomical atlas: pMTG and
the anterior temporal lobe (ATL; both for the left hemisphere). The ATL was used as a second,
potential semantic node, following the ‘hub-and-spoke’ model (Ralph, Jefferies, Patterson, &
Rogers, 2016). The pMTG mask was defined by restricting the middle temporal gyrus to its
portion located posteriorly to the central sulcus (y=-18, Turken & Dronkers, 2011). The ATL mask
was obtained by joining 5 parts: middle and superior temporal poles and the anterior portions
of the inferior, middle and superior temporal gyri (terminating at y=-17, thus not overlapping
with pMTG). Subsequently, the masks were transferred to each individual’s diffusion space and
their corresponding white matter connections were calculated using a probabilistic approach
(FSL probtrackx). All individual results were then warped to the MNI space and two unified
outputs were calculated for the whole sample: the normalized mean, thresholded at 99% of the
robust range, and the overlap of normalized and thresholded individual tractograms. In
chimpanzees, masks were manually drawn to correspond to human cortical areas using
homologous sulcal and gyral landmarks in chimpanzees, using recent sulcal/gyral maps for this
species (Falk et al., 2018). All remaining steps were kept the same.

Results
Visual inspection of the results revealed an extensive ventral system of white matter pathways
(including IFOF) originating from the left ATL seed in both humans and chimpanzees.
Importantly, the maps did not substantially differ between the two species. In humans, the
probabilistic tracking from pMTG showed that the ventral white-matter system extends to both
the right hemisphere via the tapetum and to the dorsal pathways for language via the
connection between the posterior superior temporal sulcus and the inferior parietal lobe. In
chimpanzees, this circuitry was similar with regard to the interhemispheric connections, but
connectivity to the dorsal stream was less robust than in humans. Formal quantification of these
(dis)similarities is currently ongoing.

Discussion
Our results on the pMTG-related white-matter connections in humans confirmed the previous
findings by Turken and Dronkers (2011). Furthermore, we extended the examination of these
connections to another species, potentially confirming the uniqueness of the expansion towards
8
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the dorsal language stream in humans. Interestingly, the circuitry related to the ATL seed is
similar between humans and chimpanzees, in both cases showing a connection with the IFOF.
Together with the recent evidence on IFOF involvement in processing and integration of visual
information for basic communication acts in vervet monkeys (Sarubbo et al., 2019), our results
suggest that while the ATL/IFOF system may play a crucial role in conceptualization, it is the
pMTG white matter circuitry that connects the ventral stream to the network related to
phonological processing.
These findings also have important clinical implications. Our results add new evidence in support
of the claim that the pMTG is a crucial node serving as a lexical interface. This implies that this
region should be handled with particular caution in surgeries for removal of brain tumors or
epileptic foci, and it could be key in understanding language recovery following brain injury.
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Introduction
Subcortical aphasia is a form of aphasia that results from damage to subcortical regions such
as the thalamus, internal capsule, and the basal ganglia. The exact mechanism of subcortical
lesions causing aphasia is unclear, but several hypotheses were proposed; direct role of
subcortical structures in language processing, diaschisis or hypoperfusion of cortical structures.
Arcuate fasciculus (AF) is a major white matter tract connecting classic language center
(Wernicke’s area and Broca’s area). Many studies investigated the relationship between AF
damage and severity of aphasia in stroke patients, however there are few studies focusing on
the patients with subcortical aphasia. In this study, we investigate the influence of AF damage
on severity of subcortical aphasia after stroke using brain DTT analysis.

Methods
We collected the data of subcortical aphasia from the Stroke Outcome Prediction (STOP)
database of Korea University Hospital and finally 41 patients who met the inclusion criteria
were enrolled for this study. Inclusion criteria were 1) first-ever stroke, 2) supratentorial left
hemispheric stroke, 3) right-handedness, 4) who performed aphasia evaluation and underwent
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). Also both patients with cerebral infarct or hemorrhages were
included for subgroup analysis. Aphasia was evaluated by Korean version of Western Aphasia
Battery (WAB), and aphasia quotient (AQ), fluency, comprehension, repetition and naming
scores were used for analysis. The 50 decile of the AQ score was 61.6 points in the WAB test
for Koreans26. Therefore, we clustered patients into two groups as a branch point of 61.6
points for either Good- or Poor- language function group. We reconstructed AF from DTI using
DTIstudio software and extracted the fiber number (FN), average fiber length (FL), fractional
anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), radial diffusivity (RD) and axial diffusivity (AD). Also we
classified left AF types in DTT: type A, no visualization of AF; type B, disrupted at the lesion;
type C, preserved continuity. Also we measured lesion volume (LV) and volume of whole brain
(BV) and we calculated percent LV (LV/BV x 100). A Spearman’s correlation (r) was applied to
assess relationship between AF parameters and aphasia scores and a classification and
regression tree (CART) analysis was carried out to determine which factors best predict WAB.
Also, subgroup CART analysis was performed according to the stroke type.

Results
Among the 41 patients with subcortical stroke, 33 subjects had hemorrhagic stroke and 8
patients were diagnosed as cerebral infarction. Thirty one out of 41 patients were diagnosed
with aphasia; 12 anomic, 7 global and 5 Broca's aphasia. Mean duration between stroke onsets
to examination was 27.39 ± 10.58 days in DTI and WAB in 13.44 ± 6.85 days.
All ischemic stroke patients have a lesion located in the basal ganglia. Ten out of 41 patients
had a lesion restricted in a thalamus, and all of them were hemorrhagic strokes. All the left AF
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types in DTT were either type B or C. In the correlation analysis, LV was significantly associated
with AQ and AQ subtests scores (fluency, repetition and naming). In AF, FA and MD were
significantly associated with naming score. In subgroup analysis, the ischemic stroke group
showed that FA, MD and AF type were significantly correlated with comprehension and
naming scores. On the other hand, LV and LV per BV were associated with naming score in
hemorrhagic stroke group.
The CART analysis produced a decision tree with lesion volume as the first decision point,
followed by FA with a specificity of 90.5 % and sensitivity of 55.0 % (Fig. 1). The lesion volume
of 2200 mm3 was identified as the point separates Good or Poor AQ scores. The CART analysis
found that if patients had a lesion volume less than 2200 mm3 they were more likely to have a
Good score. If patients with a lesion volume more than 2200 mm3 have FA less than 0.421850,
they were highly likely to have a Poor score. As a subgroup analysis, alternative CART analyses
were carried out for hemorrhagic stroke patients. If ischemic stroke patients were removed,
the CART analysis selected FA to predict WAB score for patients first; specificity of 50.0 % and
sensitivity of 92.3 %. The FA cut-off point was the same (0.421850). If patients with a FA lower
than 0.421850, they were highly likely to have a Poor outcome (10 out of 11 patients).

Discussion
The primary aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between AF parameters and
aphasia severity in patients with subcortical stroke. To our best knowledge, this is the first
study to demonstrate an association between aphasia severity and neuroimaging factors using
DTI in subcortical stroke. In our study, FA and MD showed a significant correlation with AQ and
naming scores and these findings coincides well with previous reports in post-stroke
subcortical aphasia. In CART analysis, LV and FA value was a significant predictor of subcortical
aphasia. Previously proposed hypotheses, such as direct role of subcortical structure on
language, diaschisis, hypoperfusion or hypometabolism, can still be accepted, while damage of
AF is also an important underlying mechanism of subcortical aphasia. And its contribution
seems to be different according to infarction and hemorrhagic stroke. In subgroup analysis, FA
was the only significant variable that can predict language impairment in the hemorrhagic
stroke. It can be suggested that amount of AF damage is more important than LV in subcortical
aphasia after hemorrhagic stroke. Considering significant correlations between DTI values (FA,
MD, AF type) and aphasia severity (fluency, comprehension) were seen only in the ischemic
stroke group, it can be assumed that the integrity of AF also has a crucial role in patients with
cerebral infarction.
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Figure 1. CART analyses of patients with language impairments after subcortical strokes. (A)
Both hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke patients are included. (B) Only hemorrhagic stroke
patients are included.
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Introduction
Cerebral small vessel disease (CSVD), characterized by the presence of white matter lesions
(WML), is among the main causes of vascular cognitive impairment. The most well-studied
cognitive domains showing impairment in CSVD are executive functioning and processing
speed, which are correlated with total WML volume 1,2. By contrast, the domain of language
has received much less attention 3,4. Recent studies indicate that WML location might be more
informative than total WML volume in explaining the cognitive profile of CSVD 5. However,
these studies only investigated tasks of executive function and processing speed, whereas
other brain functions that might be more dependent on WML location, such as language, have
remained understudied 6–8. In addition, these studies used global compound scores of
executive function and processing speed with and without language involvement (5),
precluding inferences regarding whether there is a core network underlying executive and
language tasks. The present study investigates whether WML location is associated with
poorer performance in executive-language tasks, as analyzed at a single task level.

Methods
Study population and Neuropsychological assessments
This study included a cohort of 445 CSVD patients without dementia, with varying burden of
WML. WML were defined as hyperintense lesions on FLAIR MRI without corresponding
cerebrospinal fluid-like hypointense lesions on the T1 weighted image. The WML were
segmented on FLAIR images and transformed into Montreal Neurological Institute 152 (MNI)
standard space. The Stroop (word reading, color naming, and color-word naming) and the
verbal fluency tests were used as measures of language production with varying degrees of
executive demands. The digit symbol modality (DSMT) was used as a control task as it does not
require verbal abilities.

Voxel lesion symptom mapping analysis
A voxel-based lesion symptom mapping (VLSM) approach 9 was used. In this approach, a t-test
is performed at every voxel, comparing test scores (verbal fluency, each of the three tasks of
the Stroop test and DSMT) in individuals with and without a WML in each voxel. Analyses were
limited to those voxels where at least 4% (N= 18) of the individuals had a lesion with the goal
of minimizing biased parameter estimates. To correct for multiple comparison, permutation
testing was used. The cut-off for a significant cluster size was determined based on 6000
iterations, with a voxel-wise threshold set at an alpha level of 0.05 10. All VLSM analyses were
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corrected for age, gender, education, and lesion size. Additionally, to control for the processing
speed component in language-related tasks, all VLSM analyses (verbal fluency, color-word
naming and DSMT) were further corrected by a “processing speed” score. This was obtained
by averaging the score of word reading and color naming of the Stroop test. Then, we divided
the scores of verbal fluency, color-word naming test and DSTM by the processing speed score.

Results
The VLSM analyses revealed statistically significant clusters for verbal fluency, and Stroop word
reading, color naming and color-word naming, but not for DSMT. Worse scores in all tests were
associated with WML predominantly in the forceps minor, bilateral thalamic radiations and the
caudate nuclei. This set of brain areas was similar across all tests. The lesion-symptom
associations remained the same once the scores of the verbal fluency and Stroop color-word
naming tests were corrected for processing speed.

Discussion
A relationship was found between WML in a core fronto-striatal network and executivelanguage functioning in CSVD independent of lesion size. This circuitry formed by the caudate
nuclei, forceps minor and thalamic radiations, seems to underlie executive-language
functioning beyond the role of general processing speed and it might constitute a bottleneck
area in CSVD. Finally, the contribution of this circuitry seems to be stronger for tasks requiring
language functioning.
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Introduction
Primary progressive aphasia (PPA) is an acquired language deficit due to progressive
neurodegenerative disease, with word retrieval disturbances as the most frequent
presenting symptom (Mesulam, 2001). The picture–word interference (PWI) paradigm
has been extensively employed in the field of psycholinguistics to investigate word
retrieval and top-down control (Piai, Riès & Swick, 2016), yet very few studies have used
this paradigm in PPA. Moreover, in combination with white matter tractography, the PWI
paradigm could shed light on the involvement of the ventral white matter pathway, as the
exact functional role of this pathway in speech production is much debated. The ventral
pathway has been suggested to underlie top-down control in language production
(Roelofs, 2014), but the functional role of each specific white matter tract within this
pathway, like the uncinate fasciculus (UF) and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF),
has not yet been elucidated. Here we investigate top-down interference control in
individuals with PPA through the PWI paradigm, and asses the possible relationship
between this interference control and the microstructural properties of the UF and ILF.

Methods
Sample and Task
To investigate the PWI paradigm in PPA and the involvement of the UF and ILF in topdown interference control, seventeen individuals with PPA and twenty-two age-matched
healthy controls (HC) performed a PWI task including an incongruent, semantically
related word (e.g. written word "cow" superimposed on the picture of a horse) and a
neutral stimulus ("XXX" on the picture of a horse). The picture stimuli consisted of colored
photographs of 12 high frequency words from two semantic categories (animals and
fruits). The difference between semantically related and neutral picture-word pairs (the
PWI effect) in both reaction time (RT) and accuracy served as a behavioral measure of the
participants’ top-down interference control. Analyses were run with the lme4 package for
R (Bates & Maechler, 2009).

Diffusion weighted imaging analyses
DWI was acquired with a simultaneous‐multislice diffusion‐weighted Echo Planar Imaging
(EPI) sequence with the following parameters: multiband factor = 3, TR/TE =
2282/71.2 ms, in-plane acceleration iPAT = 2, voxel size = 2×2×2 mm3, 9 unweighted
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scans, 100 diffusion-encoding gradient directions in multiple shells (b-values = 1250 and
2500 s/mm2), Taq = 8 min 29 s.
TRActs Constrained by UnderLying Anatomy (TRACULA) was used to delineate the UF and
ILF, for each participant by using global probabilistic tractography with anatomical priors
(Yendiki et al., 2011). Then, the microstructural integrity of both the UF and ILF was
calculated as a neuroanatomical measure, expressed in Fractional Anisotropy (FA) and
Mean Diffusivity (MD) values that were based on the weighted average over the entire
support of the path distribution. Between group comparisons of microstructural
properties were performed using non-parametric tests (Kruskal & Wallis, 1952). A
principal component analysis was performed on the FA and MD values to summarize the
microstructural properties per tract. The relation between these microstructural
properties, operationalized as the first principal component, and PWI effects in both RT
and accuracy were analyzed with linear mixed-effects model and mixed-effects logistic
regression, respectively, both with the same model structure.

Results
As expected, patients were slower than controls (p < 0.001, see Fig 1, left panel) in both
conditions. The top-down interference (related vs. neutral) effect in RT was observed for
both PPA patients and controls (p < 0.001) and the interference effect was statistically
larger for PPA patients than for controls (p < 0.001, see Fig. 1, right panel).

Fig. 1. Group comparisons for RT on both task conditions and picture-word interference effect (related –
neutral).

Regarding accuracy, PPA patients made more errors compared to controls (p < 0.001) and
both groups made more errors in the related condition (p = 0.003). Moreover, the
microstructural properties were altered in patients compared to controls, with PPA
patients having lower FA and higher MD values for both the UF (p < 0.001) and the ILF (p
< 0.001). Importantly, microstructural properties of the ILF were related to RT and the
amount of errors being made in each condition (both p < 0.001) and to the interference
effect in RT (p < 0.001), but not in accuracy (p > 0.05). Furthermore, microstructural
properties of the UF showed a significant relation to accuracy (p = 0.004), but not to RT (p
= 0.08), and to the interference effect in both RT (p = 0.026) and accuracy (p = 0.046).
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Discussion
The behavioral results show an increased interference effect in the reaction times of
individuals with PPA, as compared to controls, suggesting an impairment in top-down
control processes in language production over and above their naming impairments.
Furthermore, the ILF appears to be related to RT and accuracy in both conditions, which is
in accordance with previous findings suggesting the ILF to be involved in object
recognition (Herbet, Zemmoura & Duffau, 2018). Both UF and ILF are related to the
interference effect in RT, while only the UF is related to the interference effect in accuracy.
This suggests a ventral pathway involvement in word production related interference.
These findings contribute to the scarce literature on this topic and require further
investigation.
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Introduction
Studies of semantic variant primary progressive aphasia (sPPA) suggest a role for the lateral
anterior temporal lobes (ATL), including the temporal poles (TP), in semantic processing.
Because of the strength of association between semantic impairments and ATL damage, there
is also widespread agreement that the ATLs function as some sort of semantic hub. However,
there are competing proposals as to the nature of this semantic hub. There is the ‘amodal
semantic hub’ view, according to which the ATLs support semantic integration or convergence
because they host amodal semantic representations (e.g. Lambon Ralph et al. 2017).
In contrast, Mesulam and colleagues (e.g. 2013; 2015a) have argued that the left ATL is
specifically part of the language network. This argument is supported by evidence from
individuals with atrophy mostly limited to the left ATL/temporal pole (TP), who have
prominent naming and categorization deficits but comparatively intact object recognition
abilities, whereas individuals with more widely distributed and bilateral atrophy are also
profoundly impaired on object recognition tasks (Mesulam et al. 2013, 2015; also e.g. Binney
et al. 2016; Luzzi et al. 2017; Snowdon et al. 2017).
Work on language processing in healthy groups also supports the idea of (sub-regions of) the
left ATL contributing to morphological and lexical retrieval or selection processes (e.g. Lau et
al. 2013; Lewis et al. 2011) and semantic combinatorial processes for phrases and complex
words (e.g. Flick et al. 2018; Westerlund et al. 2015). In short, there is good evidence for the
left ATL being involved in various aspects of semantic and lexical processing but a variety of
proposals as to the nature of that involvement.
Such functional variability raises the possibility of multiple networks with nodes in temporal
cortex, which may contribute to different components of language tasks. To approach this, we
recorded magnetoencephalography (MEG) data while participants performed a picturenaming task. Data were analyzed using the combination of signal space separation
beamformer (Vrba et al., 2010) and conditional inference random forest (CForest; Horthorn et
al., 2006) methods. CForest generated predicted time-courses from sources, which were then
clustered according to their temporal covariance, yielding temporally co-varying networks of
cortical sources (Tremblay et al. In prep.). Here we focus on clusters with sources localized to
ATL.

Methods
In Tremblay et al. (In Prep) fourteen healthy adults sequentially named 200 colour pictures
(Rossion & Pourtois, 2004) while continuous MEG recordings were collected. The un-averaged
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sensor data was projected onto the cortex using a Signal Space Separation Beamformer (Vrba
et al., 2010) with 278 virtual electrodes (VEs) from the parcellation of Shen et al. (2013).
CForest generated predicted time-courses at each discrete VE from a model predicting
amplitude as a function of time and x-, y-, z-coordinates. Predicted VE time-courses were
clustered together in a step-wise manner, from 97.5 to 82.5% covariance. Areas with
covariance below 82.5% were treated as ‘unclustered’. No thresholds were set for amplitude
fluctuations or cluster size. For the present work, we extracted clusters with nodes in the
temporal lobes and report the structure and time-courses of those with ATL nodes.

Results
Cluster structures. The clustering analysis produced 24 clusters with areas in temporal cortex.
Five clusters had areas in ATL. These (plus C21) are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Cluster areas
Cluster# Temporal BA

MNI (x,y,z)

Other areas

2

lITGa*

20

-49,-10,-32

rCrus I, rCrus II, rTOFus, rVI

17

lTP*

38

-41,10,-30

lAccumbens, rCingulateGp, lFOrbital*, lSubcallosal

lTP*

38

-26,4,-37

lPHGa*

53

-26,-4,-18

21

lMTGp*

21

-57,-12,-13

lHippocampus*, lTFusC,p*

25

rITGa

20

46,1,-34

rAmygdala, rFOrbital, rFPole, lVI*

rTP

38

37,14,-28

33

rPP

22

57,0,2

rInsula

52

lPP*

38

-46,1,-14

rSubcallosalC

Legend: a=anterior, C=cortex,F=frontal, Fus=fusiform, I=inferior, G=gyrus, M=middle,
O=occipital, PH=parahippocampal, PP=Planum Polar, P=Pole, p=posterior, T=temporal; areas
with * become active ~40ms.
Timing and predicted activity. Overall, the data show widespread bilateral activity that began
in primary visual cortex. Mean activity was greater in the right than the left hemisphere, with
the largest amplitudes mainly restricted to areas in left temporal and frontal clusters, as well
as brain stem and cerebellum. However, consistent with Llorens et al.’s (2014) findings for
sequential naming tasks, naming took longer than in blocked designs (median voice onset
~1000ms) and very early engaged anterior areas in the left lateral cortex, as well as medial
frontal and inferior temporal areas. Indeed, these left frontal and temporal areas showed
minor divergences from their baselines at ~40ms and large peaks around 120-150ms and
250ms, with further increases around 400 and 600ms. Homologous right hemisphere clusters
became active later (~100ms) and did not show comparable magnitudes.
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Discussion
We investigated the use of CForest to characterize temporally-covarying networks of cortical
sources during a picture-naming task. Compared to other methods, CForest has the
advantages of being able to handle large numbers of predictor variables and, in the context of
brain data analysis, allows one to treat time and space as continuous variables rather than
discretizing. This avoids the assumption of stationarity in functional connectivity analyses.
Clustering the predicted time-courses from CForest by their covariance produced clusters that
are plausible as ‘functional networks’ based on previous literature. To cite one example, TP
areas clustered with frontal orbital cortex in each hemisphere. However, the left hemisphere
TP cluster (C17) was active earlier and much more strongly across the time course than the
homologous right hemisphere cluster (C25). C17’s activity in the early time course is paralleled
only by a frontal cluster (C16) consisting of polar, orbital, and medial frontal areas.
Speculatively, the early activation of C17 may be related to ‘control-like’ processes, beginning
almost concurrently with primary visual responses. Further, the fact that C17 is active across
the entire time course, with more than one peak, suggests that it could be involved in the
selection, combination, or integration of more than one type of information. Its activity and
architecture would also explain performance impairments in early sPPA, given atrophy and
increased diffusivity along the uncinate pathway from TP to OFC (Catani et al. 2013).
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Introduction
Anomia often occurs in adults with spoken expressive aphasia (Murdoch, 1990). Despite the
wealth of research, the precise ingredients that explain successful word-finding outcomes in
spoken anomia therapy remain unclear. Often, different combinations of therapy components
are applied in research and clinical practice, masking the active ingredient(s) responsible for
treatment efficacy. For example, to treat an impairment in accessing the phonological output
lexicon, researchers have suggested having participants generate phonological cues (e.g.,
Leonard, Rochon, & Laird, 2008). Others have proposed the use of progressive cues, primarily
either phonological or orthographic information (e.g., Hickin, Best, Herbert, Howard, &
Osbourne, 2001). This diversity in treatment methods can unfortunately be confusing for a
speech and language therapist. This study therefore adopts a novel approach: It systematically
searched and combined individual data (obtained from group studies, case series or case
studies), before employing random forest to determine the active ingredients in spoken singleword therapy.

Methods
Systematic search
A comprehensive search was conducted using 17 electronic databases, including general
search engines (e.g., PubMed, PsychINFO) and more speech-therapy related ones (e.g., AMED
for allied health professionals). After removing duplicated entries, the first and third authors
independently reviewed and screened over 3,900 entries, based on pre-specified criteria. The
primary selection criteria include: (1) Studies must be spoken single-word naming therapies;
(2) participants are adults with word-finding difficulties as part of aphasia after stroke; (3)
therapies are language-based approaches, i.e., semantic, orthographical and/or phonological
approaches; (4) the reports must also be written in English and (5) include original data. We
did not include studies investigating total communication and therapies beyond single-word
naming, like the use of phrases to exchange information (e.g., Pulvermüller et al., 2001).
From the suitable studies, individual data were obtained. The final dataset was made up of
data from just over 220 individuals. Information on therapy components as well as four
outcome measures (short-term outcome for treated and untreated items respectively, longterm outcome for treated and untreated items respectively) were extracted. Short-term is
defined as three weeks or less. Long-term is defined as more than three weeks after
intervention. We sought to be comprehensive when accounting for the information on
therapy components. The therapy components are thus divided into four groups: (1)
Information on the therapy regimen (e.g., frequency of sessions per week); (2) Information on
the words used in treatment (e.g., how many items were treated across sessions); (3)
Information about the techniques (e.g., Were phonological cues used? Were semantic tasks
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used?); and (4) Information about the application of techniques (e.g., Were the cues applied in
an increasing or decreasing order?). All these pieces of information were then entered as
variables into the meta-analysis.

Meta-analysis
Random forest was used to compute the meta-analysis. Random forest is an established
ensemble learning method useful for determining variables and has been fruitfully applied
across various disciplines (e.g., de Aguiar, Bastiaanse, & Miceli, 2016; Stephan, Stegle, & Beyer,
2015). It does so by imputing classification and regression decision trees (Breiman, 2000).
Random forest is appropriate due to the mixture of categorical and continuous variables-ofinterest, the ‘large-p small-n’ characteristic of our data, as well as its versatility in managing
data derived from small-n design studies.

Results
Concordance statistics and the “Out Of Bag” (OOB) errors obtained for the random forests
suggested that the imputed random forest models were accurate (i.e., concordance indices
were greater than ‘0.83’ and OOB rates were less than ‘0.18’ for all imputed models). The
primary results were based on the variables’ order of importance when predicting a particular
outcome. For the successful naming of treated items in the short term, the results suggested
that providing the written form of the target word, explicit application of orthographic partword cues, and applying cues based on responses were important variables. For successful
naming of treated items in the long-term phase, feedback on naming accuracy, providing
written form of the target word and explicit application of orthographic part-word cues were
important variables. As for the naming of untreated items in the short term, providing the
written word form of the target word was also important.

Discussion
From data extracted from over 220 individuals with aphasia, the role of orthography appeared
to be important across the three outcome measures, whether the use of orthography was
operationalized in terms of the provision of written target word or as orthographic part-word
cues. We will discuss the clinical implications of maximising ingredients that drive successful
naming rehabilitation, particularly in relation to the application of orthography. We will also
briefly discuss the importance of using advanced statistical approaches to integrate findings
from small-n research data, in order to advance the field.
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Introduction
In the context of aphasia, verb anomia is more frequent than noun deficits (Mätzig et
al., 2009), and their negative impact on daily communication abilities has been well documented
(Rofes, Capasso, & Miceli, 2015). However, most research on anomia has focused on noun
retrieval, whereas therapies targeting verb anomia remain scarce (Webster & Whitworth, 2012).
This is particularly surprising, considering the central role of verbs in sentence and speech
production (Conroy, Sage, & Lambon Ralph, 2006). Verb therapy, irrespective of whether verbs
are treated within a single-word or sentence context, is effective in improving the retrieval of
treated verbs but with limited generalization to untreated verbs (Webster & Whitworth, 2012).
Amongst single-word retrieval therapies, therapies based on sensorimotor strategies have been
studied, but rarely explored with neuroimaging techniques. The present study reports on the
efficacy of Personalized Observation, Execution, and Mental Imagery (POEM) therapy, a new
approach that integrates sensorimotor and language-based strategies to treat verb anomia,
within a structured therapy protocol based on principles of experience-dependent
neuroplasticity (Durand et al. in prep).

Methods
Participants
Ten participants with chronic aphasia and verb anomia were recruited for the study and
two of them were also followed up in a pre/post-therapy fMRI study. Participants presented a
single lesion in the left hemisphere, varying in size and location, and all of the were diagnosed
with non-fluent aphasia, and verb anomia ranging from 21% to 94% of degree of severity. They
were chronic (time post onset ranging from 2 to 34 years).

Experimental procedure
Background assessment
Language and cognitive function tests were completed at baseline. Language tests
included comprehension, naming, repetition and fluency to allow a complete description of the
aphasia profile. Cognitive function tests included short term memory and executive functions
tests to obtain a cognitive background.
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Stimuli
A personalized set of stimuli was built for each participant based on the naming
performance on baseline, to build a treated and a non-treated set of stimuli, controlled for
linguistic variables.

POEM therapy
POEM was administered according to a strict protocol (Durand et al. in prep) and in a
massed stimulation schedule of three one hour-sessions per week, over five weeks. During each
session, participants were trained to name actions presented in 5-second videos. If the
participant could not name the action within 5 to 10 s, he was asked to make the gesture
associated with this action, helped by the SLP. If he could not name the action, the participant
was asked to imagine the action in a personal context. If the action is still not named, the SLP
asked to close eyes and imagine the action in a relevant context. After these prompts, the word
was given to the participant, who was asked to repeat it once.

fMRI protocol
The two participants who participated to the fMRI study underwent an initial fMRI
session (T1), which identified the neural substrate of spontaneous correct naming. Afterward,
these two participants received POEM. A second fMRI session (T2) was performed after five
weeks of therapy. This session allowed us to identify the brain areas that subserved therapyinduced neuroplasticity. During both fMRI sessions, patients performed an overt naming task.

fMRI design and parameters
Images were acquired using a 3T MRI Siemens Trio scanner with a standard 32-channel
head coil. All the parameters are presented in Durand et al, 2018. Responses to the fMRI naming
task were recorded and coded offline. Preprocessing and statistical analyses were performed
using SPM12 software. Neuroimaging data analyses were performed only on correct responses.
Individual activation maps were calculated for each condition for the whole brain with cluster
size superior to 10 voxels and p < .001 uncorrected. Furthermore, we are currently processing
functional connectivity analysis following the same procedure as Berroir et al., 2017. Our goal is
to examine the integration changes in a pre-post POEM comparison on the following networks
: canonical language (Baldassarre, Metcalf, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2019), action language, action
observation, motor execution and mental imagery networks (Courson & Tremblay, 2018).

Results
All 10 participants benefited from POEM; improvements were observed with both
trained and untrained items. In either case explored with fMRI, the recovery on verb naming
following POEM was signed by distinct activation patterns. Specifically in P1, there was a
significant activation in the left and right middle temporal gyri, the right fusiform and the left
cerebellum, all of which are part of the canonical language network (Baldassarre et al., 2019). In
P2, there was a significant activation in the right premotor cortex and the right cerebellum,
which are both among the components of the sensorimotor network. Concurrently with
behavioral recovery, a reduction in the number of recruited areas was observe in both
participants.
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Discussion
The evidence suggests that structured anomia treatment integrating sensorimotor
strategies can improve word retrieval of treated and untreated verbs. In particular, POEM is the
first verb anomia therapy protocol to show generalization of therapy effects to untreated items,
and so across all participants. This finding suggests that POEM favors the implementation of a
strategy that can be generalized to untrained items. The post-intervention activation pattern
observed in the two participants, suggests that the sensorimotor character of POEM favors the
recruitment of preserved elements of two brain networks, and so in relation to lesion size and
location. In P1, a component of the sensorimotor circuit- the right premotor cortex, and the
cerebellum , and in P2 the cerebellum and middle temporal gyri, supporting the mental
representation of verb meaning, as well as the syntactic templates of nouns and verbs (Hagoort,
2016). Furthermore, the middle temporal gyrus is a component of two language processing
relevant networks, namely the action language network and action observation network
(Courson & Tremblay, 2018), and the language canonical network Baldassarre et al., 2019).
Preliminary analyses of functional connectivity data indicates that POEM favors the interactivity
between these two networks supporting the recovery from verb anomia. Finally, POEM leads
to more efficient use of brain resources, with less scattered activations and better
synchronization of large-scale relevant networks, to sustain recovery by the implementation of
a strategy that can be generalized to untreated items.
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Introduction
Cognitive Reserve derives from the level of education, working activity and leisure activity
of an individual. The mechanism of acquiring new learnings is able to create, supply and
repair neural resources in support of age-related neurological decline (Cabeza et al., 2018)
through the modulation of cognitive performance (Stern et al., 1992; Darby et al., 2017,
Thow et al., 2018). Neural networks underlying Cognitive Reserve can be significantly
activated as cognitive demand increases (e.g., Cabeza et al., 2018; Darby et al., 2017),
indicating that within the same task, the individual behavioral outcome is sensitive to both
the task demand and the level of Cognitive Reserve of who is performing the task. In the
language domain, the role of Cognitive Reserve has been explored to some extent, showing
better language performance with high Cognitive Reserve over adulthood (e.g., Thow et al.,
2018). However, most of the studies have measured language performance without
considering the possible connection between Cognitive Reserve and psycholinguistic
features (Hultsch et al., 1993; Thow et al., 2018). In our study, indeed, we observed the role
of Cognitive Reserve across different variables such as Lexical Frequency (low vs. high) and
Lexical Semantics (abstract vs. concrete). Since the involvement of Cognitive Reserve should
be higher with the increase of task demand, we hypothesized a stronger effect of Cognitive
Reserve in the case of low frequency words and abstract words, rather than with high
frequency words and concrete words.

Methods
Participants and Materials
Sixty-five participants aged from 59 to 87 years underwent the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA, Nasreddine et al., 2005) to measure their cognitive profile and the
Cognitive Reserve Index questionnaire (CRIq, Nucci et al., 2012) to measure their Cognitive
Reserve Index (CRI). They performed a simple Lexical Decision task and a Semantic
Matching task to evaluate lexical richness.

Procedure
Participants were administered the MoCA and the CRIq. The MoCA test is a
neuropsychological screening assessing the global cognitive profile. The raw scores were
adjusted for age and education according to the Italian norms (Conti et al., 2015). The CRIq
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is a semi-structured interview aimed to obtain a standardized quantitative measure of
activities carried on during the lifespan, where the CRI score is an estimation of the CR. The
CRI-total comprises three sub-components: education (CRI-Education), working activities
(CRI-WorkingActivity), and leisure activities (CRI-LeisureTime). These scores are adjusted
for age via a regression-based method to allow comparisons between groups of different
ages (see Nucci et al., 2012). The Lexical Decision task included real words and non-words.
In the Semantic Matching task, participants responded to synonyms and unrelated words
with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to indicate whether the paired words had the same meaning, or not.

Results
The analyses were carried out using Generalized Linear Mixed-effect Models (Bates,
Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014; Baayen et al., 2008; Quené and Van den Bergh, 2008). Our
dependent variables were Response Times (RT, in milliseconds) and Accuracy (as binomial
responses). Our predictors of interest were the cognitive reserve (CRI score), Lexical
Frequency (i.e., high vs. low) and Lexical semantic (i.e., concrete vs. abstract).
- In the Lexical Decision task, model comparison made by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC,
Sakamoto et al., 1986) indicated that higher CRI-Education was the best predictor of RT, and
the model fit was better when considering Lexical semantics in interaction with cognitive
reserve. CRI-total predicted Lexical Decision Accuracy and, in line with our hypothesis, the
effect of Cognitive Reserve was stronger for abstract words than for concrete words (Fig.
1a).
- In the Semantic Matching task, participants with higher CRI-total showed significantly
faster RT compared to participants with lower Cognitive Reserve. Performance was
significantly more accurate in older adults with higher Cognitive Reserve, with stronger
effects for low frequency words compared to high frequency words (Fig. 1b).

Fig. 1: a) On the left-hand side, it is shown the interaction effect between Cognitive Reserve and Lexical semantics in
the Lexical Decision task; b) on the right-hand side, it is shown the interaction effect between Cognitive Reserve and
Lexical Frequency in the Semantic Matching task. ACC = Accuracy; CONCR_ABST = Lexical semantic; FRQ = lexical
frequency.
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Discussion
Both the Lexical Decision task and the Semantic Matching task were performed significantly
better by participants with higher Cognitive Reserve in terms of RT and Accuracy. Cognitive
Reserve predicted better processing of low frequency words and abstract words. These results
indicate that better language performance can be predicted by higher Cognitive Reserve: a
benefit that appears to be marked when more “difficult” stimuli (i.e. low frequency and
abstract words) are being processed.
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Introduction
The present study investigates the production of inflected forms from word-stems with a regular
vs. an irregular inflection. This issue has been mostly focused on the theoretical debate between
Dual Mechanism theories (rule-based procedures vs. recovery of whole forms stored in an
associative network, Pinker & Ullman, 2002) and Connectionist models (single procedure for
both regular and irregular forms, McClelland & Patterson, 2002). The two accounts make
different predictions about the neural underpinnings of lexical processing for regular and
irregular verbs. The declarative/procedural model is a modular theory positing that irregular
forms are recovered from the mental lexicon which depends on declarative memory and is
subserved by the temporal lobe, whereas regular forms are assembled by means of a mental
grammar which involves procedural memory and is subserved by the frontal cortex and the basal
ganglia (Ullman, 2001). Concurrent models do not postulate a categorical difference between
regular and irregular forms and suggest that different pattern of brain activations elicited by
regular and irregular verbs are predicted by phonological, semantic and other probabilistic
features of verbs (Joanisse & Seidenberg, 2005).
However, an alternative hypothesis, mainly grounded on linguistic, behavioral and simulation
data (Burzio, 1998; Bordag & Pechmann, 2009; Colombo et al., 2004; 2006; Laudanna, 2007;
Laudanna et al., 2004; Pirrelli & Herreros, 2005; Verissimo & Clahsen, 2009), suggests that all
inﬂected forms in the mental lexicon, regardless of regularity, are organized in clusters on the
basis of their paradigmatic relations among word-forms other than the regular/irregular
distinction and that inflectional processes are likely to be governed by membership of words to
specific clusters, namely the inflectional classes. This third positions predicts the possibility to
detect experimental effects driven by the membership of words to inflectional classes rather
than to the coarse distinction between regular and irregular.
In this study we try to shed light on the issue by exploiting a suitable test case, the Italian verb
inflectional system. Here, verbs fall into one of three conjugations each exhibiting different
degrees of regularity, numerosity and consistency.
By using both behavioral and neuroimaging techniques, we aim at demonstrating that
mechanisms underlying speaker’s ability to perform inflectional operations rely on grammatical
properties of verbs depending on their membership to different inflectional classes.

Methods
A past-participle generation task was admnistered in a behavioral (42 participants) and an eventrelated fMRI setting (23 participants). A set of 168 Italian verbs was selected and arranged into
6 subsets of experimental stimuli on the basis of Regularity (regulars vs. irregulars) and
Conjugation membership (1st vs. 2nd vs. 3rd). The six subsets were matched on frequency, length,
N-count, locus and manner of articulation of the initial phoneme, syllabic structure of the initial
syllable, syllabic structure of both the infinitive and past-participle form.
Different sets of statistical analyses were carried out on response latencies, accuracy rates and
BOLD responses. Analyses testing putative effects of Conjugation were restricetd to response
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patterns only elicited by regular verbs. Analyses on response measures only elicited by 2nd and
3rd conjugation verbs tested the interaction between Regularity and Conjugation.

Results
Main effects of the variable Conjugation were obtained both in the behavioural and in the fMRI
experiments: 2nd conjugation regular verbs were responded significantly slower and poorer than
1st and 3rd conjugation regular verbs. The left middle frontal gyrus and the pre-supplementary
motor area exhibited a significantly higher BOLD activation response for 2nd and 3rd conjugation
regular verbs than for 1st conjugation regular verbs.
In addition, the analyses performed on both 2nd and 3rd conjugation regular and irregular verbs
revealed that 2nd conjugation verbs were slower and less accurate than 3rd conjugation verbs
and that the perigenual part of the left anterior cingulate cortex was significantly more activated
for 2nd than for 3rd conjugation verbs.
A main effect of Regularity was also observed: irregular verbs were slower and less accurate
than regular verbs. The left prefrontal cortex and the anterior part of the left inferior frontal
gyrus were found significantly more activated for irregular when compared to regular verbs.
Interestingly, a significant Conjugation by Regularity interaction was observed: behaviorally, the
Regularity effect was stronger for 3rd than for 2nd conjugation verbs. In the left and right postcentral gyri, the 2nd conjugation irregular verbs elicited significant weaker activation than regular
ones; the 3rd conjugation verbs elicited the opposite pattern.

Discussion
The present study demonstrates that inflecting Italian verbs from different conjugations,
irrespective of regularity, requires different cognitive operations since it elicits differences in
behavioral response latencies, accuracy rates and cortical activations. Rather than a segregation
between different brain structures devoted to the processing of regular and irregular verbs,
different patterns of activation for both the regular and irregular verbs in the same structures
were found. Differences among regular verbs belonging to different inflectional classes were
also obtained both on behavioral and neural grounds.
This pattern of data cannot be easily accommodated within either a dual or a single mechanism
account. Dual mechanism theories postulate that all regular verbs follow symbolic inflectional
rules, thereby no differences among regular verbs are expected. The observed difference cannot
be ascribed neither to any formal feature as predicted by single mechanism accounts: actually,
in our work we matched many formal features across the experimental categories.
Our data corroborate the idea that language-specific properties of inflectional classes might
modulate cognitive operations and biological underpinnings of inflectional behavior.
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Main effect of
Conjugation
reaction times

error
rate

1st conjugation verbs

548 ms (42)

2nd conjugation verbs

575 ms (48)

16%

3rd conjugation verbs

558 ms (46)

13%

6%

Regularity by Conjugation
Interaction
regular verbs
error
rate

reaction times

20%

577 ms (46)

558 ms (46)

13%

571 ms (49) 27%

567 ms (48)

16%

574 ms (47) 28%

reaction times

2nd conjugation
3rd conjugation

Region

irregular verbs

577 ms (47)

Talairach

error
rate

30%

Cluster size

reaction times

error rate

577 ms (46)

25%

564 ms (48)

P-value

Coordinates
[mm3]
Model: 1-ANOVA (Conjugation)
L-MFG

[mm]
-45,-7,+41

521

0.000320

L-PreSMA

-3,+5,+49

405

0.000445

L-Caudate

-8,+8,+4

231*

0.000904

R-Caudate

+6,+2,+4

55*

0.000532

Model: 2-ANOVA (Regularity)
L-PFC

-48,-1,+25

2663

0.000268

L-IFG

-45,+29,+13

1249

0.000552

L-PreSMA

-6,-1,+49

143*

0.001038

L-Caudate

-12,+8,+7

116*

0.000303

L-Hipp.

-27,-34,-2

201*

0.004747

Model: 2-ANOVA (Conjugation)
L-ACC

-6,+29,+1

388

0.000753

Table 1: Mean reaction times (standard deviations in parentheses), error rates and clusters of
significant fMRI changes.
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Introduction
Post-stroke aphasia (PSA) is an acquired impairment of speech and language caused by a stroke,
generally in the left hemisphere. The impacts of PSA on language production are usually
objectivized using tasks relying on single-word production (e.g., confrontation-naming tasks),
which generally reveal that all people with aphasia experience some degree of naming
impairment (Goodglass & Wingfield, 1997).
Research has consistently shown that PSA affects word production not only in isolation, but also
in connected speech production (Kavé & Goral, 2017). Accordingly, recent literature highlights
the importance of the analysis of connected speech production among patients with PSA (Mayer
& Murray, 2003), which could provide a more detailed and ecological examination of language
production impairments.
In clinical settings, connected speech samples are often elicited by picture description tasks. This
procedure, as opposed to other speech-elicitation methods (e.g., structured or semi-structured
interviews), elicits relatively constrained speech, thus facilitating speech comparison between
groups (Chenery & Murdoch, 1994). Connected speech analysis showed that PSA can affect
multiple speech and language domains, such as speech production, semantic content, and
morphosyntactic and lexical measures (Fergadiotis & Wright, 2016; Kavé & Goral, 2017).
Studies quantitatively documenting the effects of PSA on connected speech elicited by picture
description tasks, especially in the early stages of the disease, are rather scarce and have yielded
mixed results. Moreover, the relationship between the performance on naming tests (i.e. singleword production) typically used in clinical evaluations and the performance on speech-eliciting
procedures remains unclear. While some findings suggest that confrontation-naming measures
in chronic PSA patients are associated with measures of word-retrieval in connected speech
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production (Fergadiotis & Wright, 2016; Herbert, Best, Hickin, Howard, & Osborne, 2003), others
support a dissociation between the performance of people with aphasia in single-word and
discursive tasks (Crutch & K Warrington, 2004; Mayer & Murray, 2003).
Thus, our objectives will be:
a. to assess the effects of PSA on quantitative measures of connected speech
production in the subacute stage (10-14 days post-stroke)
b. to determine the relationship between the performance in confrontation naming
and connected speech measures among the same people with PSA

Methods
Participants
Twenty participants with PSA (age: M = 71.85; male (female): 13(7)) and 21 healthy controls
(age: M = 63.62; female (male): 10(11)) were recruited in the stroke unit of Hôpital du SacréCoeur de Montréal. All participants were right-handed and participants in the PSA group had
suffered from a single ischemic middle cerebral artery stroke in the left hemisphere. Participants
in the PSA group were evaluated between ten and fourteen days post-stroke (M = 10.39).

Language assessment
For all participants, connected speech elicited by the Picnic scene (Western Aphasia Battery) was
recorded. The speech samples were then transcribed by a trained speech-language pathologist
using the CLAN program (MacWhinney, 2000). Measures of speech quanta (duration, total
number of words, types, open class words, and closed class words), speech rate (words per
minute), errors (repetition, self-correction, and word error rates), lexical diversity (type-token
ratio, VOC-D measure), lexical selection (open-to-closed class ratio and noun-to-verb ratio),
informativity (information content units; information units for the healthy control group were
manually extracted from connected speech samples of an other control group sharing similar
sociodemographic data), efficiency/density (information units/duration, information units/total
number of words, and density), and mean length of utterance were semi-automatically
extracted. All participants were also administered a standardized test assessing confrontationnaming (DO80).

Statistical analysis
We contrasted the performance of PSA participants and healthy controls on the confrontationnaming score and the connected speech measures using independent samples t-tests. Then, for
the connected speech measures for which we found significant differences between the PSA
and the healthy control group, we tested for correlations with the confrontation-naming task
within the PSA group only. Finally, we conducted additional linear regression analyses to identify
the strongest connected speech predictors of performance on the confrontation-naming task.

Results
Results of group comparison between the PSA group and healthy controls for confrontationnaming measures and connected speech production are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Performance of People with Aphasia and Healthy Controls on Confrontation-Naming
and Speech Production Measures

PSA

HC

t

p

**

M

SD

M

SD

-9.26

11.63

0.64

0.47

-3.91

Duration (seconds)

57.43

41.19

78.57

48.22

-1.53

TNW

123.52

111.70

210.24

118.49

-2.44

**

Types

50.10

36.43

93.57

33.18

-4.04

**

#OCW

36.43

34.61

69.29

37.75

-2.94

**

#CCW

85.67

78.72

140.14

80.95

-2.21

**

WPM

110.41

48.86

171.92

38.47

-4.53

**

Repetition rate (%)

3.05

3.04

0.75

0.72

3.38

**

Self-correction rate (%)

1.51

1.41

1.04

0.88

1.27

Word error rate (%)

5.20

7.72

0.06

0.18

3.06

TTR

0.49

0.20

0.48

0.09

0.17

VOC-D

31.70

10.17

45.45

11.28

-3.75

OCW-CCW ratio

0.42

0.20

0.51

0.20

-1.91

Noun-to-verb ratio

7.27

7.47

6.97

3.48

0.16

ICUs

13.00

9.45

24.22

4.23

-5.26

ICUs/duration

0.14

0.07

0.13

0.05

0.66

ICUs/tnw

0.27

0.16

0.29

0.13

-0.38

Density

0.25

0.13

0.34

0.06

-2.89

**

MLU

6.03

3.96

10.39

2.40

-4.32

**

DO80
(z-score)

**

**

**

**p < 0.01; PSA = post-stroke aphasia group; HC = healthy controls; TNW = total
number of words; #OCW = number of open-class words; #CCW = number of closedclass words; WPM = words per minute; TTR = type-token ratio; OCW-CCW ratio =
open-to-closed-class-word ratio; ICUs = number of information content units
conveyed; ICUs/words = number of information content units/total number of words
produced; ICUs/duration = number of information content units/duration in seconds;
MLU = mean length of utterance.
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Performance on the confrontation-naming task significantly correlates with total number of
words produced (r = .64, p = .004), number of types (r = .73, p = .001), number of open class
words (r = .65, p = .004), number of closed-class words (r = .63, p = .005), words per minute (r =
.71, p = .001), VOC-D (r = .73, p = .005), number of ICUs (r = .84, p < .001), density (r =.60, p
=.008), and mean length of utterance (r = .711, p = 0.001). Strongest connected speech
predictors of the performance on the confrontation-naming task are number of ICUs (R2 = .71, p
< .001), VOC-D (R2 = .53, p = .005), number of types (R2 = .53, p =.001 ), words per minute (R2 =
.51, p = .001), and mean length of utterance (R2 = .51, p = .001).

Discussion
Our findings show that early PSA is associated with changes in multiple aspects of connected
speech production, such as speech quanta measures, speech rate, informativity, lexical diversity,
and mean length of utterance. While reduced lexical diversity, number of types, speech rate,
and mean length of utterance were all good predictors of naming deficits, we found poor
informativity of speech to be the best predictor of naming impairments on a standardized
confrontation-naming task.
Picture description tasks are quick, easy to administer, and provide a detailed approximation of
language production abilities in subacute PSA. While recent recommendations highlight the
importance of conducting complete language evaluations in the first days following stroke, this
procedure could prove useful for rapid assessment in early PSA. Future directions for this project
could include measuring the relationship between quantitative measures of connected speech
production in PSA and the performance on standardized single-item tasks targeting other
language functions, such as semantic and phonological processing.
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Introduction
Structural priming is the tendency to produce previously processed sentence structures. In the
first experimental study on this topic (Bock, 1986), priming in English monolingual unimpaired
speakers was found with Active/Passive and Ditransitive/Prepositional Dative sentence
structures. Priming is useful to investigate the architecture and mechanisms of language
processing (Pickering & Ferreira 2008, Bencini 2013; 2017; Branigan and Pickering, 2016). By
orthogonally manipulating the overlapping dimensions between prime and target (e.g.,
structure, semantics, etc.) priming allows to isolate the dimensions to which the language
processing system is sensitive to (e.g., Bock and Loebell 1992). Some studies used structural
priming in patients with aphasia and results suggest that it increases the chance to produce
complex sentences (Cho and Mack, 2010; Cho, Mack and Thompson, 2016).
The aims of the current study are:
-

to examine passive production in Italian speakers with aphasia using structural
priming,
to assess if priming can be an effective language intervention in speakers with aphasia.

Methods
Participants
Data collection is currently in progress. Overall, we plan to collect data from 10 Italian speakers
with aphasia hospitalized in a rehabilitation hospital. All participants have a stroke in the left
hemisphere, no neurological and speech-language disorders prior to their stroke, right-handed
and have no impairment visual and hearing acuity.

Stimuli and tasks
Assessment: we administer Aachener Aphasie Test, Italian version, Luzzatti et at., 1996; visual
and oral sentences comprehension; oral description of pictures; oral controlled description of
images; visual and oral grammatically judgments of the Batteria per l’Analisi dei Deficit Afasici
(Miceli et at., 1994); the task 55 from Psycholinguistic assessments of language processing in
aphasia (Kay et al., 1996); Assessment of Pragmatic Abilities and Cognitive Substrates (Arcara
& Bambini, 2016). In addition, we collect a narrative sample.
The experiment is administered via Psychopy software (Peirce, 2007). For the experiment we
use a total of 32 prime sentences (16 actives and 16 passives) that are paired with 16 pictures
of target repeated twice. All sentences have one inanimate agent (e.g. rock) and one animate
patient (e.g. boy) and transitive verb (e.g. hit). Prime sentences are recorded. Target pictures
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are 16 black and white line drawings adapted from Bencini, Bock. The position of the agent is
counterbalanced (half is on the right and half is on the left). And the infinitive form of the verb
is written under the picture.

Procedure

Participants receive 3 hourly sessions of assessment and 2 hourly sessions for the experimental
tasks, which took place over three weeks with a five days break between T1 and T2.
After the assessment, the patients are divided into two groups. Group one is going to describe
target picture without prime sentences at T1. After five days participants describe the same
pictures with prime sentences at T2. Group two receives the experimental tasks in reverse
order.
At the beginning of the experimental task with structural priming the instructions are
presented. Then there is a white slide with a written sentence. A recorded voice reads aloud
the sentence and the participant has to repeat aloud the sentence that he heard. Then the
patient has to fix a blank slide associated with a long sound. After that, the target picture
comes up and the participant has to try to describe the following picture with the same
structural form that he repeated before.
In the experimental task without structural priming, patients are required to describe the
pictures without any structural form restrictions.

Data analysis
The outcomes to be measured are:
1. the accuracy in the production after the prime sentences (correct responses included
active and passive responses produced in corresponding prime conditions)
2. the number of passive sentences produced in the experimental task without prime
condition
In order to evaluate the role of the priming, a priming index (PI) is calculated on the ratio
between the occurrences of the structural forms of the target descriptions matching with the
prime and the total amount of descriptions. A mixed model will be employed to analyze the
effect of the type of prime on the priming index.
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In addition, the without prime condition task will be used to assess possible long effects of the
previous prime task. For instance, in a mixed model the percentage of passive sentences is
analyzed on the effect of time (in T1 vs. T2).

Results
Data collection is currently in progress and preliminary results will be presented at the XX
conference
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Introduction
Multiple languages coexist in Lebanon due to historical, cultural and educational circumstances
(Bacha & Bahous, 2011; Bahous & al., 2014). Lebanese people are able to speak at least two
languages from early childhood. They become bilingual speakers, using their languages on a
daily basis and codeswitching frequently (ibid.). This linguistic diversity challenges the
assessment of bilingual people with aphasia (BPWA) in Lebanon. The diagnosis of aphasia for
bilinguals is based on the clinicians’ professional knowledge about acquired language
impairments and their use of assessment tools created for French or English-speaking countries.
However, evaluation guidelines for BPWA highly recommend not only the examination of all the
languages spoken by the patient but also documenting their history of bilingualism (Kiran &
Robert, 2012; Roberts, 2008). In order to improve the clinical practices of speech-language
pathologists (SLP) and objectify the language assessment of BPWA, the short version of the
Bilingual Aphasia Test (BAT, Paradis & Libben, 1987) was adapted to Lebanese Arabic (LA), taking
into consideration the specificities of the Lebanese dialect (Ezzeddine, 2017, 2018). The short
version was chosen because of the necessity of assessing all languages and socio-economic
factors (sessions not covered by insurance) interfering with the engagement of patients in
therapy.

Methods
Linguistic adaptation process
The adaptation of the Lebanese BAT (L-BAT) includes 24 subtests for different oral skills and
transcoding and 8 subtests involving literacy skills in Latinized Arabic. The adaptation and
standardization of the L-BAT was conducted in two subsequent studies to guarantee better
stimuli selection and allow further modifications if needed, especially for some subtests. For
instance, in the auditory discrimination subtest, choice of stimuli is complex because of either
lack of imaginability of some concepts, dialectal differences within Lebanon, and characteristics
of Arabic languages: variability of pronunciation resides in the vowels while morphology is
mainly consonantal (e.g. [ʃal] & [ʃel] refer to the word “scarf”). Concerning the non-standard
sentence type in the syntactic comprehension subtest, the passive construction, non-inexistent
in Arabic dialects, was substituted with VSO forms since SVO forms are more common in oral
communication (Khamis-Dakwar & al., 2012; 2018).

Data collection and analysis
Twenty-eight healthy bilingual participants were recruited (75% women; mean age=48.66 y.o.;
mean education level=14.85 years). All participants were native speakers of LA, with French as
a second language (L2); some of them also spoke English. One bilingual participant with aphasia
was recruited in order to verify the applicability of the L-BAT with BPWA.
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The patient, right handed female, 68 y.o. (71 at the time of the study), 14 years of schooling,
had suffered a stroke in the left hemisphere. Her L1 is LA and L2 is French. The aphasia signs in
the acute stroke indicated mutism followed by spontaneous recovery. The initial language
assessment took place one-month post-stroke using non-standardized language tasks in LA. This
revealed verbal production impairment characterized by anomia and phonological processing
deficits, compensated with efficient phonological repair strategies and codeswitching to French.
Language intervention had ended one year prior to inclusion. According to the patient, her
language skills had improved; verbal deficits only increased with fatigue and stress.
All participants completed the L-BAT and the French short version of the BAT (F-BAT). Data
analysis aimed at 1) analyzing the success rate of the L-BAT, 2) comparing the performance of
healthy participants on the Lebanese and French versions, 3) studying the correlation between
BAT scores and sociodemographic variables (age and education level) and 4) exploring the
results of the bilingual patient with aphasia.

Results
Results indicate a significantly better success rate for the L-BAT (92.98%) than for the F-BAT
(92.07%; Z=-4,282; p<0.01) in healthy bilinguals. Analyses also demonstrate a correlation of LBAT scores with age (𝜌=-0,559; p<0.01) and education level (𝜌=0.375; p<0.01) but not for F-BAT
scores. Hence, performance in L1 Lebanese (but not L2 French) decreases with age and increases
with higher education.
As for the patient, the BAT pinpointed detailed information about her history of bilingualism. As
a native speaker of LA, acquired at home, her formal education was exclusively conducted in
French. She reported being fluent in LA as much as in French, but she used to speak LA on a daily
basis whereas French was spoken weekly only. However, she considered having better written
language skills in French than Arabic and needed to use the latter less frequently than French.
She also reported codeswitching before the stroke, which appeared in spontaneous speech and
the naming task in French. Interestingly, L-BAT and F-BAT scores indicate relatively better
performances in French (196/228) than in LA (207/291). More importantly, errors were spotted
at specific subtests involving phonological processing such as repetition tasks, reading aloud
tasks and spontaneous speech in both languages.

Discussion
The high success rates observed on the L-BAT validate our selection of stimuli despite the
dialectal variation in Lebanon, specifically for the auditory discrimination task where scores
reach 98.49%. Furthermore, the effects of age and education level on the L-BAT are in line with
other studies (Gómez-Ruiz & al., 2012; Guilhem & al., 2013). Conversely, the absence of this
effect on the F-BAT could be explained by the heterogeneity in French proficiency among
participants, regardless of their age and education level.
The patient’s performances on the L-BAT and F-BAT support the phonological impairment
established at her initial assessment, demonstrating the effectiveness of the L-BAT in aphasia
diagnosis. Nevertheless, qualitative analysis of errors is a must for aphasia diagnosis because it
supplements the clinical signs of aphasia and explains postmorbid language skills according to
premorbid language habits (e.g., codeswitching).
Despite the work invested in the BAT adaptations to numerous languages, additional
investigations are required to collect normative data on language assessment for bilinguals.
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Precisely, further studies about bilinguals in Arabic-speaking countries are crucially needed in
order to improve language assessment and therapy for those individuals. For this purpose, the
standardization of the Lebanese BAT is still ongoing.
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The Experiences of Aphasia Caregivers In Turkey
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Introduction
Aphasia has a profound effect on the patients and their primary caregivers. Being dependent on
someone and impairment of ability to communicate are devastating and frustrating to both
aphasic people and their caregivers. The caregivers face variety of challenges as a result of longterm caregiving responsibilities. Little is known about Turkish caregivers’ own experiences as a
result of care giving for aphasic relatives. The aim of this study was to reveal the Turkish
caregivers’ experiences during care giving.

Methods
Participants & Data Collection
Semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with the eleven (n=11) caregivers of adults
with aphasia.

Data Analysis
All the interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. The transcriptions of
interviews were analyzed using qualitive content analysis via the program Nvivo11 to explore
the key quotations and identify themes for the experiences of caregivers.

Results
Five core themes related to experiences of caregivers emerged from the analysis of transcripts.
These core themes were; social isolation, communication problems, financial burdens,
psychological burden of caregiving. The results revealed that caregivers were mostly impacted
by language impairment in most areas in their lives. Due to being both a close relative and
caregiver of people with aphasia, caregivers stated that they face with additional responsibilities
as a result of role change in the family. The results also emphasized that aphasic people’s mood
changes affect whole family and relationships between caregivers and the person with aphasia.

Discussion
Caregivers’ own experiences should be taken into consideration during the rehabilitation
process of people with aphasia. During the language and speech therapy training the caregivers
as a communication partner can enhance their relationship and communication with aphasic
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people whom they are giving care. Psychosocial support and support groups for both caregivers
and people with aphasia can be beneficial to adapt their situation and the changes in their lives.
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Public Awareness of Aphasia in Turkey
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Introduction
The term aphasia is used to describe an acquired loss or impairment of the language system
following brain damage (Benson & Ardila, 1996). About one-third of all people who experience
a stroke develop aphasia (Engelter, 2006). The literature implies that there is limited public
awareness of aphasia in some countries, such as USA, England, Australia (Simmons Mackie,
Code, Armstrong, Stiegler, & Elman, 2002), Greece, Norway and Argentina (Code,
Papathanasiou, Rubio-Bruno, Haaland-Johansen, de la Paz Cabana, & Villanueva, 2009), Crotia
(Leko & Prizl-Jakovac, 2008) and Slovenia (Zemva). In Turkey, there is a study conducted with
patients in a neurology practice (Mavis, 2007). However, the need for this study has emerged
because of apply to relatively big sample using the same survey to compare with other
awareness studies in literature. Therefore, the study aimed to explore current public awareness
and knowledge of aphasia. It also investigated respondents’ sources of information and whether
demographic factors affected knowledge.

Methods
Respondents
The Awareness of Aphasia Survey (Simmons Mackie, et al., 2002) was adapted to Turkish and
administered to Turkish people. A total of 673 people were surveyed. The survey were carried
out by researcher using face-to-face interviews or online survey. All respondents were
stratified by four age groups (14-44, 45-59, 60-74 and 75 years or older), four educational
levels (1–5, 1-8, 1-11, and 12 years or more), and gender. Data were analysed to examine the
number of individuals who had ‘‘heard of aphasia’’ and the number with ‘‘basic knowledge of
aphasia’’. In addition, demographical characteristics of individuals were analysed.

Tool and Procedure
The Awareness of Aphasia Survey (Simmons Mackie, et al., 2002) was adapted to Turkish and
administered to Turkish people. The survey was designed to be brief and simple in order to
ensure maximum participation and cross cultural applicability. Respondents were asked basic
demographic information consisting of age, education, gender, and occupation.

Data Analysis
Data were analysed to examine the number of individuals who had ‘‘heard of aphasia’’ and the
number with ‘‘basic knowledge of aphasia’’. In addition, demographical characteristics of
individuals were analysed.

Results
Preliminary data showed that awareness and knowledge about aphasia in Turkish people was
low. The most of people who heard of aphasia had a ‘‘basic knowledge’’ of aphasia. There were
significant demographical (age, gender and education) variations; however, all demographical
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variables demonstrated both limited awareness and knowledge of aphasia. Females were more
likely to have heard of aphasia than males. Highly educated respondents were more likely to
have heard of aphasia than lower educated respondents. The average age of respondents who
had heard of aphasia was younger than those who had not heard of aphasia. There was a greater
tendency for intermediate professionals to have heard of aphasia. People had heard of aphasia
primarily through their work, the media, or through a relative or friend who had aphasia.

Discussion
Public knowledge and awareness may affect quality of delivered services, quality of life and
acceptance of individuals with aphasia. Therefore, there are needed to improve public
awareness of aphasia through kinds of campaigns (i.e, advocacy campaigns).
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Introduction
Numerous studies have demonstrated that people with aphasia (PWA) often produce noncanonical word orders in sentence production tasks (Saffran, Schwartz & Marin, 1980).
Interestingly, specific non-canonical word orders may not be produced with equal probability:
some observations suggest that the subject-object-verb (SOV) order may be particularly
prevalent. These observations come from English (Scholes, 1982), a language with a strict
subject-verb-object (SVO) canonical order, and Russian (Akhutina, 1989, 2003), where word
order is more flexible but SVO is still the most canonical (Baylin, 2011). To our knowledge, the
prevalence of the SOV order has remained an observation, so our first aim is to independently
verify it.
Our second aim is to better understand the mechanisms driving the use of the SOV order.
Typically, it has been attributed to syntactic deficits: PWA substitute impaired surface syntax
with unmarked word order (Scholes, 1982) or with “semantic syntax” reflecting the conceptual
representation of the situation (Akhutina, 2003). However, we consider it debatable that SOV
is necessarily the unmarked word order across languages and/or the best reflection of the
conceptual representation. Thus, we believe that the syntactic account does not fully explain
the prevalence of SOV over other non-canonical word orders.
We propose an alternative explanation: producing the subject and object may be a strategy to
self-cue the production of the verb, which is typically the most cognitively demanding
sentence element, by first retrieving its semantically related arguments. This account is in line
with therapy approaches that explicitly use verb arguments to train verb retrieval within
sentences (for example, Edmonds, Nadeau, & Kiran, 2009). We test our account by
complementing sentence production data with action naming data. We hypothesize that if
SOV is a self-cueing strategy, (a) it will be used by PWA with verb naming deficits; (b) selfcueing will also be observed in the action naming task; (c) the use of SOV will lead to more
successful verb retrieval at the item level.

Methods
We re-analyzed performance on transitive verbs (N = 40) from a previously conducted
experiment (Malyutina, Zelenkova & Savcenko, 2018) testing verb argument structure effects
across two tasks in 40 individuals with fluent (N = 20) and non-fluent (N = 20) post-stroke
aphasia. In action naming, participants were asked to name a black-and-white picture of an
action (Akinina et al., 2015) with one inflected verb. In sentence production, participants were
shown the same pictures, provided with the verb and its arguments, and asked to build a
grammatically correct sentence using all of these words, similarly to Cho-Reyes & Thompson
(2012).
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To assess whether SOV was the most prevalent non-canonical word order, we manually tagged
the word order in the sentence production task. For each participant, we calculated the
proportions of specific word orders among responses that included all three sentence
elements (subject, verb and object).
To test our self-cueing strategy hypothesis, we used the naming accuracy from the same
dataset as an indicator of verb retrieval difficulties. Also, we tagged the overt use of subjects
and object in the action naming task, in non-compliance with the instructions, possibly as a
self-cueing strategy. We then correlated the naming accuracy, the proportion of sentences
with overt subjects and/or objects in the action naming task, and the proportion of SOV
sentences in the sentence production task.

Results
Among non-canonical word orders including all three sentence elements (subject, verb,
object), SOV was the most prevalent order at the group level (see Table 1). At the individual
level, out of 18 participants who produced any non-canonical three-element orders, 13
participants produced the SOV order in over 50% of such responses.
Table 1. Proportions of specific word orders among all orders including all three sentence
elements, mean (SD).
SVO

SOV

VSO

VOS

OVS

OSV

‘Non-fluent’ aphasia (N=20)

90 (24) %

5 (13) %

2 (6)
%

1 (2) %

1 (5) %

1 (5)%

‘Fluent’ aphasia (N=20)

88 (16) %

10 (15) %

0 (1)
%

1 (3) %

0 (1) %

0 (1)
%

The Spearman’s rank correlation analysis yielded significant correlations between action
naming accuracy and self-cueing in action naming, r(38) = -.33, p = .04; self-cueing in action
naming and the proportion of SOV in sentence production, r(38) = .46, p = .003; and action
naming accuracy and the proportion of SOV in sentence production, r(38) = -.41, p = .008.

Discussion
Our descriptive analysis confirms previous observations that SOV is the most prevalent noncanonical word order in Russian speakers with aphasia. The correlation analysis provides
evidence in favor of the self-cueing nature of SOV: it is employed by individuals with poorer
action naming abilities who also produce verb arguments in the action naming task, possibly
also as a self-cueing strategy. However, because the verbs were provided in the sentence
production task, these data did not allow to test one important component of the self-cueing
strategy hypothesis: that SOV as a strategy leads to more efficient verb retrieval. This will be
tested in another dataset: the Russian Verb and Sentence Test (Akinina & Bastiaanse, 2017),
which also includes both action naming and sentence production tasks, but in the latter, the
verbs are not provided.
At this stage, our conclusions about the mechanisms driving the SOV prevalence are limited by
the post-hoc nature of the analysis and should be tested in a controlled experiment. The final
conclusions will have clinical implications for how the SOV word order is interpreted at
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diagnosis (i.e., whether it is interpreted as an indicator of syntactic and/or lexical difficulties)
and whether it can be taught as a verb retrieval strategy during treatment, at least in
languages with flexible word order such as Russian.
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Differences in semantic priming during lifespan and in aphasia
Krethlow, G., Python, G., Laganaro, M.

Introduction
Word selection and production can be influenced by several psycholinguistics factors such as
word frequency or age of acquisition (e.g. Alario et al., 2004; Newman & German, 2005; Barry
et al., 2006; Perret & Bonin, 2018; Rabovsky et al., 2016), or by factors related to the semantic
network (Meyer & Schvaneveldt 1971; Ferrand & New, 2003; McRae et al., 2012; Reilly &
Desai, 2017; Tree & Hirsh, 2003; Gordon & Cheimariou, 2013). Word production also
undergoes changes during lifespan and therefore varies according to the age of the speaker
(Kavé et al., 2010; Laganaro et al., 2015). The influence of the semantic network has an impact
on word production across the lifespan, but this effect seems specific to the network of the
age-group of the speaker (Krethlow et al., subm). As semantic relationships between words are
used to interfere or facilitate word production both in healthy participants and in aphasia (Britt
et al., 2016; Hashimoto, 2016; Python et al., 2018), one may wonder whether age-specific
semantic relationships have larger influence on word production than age-independent
associations.
In this study we investigate in healthy speakers and in patients with aphasia if the activation of
the semantic network preceding an image to be named influences word production in
different ways depending on whether the associates belong to the semantic network of the
speaker’s age-group or not.

Method
Participants
Healthy participants have been recruited from two age-groups (corresponding to the agegroups from which we have semantic association data from Krethlow et al., subm), namely: 20
to 30 and 58 to 68 year-olds. Left hemisphere brain-damaged participants suffering from
aphasia with mild to moderate anomia will also be recruited in the latter age-group (58-68
years-old).

Material and procedure
The task is a 23 items picture naming with auditory semantic priming/interference with a
negative SOA (usually inducing a facilitation effect; e.g. Python et al., 2018). The primes
preceding the picture to be named are either frequent semantic associates predominantly for
the 20-30 age-group; frequent semantic associates predominantly for the 58-68 age-group or
unrelated words.
For healthy subject the stimuli are presented by the E-Prime software (E-Studio). During the
experimental trial, first a fixation cross is presented for 500 ms on the screen, then the prime
word is heard and finally, after a fixed delay of 150 ms, the picture appears for 2000 ms on a
grey screen. Participants were asked to ignore the auditory word and overtly produce the
word corresponding to the picture as fast and as accurately as possible. For aphasic patients
the procedure is almost the same, but the picture appears for 5000 ms and the following trial
is started by the experimenter.
All the responses were recorded with a microphone and digitized for accuracy and reaction
time (RT) check.

Preliminary Results
Data collection is currently underway. Preliminary results on 18 young-adult speakers (20-30
years-old) show unexpectedly significantly longer RTs for pictures preceded by frequent
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associates for 20-30 group (776 ms) relative to unrelated primes (730 ms) and intermediate
RTs for primes which are frequent for the other age-group (764 ms).
A 59 year-old participant suffering from aphasia with lexical-semantic anomia showed the
largest interference on accuracy for items preceded by semantic associates specific to the 5868 group relative to unrelated and to items preceded by associates from the 20-30 age-group.

Discussion
The preliminary results show that semantic associates presented before the picture to be
named causes interference rather than the expected facilitation in both healthy participants
and a participant with aphasia. This was all the more the case when the associates were issued
from the age-specific group of the participants. The results thus indicate that activating the
semantic network specific to the age-group of the speaker seems to interfere with word
production on top of a general (unspecific) semantic network. These results have to be
confirmed with healthy participants in the other age-group (58-68) and with a larger group of
speakers with aphasia.
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Introduction
Acquired dysgraphia refers to a disorder of linguistic and cognitive aspect of writing and spelling
(Weekes, 2015) and usually co-occurs with impairments to other language modalities (reading,
spoken word retrieval, auditory comprehension), in people suffering from aphasia (Damasio,
1998). Oral language is dominant in everyday communication (Nickels, 2002), therefore
rehabilitation of spoken language is often considered a priority over written language treatment
in clinical management of aphasia. Nevertheless, written language may be easier to improve and
it could be a useful strategy to support oral communication in aphasic patients (Rapcsak &
Beeson, 2002). Moreover, it is important to highlight the role of written communication in
everyday life, work situations and social interactions, considering e.g. the increasing use of
mobile phones, tablet and personal computer,.
A recent narrative review (Thiel, 2015) found that dysgraphia therapy studies have been mostly
focused on single-word spelling then on training written language for real life situations.
Therefore, we believe that it could be essential to summarize the main evidence based methods
of treatments to improve written language abilities.
The aim of this systematic review is to verify the effectiveness of speech and language therapy
(SLT) for acquired dysgraphia due to neurological diseases in acute or post-acute phase, in terms
of improvement of i) written lexical access, ii) phonological procedure and iii) spelling of written
words or sentences.

Methods
Search strategy and selection criteria
The review was registered in PROSPERO (International Prospective register of systematic
reviews) with the registration number CRD42018084221. We used the PRISMA 2009 checklist
(Moher D, Shamseer L, Clarke M, et al, 2015) to establish the protocol.
Systematic searches of four key electronic databases were conducted until December 2018
using key words such as dysgraphia, agraphia, written language, writing impairment, speech
therapy, intervention, treatment, rehabilitation.
Eligible studies were identified according to selection criteria: they had to test the efficacy of
speech and language therapy for the recovery of written language impairments in patients
affected by dysgraphia due to neurological diseases; authors excluded studies on patients with
writing impairments due to dementia, cancer and progressive diseases. Moreover, were
included only randomized controlled trials (RCT), controlled trials (CT), case series, single-subject
design (SSD) and controlled before-after (CBA) studies. Finally, studies were required to be
published in English.
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Data collection and analysis
Two authors independently screened the titles and abstracts of the records retrieved from the
search strategy, applying the selection criteria previously described.
The full text of the possible eligible records were retrieved and analyzed for final inclusion in this
systematic review. Three authors independently extracted data from each record and tabulated
studies characteristics.
Methodological quality was assessed using the Downs and Black checklist (1998) by two authors.
Levels of evidence ratings were assigned using the Oxford Centre for Evidence based Medicine’s
(OCEBM) Levels of Evidence 1 (2009).
Owing to the heterogeneity of included studies in their design, population, type of treatment
and data collection and analyses, a narrative synthesis was conducted.

Results
Database searches identified 447 study titles. 76 duplicates were removed, leaving 371 titles
and abstracts to be screened. Of these, 19 abstracts were selected for full-text reading; then, 10
studies were included in the final review and analyzed through.

Figure 1. Flow diagram outlining the study’s selection process. Rejection criteria: A=inappropriate aim; B=study
design not specified
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All the papers included in the review had a low level of evidence, rated as level 4 according to
the OCEBM’s Levels of Evidence 1 (2009).
Methodological quality assessment through the application of the Downs and Black checklist
(1998), identified flaws and risk of bias in all studies. External and internal validity were
particularly critic: papers didn’t report recruitment procedures and blinding of participants and
assessors; moreover, there was lack of randomization and of investigation of the main
confounders. On the other hand, all studies clearly described case reports, the aim and the
interventions of interest and the most of them clearly described also the main findings.
Moreover, according to the authors, studies applied appropriate statistical analysis of their
results except for one that reported only raw scores.
Preliminary narrative synthesis found that all the studies had a small sample size that ranged
from 2 to 8 participants per study; participants had a homogeneous etiology and most of them
were in a chronic phase of the disease. Only two studies recruited patients in acute phase. Types
of aphasia and dysgraphia, instead, are heterogeneous in every study.
Regarding the outcomes measured, most of the studies investigated spelling accuracy of trained
and untrained words after the intervention. Some studies also investigated oral naming and
spelling accuracy, reading rate and accuracy, speed of spelling, sound-letter and letter-sound
correspondences. Treatments were all administrated during individual sessions; in most of the
studies participants were also requested to do daily homework and just in one paper a weekly
group sessions were administrated. Frequency of therapies varied from one to three times per
week. The treatments’ duration lasted from 4 to 14 weeks. Types of treatment were
heterogeneous and could be administrated combined or not: lexical therapies (i.e., whole word
writing), phonological therapies (focusing on sound-to-letter correspondences), interactive
therapies (involving also problem solving strategies) errorless therapies (designed to minimize
errors) and errorful therapies (with progressive orthographic cues).

Discussion
From an overall synthesis of the preliminary results, it seems that the systematic review did not
provide final evidence that any therapy approach is more effective than any other in dysgraphia
recovery.
Nevertheless, the majority of studies, predominantly focused on single word spelling accuracy,
shown that participants with a range of linguistic and spelling abilities can achieve positive gains
following therapy, as already highlighted by Thiel et al., 2015. Improvements were reached
despite differences in linguistic characteristics and level of severity and despite the different
frequency and duration of treatments.
Future trials need to have a more robust design and evaluate the effectiveness of treatments
based on common outcomes.
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Introduction
Several studies have recently focused on the neural correlates of sentence comprehension
disorders in aphasia (Thothathiri, Kimberly & Schwartz, 2011; Magnusdottir et al, 2013;
Rogalsky et al, 2017; den Ouden et al, 2019; Walenski, Europa, Caplan, Thompson, 2019).
Results challenged the traditional view that prefrontal regions are essential for sentence
comprehension. Investigations largely converge in assigning a critical role to parieto-temporal
regions; they acknowledge less consistently a role for anterior/superior temporal areas and
only occasionally attribute a relevant role to left prefrontal regions.
Despite their unquestionable interest, these studies focus on the neural correlates of auditory
comprehension but leave unexplored those of written sentence comprehension. As a
consequence, it is not clear if the areas identified in these studies are involved in modalityspecific or modality-neutral processes.
We investigated the neurofunctional correlates of sentence comprehension in 26 individuals
with aphasia, in order to establish whether the same brain areas are critical for auditory and
visual sentence processing, and identify the regions involved in modality-specific and modalityneutral comprehension.

Methods
54 participants with aphasia presenting sentence comprehension deficits and 90 healthy
volunteers completed an auditory and a visual sentence/picture matching task. All sentences
were semantically reversible. Both tasks included an identical number of active and passive
stimuli (La bambina abbraccia la mamma, The girl hugs the mother; La mamma è abbracciata
dalla bambina, The mother is hugged by the girl). Participants heard or read a sentence and at
the same time saw two vertically aligned, black-and-white drawings. They were asked to select
the drawing that corresponded to the sentence. In each item, a drawing matched the stimulus,
and the other was a thematic role foil, a morphological foil or a lexical-semantic foil (one-third
each). The auditory task included 60 stimuli, the visual task 45.
Twenty-six participants with aphasia who made no errors on semantic foils but scored >2sd
below norm on other foil types in the auditory or visual task were retained. Of these, 8 scored
below norm only in the auditory task (Auditory group), 9 only on the written task (Visual
group) and 9 on both tasks (Auditory-Visual group). Lesions were reconstructed in FSL
(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/) based on MRI or high-quality CT-scan images.
Correlations between brain structures and behavioral variables were analyzed by VLSM (Bates
et al, 2003). The analyses were conducted on voxels damaged in at least 10% of the sample.

Results
Brain damage is distributed differently in the three groups.
Lesions in the Auditory group overlap in prefrontal and perisylvian regions. Prefrontal damage
is observed only in this group. It affects the inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis and
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triangularis), the insula, the frontal orbital cortex, and the frontal and central opercula.
Additional perisylvian damage involves a small portion of the planum polare, Heschl’s gyrus
and the parietal operculum, and extends posteriorly to a small portion of the supramarginal
gyrus.
Lesions in the Visual group mostly overlap in temporo-parietal regions, rarely involved in the
Auditory group (the temporo-occipital division of the middle temporal gyrus, the angular
gyrus, the planum temporale). They extend to the parietal and central opercula, the planum
polare, the Heschl’s gyrus and the insula.
In the Auditory-Visual group, damage overlaps in a posterior temporo-parietal area including
the supramarginal gyrus (posterior division), the angular gyrus, the planum temporale, the
lateral occipital cortex (superior division) and a small temporooccipital-posterior portion of the
middle temporal gyrus.
Collapsing data across the three groups, a Brunner-Munzel test was performed to identify the
regions associated with the lowest accuracy in the auditory task, in the visual task, and in both
tasks (p<.05 for all comparisons; Figure 1). Results showed low scores in auditory
comprehension to be significantly associated with damage to the inferior frontal gyrus (pars
opercularis and triangularis), the insula and the frontal orbital cortex. Lower accuracy in visual
comprehension was associated with damage to the angular and the supramarginal gyrus, the
temporo-occipital portion of the middle temporal gyrus and part of the lateral occipital cortex.
Poorer performance on both comprehension tasks was significantly associated with damage to
the angular gyrus and part of the superior lateral occipital cortex.

Figure 1 – Areas associated with poor performance on the Auditory task, on the Visual task,
and on both the Auditory and the Visual task (Brunner-Munzel test; p<.05).

Discussion
We studied the neural correlates of auditory and visual sentence comprehension in 26
individuals with aphasia. Distinct patterns of neural impairment were observed. Poor auditory
comprehension was associated with damage to prefrontal regions, centered around the
inferior frontal gyrus. Poor visual comprehension occurred as a consequence of inferior
parietal and posterior temporal damage. Interestingly, the insula and Heschl’s gyrus were
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lesioned in subjects from both groups (poor sentence comprehension in these cases might
result from damage to fiber tracts underlying these structures, which may have disconnected
critical cortical areas). Modality-independent comprehension difficulties were associated with
damage to the posterior portion of the superior parietal lobule.
Poor auditory sentence comprehension following inferior frontal gyrus damage could be due
to the role of this area in the phonological loop component of auditory-verbal working
memory (Romero Lauro et al, 2010). The correlation of posterior temporal damage with poor
visual sentence comprehension is less obvious, but the involvement of this region in reading
has been documented repeatedly (Price, 2012). Damage to the superior parietal lobule
(angular and supramarginal gyrus) correlates with modality-independent sentence
comprehension difficulties, possibly due to its role in the re-analysis of thematic roles in
reversible sentences (Finocchiaro et al, 2015).
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Introduction
Discourse treatment is a priority for people with aphasia (PWA) and their family members [1],
as well as for aphasia clinicians and managers [2]. Discourse treatment is correspondingly
recommended in aphasia rehabilitation [3, 4]. However, this is a relatively new field in
treatment research and in practice, and there is no clear overview of the evidence base to
inform the future research agenda or guide clinical practice. In this paper, we report on a
scoping review of discourse treatment in aphasia rehabilitation, with the purpose of
characterising the nature of therapies provided.

Methods
Scopus, Medline, and EmBase databases were searched on 25/05/18, using the terms
[‘discourse’ or ‘narrative’ or ‘story’ or ‘storytelling’ or ‘connected speech’] and [‘intervention’
or ‘treatment’ or ‘therapy’] and [‘aphasia’ or ‘dysphasia’]. A total of 333 records were
identified via database (n=330) and hand searching (n=3). Studies were included if they
reported clients with aphasia following LH stroke; were published in a peer reviewed journal;
reported primary data; were published in English; reported direct intervention with clients;
and included discourse as a component of assessment and intervention. The therapy reported
in each paper was extracted and scrutinized to determine the specific target of treatment
within discourse, and studies were thus categorized: single word (e.g., a study focused on
improving adjective production within discourse was categorized as single word), sentence,
discourse, scripting, or multi-level (2 or 3 levels i.e. word, sentence and discourse). Treatment
within studies was categorized by 3 members of the research team and then discussed.

Results
Twenty-five (25) studies were included in the review, reporting a total of 132 participants,
published between 1991 and 2018. There was complete agreement for 65% of papers on first
coding, with majority agreement (amongst 5 teams members) for 88% of papers. To reach
further consensus we discussed which activities described in each paper were therapeutic, and
agreed that there had to be an explicit statement that cueing, correction, feedback or
scaffolding was provided by the clinician for that activity, in order to be included as a
‘therapeutic activity’ which could then be coded. Disagreements were re-considered on this
basis, and consensus thereby reached for 23 papers (92%). No consensus was reached on the
final two papers. Single word treatment studies (5 studies; n=12 participants) used Semantic
Feature Analysis, group therapies for word production, and phonological and orthographic
cuing therapies. Sentence level treatment studies (5 studies; n=55) used Treatment of
Underlying Forms, mapping therapy, modified response elaboration therapy, training verb
production, and oral reading therapies. Discourse treatment studies (2 studies; n=5) focused
on improving discourse through exercises and storytelling. Scripting treatment studies (3
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studies; n=22) used AphasiaScriptsTM therapy. Multilevel (two level) treatment studies (5
studies; n=16) focused on training adjectives and discourse production, PACE therapy and
discourse production, informativeness and/or morpho-syntactic organisation of connected
speech, and sentence and discourse. Multilevel (3 level) treatment studies (3 studies; n=22)
focused on improving single words, utterances, and the organisation of discourse, single word
production and error analysis in discourse, sentence or utterance production in discourse, and
macrostructural elements in discourse. Finally, for the two studies where consensus could not
be reached, therapies used technology to improve spoken discourse (AAC device and Sentence
Shaper software).

Discussion
The discourse treatment evidence base is an emerging field which subsumes a diverse number
of distinct therapy approaches, some of which are highly recognizable. The variety in
treatment targets has implications for synthesizing the evidence base in terms of efficacy and
outcome measurement comparisons. The familiarity of the treatments used by clinical
researchers in discourse treatment should encourage adoption by practising clinicians, but the
number of different approaches might be a barrier to choosing a single one. More multi-level
and discourse treatment research is needed.
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Introduction
Earlier studies have shown that patients with neurogenic speech sound impairments benefit
from auditory stimulation by regular speech rhythms. An auditory priming experiment
reported by Späth et al. (2016) revealed that speech initiation in individuals with Parkinson`s
(PD) was facilitated by a perceived regular speech rhythm. A recent study by Aichert et al. (in
press) showed an influence of the metrical regularity of speech input in patients with apraxia
of speech (AOS) and in patients with phonological impairment (PI). The two patient groups
produced fewer segmental errors on target words preceded by regularly stressed prime
sentences as compared to prime sentences with an irregular metrical pattern. They therefore
seemed to exploit rhythmic cues in others’ speech for their own production.
In the present study we investigated if patients with PI, AOS and PD are able to accommodate
their speech to the natural speech rhythm of an auditory model and, if so, whether the effect
is larger after hearing sentences with a metrically regular as compared to an irregular pattern.
This question builds on theories of rhythmic entrainment, assuming that sensori-motor
predictions of upcoming events allow humans to synchronize their actions with an external
rhythm (e.g., Repp, 2005). Moreover, rhythm-based methods proved successful in treatment
trials of AOS (e.g., Wambaugh & Martinez, 2000) and dysarthria (Thaut et al. 2001).

Methods
Participants.
Three groups of monolingual German-speaking patients participated in the study:
 12 patients with apraxia of speech (AOS) and coexisting aphasia,
 12 participants with aphasic phonological impairments (PI) without apraxia of speech, and
 12 individuals with Parkinson’s dysarthria (PD).
Furthermore, 24 neurologically healthy speakers were examined.

Procedure and Materials.
A sequential synchronization paradigm based on a spoken sentence completion task was
conducted. The materials comprised 96 sentences consisting of five two-syllabic words each.
Regular prime sentences contained a series of four trochaic words (strictly alternating strongweak pattern), whereas irregular prime sentences consisted of an alternation of trochaic and
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iambic words (trochee-iamb-iamb-trochee). Target words to be filled in by participants after a
prime were either trochees (regular) or iambs (irregular). There were four conditions:
(1) Regular prime, trochaic target, e.g., ’Lena ’pflanzte ’damals ’diese ’Tulpe.
(2) Regular prime, iambic target, e.g., ’Friedrich ’neckte ’häufig ’diesen Te’nor
(3) Irregular prime, trochaic target, e.g., ’Jule ver’schenkt je’doch ’diese ’Tulpe.
(4) Irregular prime, iambic target, e.g., ’Mira be’trog zu’nächst ’diesen Te’nor.
The experiment was implemented in PsychoPy. Sentences were presented in a randomized
order.

Data Analysis.
Response latencies (intervals between the onset of the last word of the prime sentence and
the onset of the spoken target word) were measured in Praat. Words with phonological errors
on the first syllable and responses preceded by groping behavior or by latencies more than
2000ms were discarded. To relate the response latencies to the spoken rhythm of the prime,
we determined the average foot durations of the model speaker’s prime sentences.
Linear mixed effects models were calculated to estimate the effects of prime regularity (factor
PRIME) and target regularity (factor TARGET) on response latencies in the four groups (factor
GROUP), with ITEMS as random intercepts and SUBJECTS as random slopes.

Results
Across the 96 prime sentences, mean foot durations were virtually identical in the regular
(654ms) and the irregular (655ms) condition. The figure depicts the deviation of a speaker`s
response latency from the latency value predicted by the metrical rhythm of the preceding
prime. Values of 0 correspond to initiation delays equaling the average foot duration of the
respective prime. Negative and positive values represent speech initiation delays shorter or
longer than this unit.
Figure: Adjusted response latency (ms) as a function of prime and target regularity for the
patient groups (PD, AOS, PI) and the healthy control speakers (NOR).
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Likelihood-ratio tests revealed significant effects of the factors GROUP (F(3,55) = 11.3, P<.001)
and TARGET (F(1,53) = 15.1, P<.001), but not of PRIME (F(1,50) = 0.12, n.s.). Furthermore,
among the two-way interactions, significant effects were observed for GROUP × PRIME
(F(3,44) = 3.9, p<.05) and for GROUP × TARGET (F(3,44) = 5.9, p<.01). Analyses restricted to the
healthy speakers showed significant effects of PRIME (F(1,356) = 8.3, p<.01) and TARGET
(F(1,47) = 7.6, p<.01) and a significant interaction of PRIME x TARGET (F(1,2197) = 10.8, p<.01).

Discussion
Healthy speakers demonstrated perfect entrainment of trochaic target words to the rhythm of
regularly stressed prime sentences, delaying their responses almost exactly by the average
foot duration of the preceding prime. In contrast, trochaic target words following irregular
prime sentences were produced faster than expected. In this condition, a temporal reference
frame could not be set up to establish rhythmical expectations for the subsequent target word
production. Irregular target words were produced slower in both conditions.
Even though slower across all conditions, Parkinson`s patients (PD) showed a similar pattern
between conditions. This finding confirms the results of Späth et al. (2016) where patients
proved to be able to entrain their speech rhythm with another person’s speech, especially in a
metrically regular condition. However, considerably longer response latencies with differing
patterns between conditions were observed for the AOS and PI patients. Irregular prime
sentences caused only a slight increase of latencies. The absence of regularity-dependent
entrainment effects in these patients may be explained by their more severe difficulties in
initiating speech at all. However, both patient groups showed a strong effect of target
regularity. Irregular (iambic) words were initiated with considerable longer latencies compared
to regular (trochaic) words. This result is in agreement with the error data reported from the
same experiment (Aichert et al., in press). Moreover, it confirms earlier results based on
repetition tasks, in which the regular lexical stress pattern of German (the trochee) facilitated
articulation in patients with AOS (e.g., Aichert et al., 2016).
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Introduction
Previous studies have shown different types of deficits in cognitive and executive functions in
patients with aphasia, with attention being one of them (Heuer &Hallowell, 2015; Murray,
2000, 2012). Some of these studies have shown impairments in switching between two
different tasks in patients with aphasia compared to aged matched healthy controls (Murray et
al., 1998; Hula & McNeil, 2008). But currently there is insufficient information about
characteristics of switching attention within one task in patients with aphasia, and whether
attention deficits vary depending on type of aphasia and brain lesion site. The aim of this study
was to investigate characteristics of switching attention in one type of task in patients with
fluent aphasia and temporal lobe damage.

Methods
Participants
Twenty healthy individuals (mean age: 50.8±5.9; 10 men) and sixteen patients with fluent
aphasia and temporal lobe damage verified on an MRI scan (mean age: 54.5±7.9; 11 men; after
left hemisphere CVA, with additional minor damage to the parietal lobe (11 individuals), the
occipital lobe (3); ranging from mild to moderate severity of aphasia) participated in this study.
All the participants were right-handed native speakers of Russian.

Experimental task
The participants had to switch their attention between counting high-pitched (2000Hz) and
low-pitched (500Hz) tones that lasted 500ms and were presented to them one by one in
pseudorandom order. To switch to the next tone the participant had to press the space bar.
Each sequence consisted of 7 to 9 tones. There were thirty sequences (trails), half of them had
high switching frequency (four switches within a sequence), half of them had low switching
frequency (two switches). The participants had to listen to these tones and calculate them
separately. At the end of each sequence the participant had to say how many high- and lowpitched tones they had heard. This task had to be done as quickly and accurately as possible.
The task was presented on a laptop in an automated mode using the E-Prime 2.0 computer
program. The data analysis was performed in SPSS 22.

Results
Significant differences between healthy controls and patients with aphasia were observed in
the number of correct responses for all the trails (F = 11.65, p = 0.002, M(healthy) = 26.65, SD =
2.03; M(patients) = 23.13, SD = 4.17), the number of correct responses for low frequency trials
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(F=9.69, p=0.004, M(healthy)=13.75, SD=1.11; M(patients)=11.63, SD=2.27) and reaction times
for non-switching stimuli for trials with correct responses (F=4.26, p=0.047,
M(healthy)=1468.90, SD=391.99; M(patients)=1733.93, SD=612.86). No significant differences
between the two groups were observed in the number of correct responses for high frequency
trials (F=2.29, p=0.139, M(healthy)=12.90, SD=1.88; M(patients)=11.19, SD=2.83), reaction
times across all the stimuli for correct trails (F=3.45, p=0.072, M(healthy)=1600.97, SD=427.05;
M(patients)=1877.85, SD=663.41) and reaction times for switching stimuli for correct trails
(F=2.42, p=0.128, M(healthy)=1779.29, SD=496.19; M(patients)=2063.47, SD=762.65).

Discussion
Comparison of the number of correct responses in patients with fluent aphasia and temporal
lobe damage with the control group revealed that the patients made significantly more errors
than the healthy control group. This can be explained by the specificity of the deficits which is
typical for patients with fluent aphasia. Patients with fluent aphasia have problems with
language comprehension and make a lot of verbal paraphasias in their speech. During the task
they might have made verbal paraphasias while providing spoken responses and did not
correct these errors. But there are no differences between two groups for trails with high
frequency. These trails can be difficult for healthy individuals since they have to switch very
fast between stimuli and because of this healthy individuals made a lot of errors. The patients
with fluent aphasia made a lot of errors as well (numerically more than the control group), but
the difference between the two groups did not reach significance.
Also, patients showed longer reaction times than the control group. However, this effect was
observed only for non-switching stimuli in patients, the difference in reaction times between
the two groups for the switching stimuli almost reached significance. There was great
variability within the patient group in the numbers of correct responses and reaction times.
Some patients performed similarly to healthy controls and some substantially worse. This
might be due to some kind of lesion differences or severity of aphasia between patients and
maybe because of this we did not find any differences between two groups in the high
frequency trials and switching stimuli.
A possible explanation for this pattern of results is that patients with fluent aphasia do not
seem to evaluate task demands properly and do not deploy substantial amount of additional
resources for the switching stimuli. Thus, they are not taking longer to update the count
during the switch. Alternatively, it may be the case that patients with temporal damage have
impaired sustained attention (required for performance on the non-switching trials) relative to
attention switching (required for performance on the switching trials), that is thought to be
more dependent on the frontal regions that are intact in this group. Consequently, they are
failing more in low frequency sequences, on which correct performance is dependent more on
sustained attention. These explanations require further investigation.
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Introduction
Normal aging is generally associated with a slight decline in executive, phonological and
grammatical processing (Glisky, 2007; Stamatakis et al., 2011; Moscoso Del Prado Martin, 2017).
Conversely, most aspects of semantic processing are thought to remain fairly stable with age.
This maintenance of semantic abilities has been associated with changes in both brain structure
(Kemmotsu et al., 2012) and functional networks (Hoffman, 2018). However, heterogeneous
aging-effects in semantic processing have been reported by means of the event-related
potential (ERP) technique, especially regarding the semantic N400 in the auditory modality
(Giaquinto et al., 2007; Räling et al., 2016). Therefore, the aim of this study is to delineate the
effects of normal aging on the N400 amplitude and latency. The investigation of semantic
potentials in different ages will yield normative electrophysiological data for verbal-semantic
comprehension in the Dutch population.

Methods
One hundred and twenty healthy, right-handed adults participated in this experiment. Ten
males and ten females in each of six age-decades, between 20 and 80 years, were evaluated
during EEG-recording. The ERP-paradigm was a semantic priming task in which an explicit
judgment had to be made on the semantic relatedness of 120 auditorily presented prime-target
pairs (adapted from Hagoort, Brown and Swaab, 1996). Both target words in the related and
unrelated condition as well as the difference waves were analyzed. Mean amplitudes and onset
latencies of the N400-effect were extracted using BrainVision Analyzer 2.1. Aging effects were
investigated by means of a linear mixed model.

Results
All subjects, regardless of age, produced a reliable N400-effect. More precisely, larger N400
amplitudes were elicited by semantically unrelated target words than by semantically related
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words. With age, the N400-effect showed a decrease in amplitudes and an increase in latencies.
Normative data for each of the six age decades were obtained.

Discussion
This study provides an examination of the age-related changes in amplitudes and latencies of
the auditory N400 during a semantic priming task. A reliable N400-effect could be observed
throughout the lifespan from 20 to 80 years. Specific aging effects are discussed in the context
of neuroscientific theories of aging. Moreover, the normative electrophysiological data for
semantic processing will bring added value in the diagnostic stage and the long-term follow-up
of aphasic patients of different ages.
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Introduction
Prior to a neurosurgical resection, most patients with tumors in the left hemisphere of the
brain show normal or close to normal language abilities. After the surgery, however, many
patients present with significant language decline, which often resolves over several months
(Duffau et al. 2003). Previous studies reported different rates of aphasia in the acute postoperative phase, ranging from 17% to 100% (Papagno et al. 2012). Critically, the mechanisms
of postsurgical language deficits are not understood, the main question being if they follow a
traditional syndromatic pattern of a common post-stroke aphasia. Most studies that
attempted to analyze postsurgical language outcomes used incomprehensive language testing
(Davies et al. 2005); in others, subjective scoring of tests was used (Wilson et al. 2015). We
used the comprehensive and objectively rated Russian Aphasia Test (Ivanova et al. 2016) to
examine the pattern of language deficits in the acute phase in patients who underwent a
tumor resection in the left hemisphere and compared it to performance of individuals with
post-stroke aphasia on the same test.

Methods
A total of 58 monolingual native Russian-speaking patients (27 female, 31 male; age range 1863, mean 40 y.o.) with primary brain tumors (WHO grade I-IV) in left-hemisphere perisylvian
language regions participated in this study. Three patients were ambidextrous, five were lefthanded, while all others were right-handed. All patients were operated for the first time.
Forty-one of them underwent awake craniotomy and intraoperative language mapping to
minimize postoperative language deficits; seventeen patients were operated under general
anesthesia due to contraindications for awake craniotomies.
All patients were assessed with the Russian Aphasia Test (RAT; Ivanova et al. 2016), before and
1-14 days after the surgery. This battery consists of a series of tasks designed to assess both
comprehension and production at all levels of linguistic processing. In this study, we focused
on three basic levels – phonological, lexical and syntactic, in two modalities – comprehension
and production. In comprehension, these were assessed using phonological judgment of
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minimal pairs of pseudowords; word-to-picture matching for objects and actions; sentence-topicture matching for syntactic constructions of varying complexity. In production, we used
repetition of pseudowords; picture naming of objects and actions; sentence construction in
response to a picture. Test performance was measured in percentage of correct responses. We
then compared pre- and postsurgical test results. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
(Version 22).

Results
Presurgically, most patients performed well on language tests: 50 patients showed normal or
close to normal language abilities; four patients showed mild deficit and four patients
presented with a stronger language deficit. In contrast, postsurgical testing revealed that only
13 patients (22%) maintained or improved their language performance; others showed
different degrees of worsening. At the group level, production was affected significantly more
than comprehension (t(57)=4.41, p=0.000): performance on language production tasks
decreased by 17% (SD=27.7%), while performance on comprehension tasks decreased by 6.6%
(SD=17.2%).
Changes in patients’ performance on three chosen levels of linguistic processing (phonological,
lexical and syntactic), in comprehension and production, were further compared. For that,
difference between post- and presurgical scores on six aforementioned tests was calculated
and entered pair-wise comparisons (p-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using
the Bonferroni procedure). Significant differences in comprehension tests were found for the
lexical (t(57)=2.78, p= 0.007) and the syntactic (t(55)=3.37 p=0.001) levels of processing. In
production, there were significant differences at all considered levels of processing:
phonological (t(57)=2.77, p= 0.008), lexical (t(57)=3.90, p= 0.000) and syntactic (t(54)=4.35
p=0.000). Interestingly, language worsening was more profound for higher level of processing
when compared to lower levels. In comprehension, postsurgical scores decreased by 5.9%
(SD=16.1%) on the lexical and by 10.7% (SD=22.8%) on the syntactic task. In production,
postsurgical scores decreased by 10.1% (SD=27.4%) on the phonological, by 16.1% (SD=31.1%)
on the lexical, and 21% (SD=33.8%) on the syntactic task.
Additionally, we calculated pairwise correlations between postsurgical scores of the six tests.
All were strong and positive (r ranging from 0.45 to 0.86; significant at the 0.000 level meeting
a multiple comparison correction). To compare this pattern with typical post-stroke aphasia,
we analyzed the same data of 30 randomly chosen stroke survivors from a different project. In
this cohort, the correlation results were very different from the post-surgery group: patients
with post-stroke aphasia only showed correlations between functionally related linguistic
levels – e.g., phonological perception correlated with word comprehension (r=0.60, p=0.001),
word production – with sentence production (r=0.77, p=0.001).

Discussion
Though in the long-term perspective language recovery rate after neurosurgeries is high, in the
acute post-surgical phase most of the patients demonstrate a decline in language abilities.
These deficits do not follow the classical pattern of post-stroke aphasias, where one can
identify a specific locus of the deficit. Instead, all tests showed strong pairwise correlations,
meaning that there are no dissociations among different language domains. At the same time,
worsening was more profound for higher levels of processing than for lower levels. All in all,
our results suggest that the observed deficits are rather non-specific in nature and are
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modulated by the overall linguistic/cognitive load of the task, since higher linguistic levels
require more information to integrate. Future studies that would include lesional data and
follow-up longitudinal studies are needed, to further inform the nature of post-surgical
language deficits.
The study was funded by Russian Foundation of Basic Research (project No. 18-012-00829).
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Introduction
Post-stroke aphasia (PSA) is generally caused by an ischemic stroke in the left middle cerebral
artery (MCA). The occlusion of the left MCA causes an interruption of cerebral blood flow,
leading to a hypoperfusion of the supplied regions supplied and, eventually, to focal cell death.
The territory supplied by the MCA includes a great portion of the frontal, parietal and temporal
lobes, which together play a crucial role in the brain language network. Studies investigating
the impact of stroke on language functions in PSA have mainly focused in the chronic stage of
the disease and on the lesion site within the left hemisphere. One of the few studies
investigating the functional changes of acute PSA on the language network showed that PSA
within the first 3 days post-stroke do not activate the regions of the language networks neither
in the left or the right hemisphere.(Saur et al., 2006) Moreover, secondary neurodegeneration
in functionally and structurally connected brain areas, including areas in the contralateral
hemisphere, can be observed after an ischemic stroke.(Blum et al., 2012; Schaapsmeerders et
al., 2015; Wu et al., 2008) To date, both atrophy and expansion have reported over the longtime course of PSA recovery. However, little is known regarding the gray matter (GM) density
of the right hemisphere during the early recovery of PSA. The objective of the present study is
to assess whether patients with acute PSA caused by an ischemic stroke in the left MCA
present reduced GM density in the right hemisphere compared to healthy controls three days
after stroke.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-four right-handed PSA (9 women; mean age= 70.9 ± 12.8 years) and twenty biological
sex- and age-matched neurologically healthy controls (9 women; mean age: 65.0 ± 7.4 years;
mean education: 11.6 ± 3.9 years) were enrolled in the study. Inclusion criteria for PSA were:
1) left-hemispheric stroke in the MCA territory occurred within the previous 72 hours, 2)
presenting oral language impairments due to the stroke. Exclusion criteria included: presenting
bihemispheric infarcts; previous head injury, stroke or intracranial surgery; history of major
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psychiatric illness, alcohol or drug abuse; learning difficulties before the stroke; an uncorrected
hearing or visual disturbance; contraindication to magnetic resonance.

MRI acquisition parameters
MRI images (within 3 days post-stroke) were acquired using a Skyra 3T MRI scanner (Siemens
Healthcare, USA) at the radiology department of Hôpital du Sacré-Coeur of Montreal. High
resolution 3D T1-weighted (T1w) image (TR = 2200 ms, TE = 2.96 ms, TI = 900 ms, FOV = 250
mm, voxel size = 1x1x1 mm3, matrix = 256x256, 192 slices, flip-angle = 8°) was acquired using a
Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo (MP-RAGE) sequence. A diffusion weighted
imaging (DWI) sequence was also acquired (TR = 8051 ms, TE = 86 ms, FOV= 230 mm, voxel size
= 2x2x2 mm3, flip angle = 90°, bandwidth = 1698; EPI factor = 67; 68 slices in transverse
orientation) with one image (b = 0 s/mm²) and 64 images with non-collinear diffusion gradients
(b=1,000 s/mm²) in a posterior-anterior (PA) phase encoding direction, as well as two other
images (b = 0 s/mm²): one in a PA phase encoding direction and the other in an anteriorposterior (AP) phase encoding direction.

Lesion Mapping
The lesion delineation was performed by a semi-automatic method and verified by a fully
manual method. First, Clusterize SPM’s toolbox was used to semi-automatically delineate the
lesion in the DWI-derived mean diffusivity map for each patient. This SPM toolbox previously
showed to have a good reliability in acute lesions delineation in post-stroke patients. Mean
diffusivity maps derived from diffusion MRI were suggested to be a promising tool in lesion
visualisation in post-stroke acute phase. Clusterize automatically computed hypo-intensities
clusters of voxels on mean diffusivity maps. Then, cluster(s) corresponding to the lesion were
manually selected and adjusted to fit the lesion in each slice by a study team member. The
entire lesion was then extracted for each subject. Secondly, each lesion file was counterverified and adjusted (if needed) with MI-brain software (Imeka Solutions Inc.), with the help
of mean diffusivity and b0 DWI maps by an experienced team member in lesion delineation.
Both raters were blind to language/fluency/behavioral scores.

Voxel-based morphometry
VBM pre-processing was performed using Clinical Toolbox Version 7/7/2016 running on
SPM12. The template for normalization was obtained from 30 healthy subjects (mean age:
61.3 years, 17 men) (Rorden, Bonilha, Fridriksson, Bender, & Karnath, 2012). Eniantiomorphic
normalisation method was used to warp images to the template. Lesion maps were entered in
the normalization step. The pre-processing of the control group followed the same procedures
of PSA patients (without including the lesion). The GM tissue images obtained from the
segmentation of normalized images were then smoothed with a FWHM 6 mm Gaussian filter.
A two-sample T-test model was used to compared GM density at voxel level between controls
and PSA patients. Age, sex and years of education were entered in the model as covariates.
Results were assessed using a threshold of significance of p<0.05 family-wise error (FWE)
corrected at cluster level.

Results
The VBM results generally revealed that the acute PSA present GM density reduction in the
right homologues of the brain regions included in the language network. These results raised
the question whether the mainregions showing reduced density are usually coactivated with
the left-lateralized language network subserved by the left MCA in healthy subjects. To
address this issue we derived meta-analytic maps of co-activation based on NeuroSynth
database (p<0.05 FDR-corrected) for the most significant coordinates of the VBM analysis. The
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results confirmed that the regions showing decreased GM density in acute PSA are usually
coactivated with the left-lateralized language network in healthy participants.
TABLE 1. Brain regions showing GM reduction in acute PSA (within three days from stroke)
versus controls
Brain Region
x, y, z
T score
R anterior Middle Temporal Gyrus
60 -4 -17
5.22
58 -2 -20
5.08
53 -4 -34
4.34
67 -19 -18
3.84
R Temporal Pole
52 13 -21
4.34
55 10 -9
3.58
47 7 -38
3.55
R Superior Temporal Gyrus
59 6 -6
3.81
R Posterior Inferior Temporal Gyrus
57 -65 -20
4.16
69 -52 -15
3.58
R Posterior Middle Temporal Gyrus
67 -44 -15
3.70
R Anterior Insula
35 17 -17
4.61
R Supramarginal Gyrus
63 -28 21
5.21
R PostCentral Gyrus
59 -8 35
4.50
48 -20 56
4.33
52 -12 48
4.17
55 -15 40
3.37
R Medial superior Frontal Gyrus
3 50 9
5.09
5 49 22
4.31
R Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularis
55 19 2
3.70
R Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularis
45 44 -2
4.83
45 48 7
4.25
R Frontal Operculum
44 16 -1
4.64
R Posterior Orbital Gyrus
39 23 -19
5.15
29 34 -20
3.94
R Middle Frontal Gyrus
43 32 32
4.74
48 29 20
4.73
R Inferior Occipital Gyrus
46 -76 -17
4.32
57 -60 -19
4.26

Discussion
These results provide evidence of a possible early impact of stroke on the homologue regions
of the language network in the right hemisphere in PSA. In healthy controls, these regions are
usually coactivated with the left language network subserved by the left MCA and damaged in
our PSA samples. These results could provide evidence of possible early structural changes in
terms of decreased GM density.
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Introduction
The Aphasia Rapid Test (ART; Azuar et al., 2013) is a 3-minute bedside screening tool allowing
each member of medical staff to assess speech and language abilities in individuals in the
acute stroke period. This test has been developed as a 26-point scale rating language
production and comprehension as well as the presence of articulation disorders. The ART is
standardized, normalized and adapted for different languages. In Russian acute stroke clinics,
there is, so far, no standardized speech and language screening test. Instead, clients are
diagnosed with the long and elaborate Vasserman’s scale (Vasserman, Dorofeeva, & Meerson,
1997), assessing not only speech and language but also other cognitive and motor functions.
This test should be administered by professional speech and language therapists or
neuropsychologists who are often not available in clinics for acute stroke patients. The goal of
the current study was to adapt the Aphasia Rapid Test for Russian and to validate it for aphasic
individuals in chronic and acute clinical populations. Furthermore, the potential of the Russian
ART for assessment of speech and language recovery dynamics has been evaluated.

Methods
Materials and Design
The materials of the test have been adapted from the English version of ART (Azuar et al.,
2013) using original stimuli relevant for Russian. The first task assesses a patient’s ability to
follow two simple and two complex instructions (to open and close the eyes; to give the left
hand; to put the left hand on the right ear). In the second task, participants are asked to repeat
three single nouns with different numbers of articulatory switches (kit ‘whale’ - no switch,
groza ‘thunderstorm’ - 1 switch, vorotnik ‘collar’ - 3 switches). The third task assesses
repetition of one simple sentence (Mama kupila dva zelehykh yabloka ‘Mom bought two green
apples’). The fourth task is the naming of three objects presented in the pictures (myach ‘ball’,
zvezda ‘star’, kompas ‘compass’). Finally, in a 1-minute semantic fluency task participants are
asked to name as many animals as possible. Dysarthria severity is also assessed. All tasks are
scored in the same manner as in the original ART (Azuar et al., 2013), that is, 0 means absence
of dysarthria and 3 points correspond to very severe disorder. For validation of the ART, the
iPad version of the Token Test, the “golden standard” for diagnosing aphasia and estimating its
severity, was used (Token Test App: Bastiaanse, Raaijmakers, Satoer, & Visch-Brink, 2016;
Russian version: Akinina et al., 2016).
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Participants and Procedure
The Russian ART was tested for its validity in the clinical group of 16 people with chronic
aphasia (9 females; mean age = 54 (SD = 8.9); range 41-71; mean time post onset = 23.7
months (SD = 27.1); range 2-84 months). Fourteen participants from this group performed the
Russian ART and the Token Test twice for establishing the test-retest reliability in people with
stable linguistic status. To evaluate whether the Russian ART reflects speech and language
problems in acute stroke period, we tested 8 individuals (3 females; mean age = 62.5 (SD =
9.6); range 49-87; mean time post onset = 6.3 days (SD = 3.4); range 3-12 days) with the ART
and the Token Test. Additionally, 16 people (9 females; mean age = 71.4 (SD = 13.7); range 4085; mean time post onset = 7.6 days (SD = 3.7); range 3-14 days ) in the acute stroke period
were recruited to measure if the Russian ART is suitable for estimating the recovery dynamics.
This group was tested twice with the Russian ART at two time points with an average of 4 days
between them.

Results
In the chronic clinical group, the mean overall ART score was 6 (SD = 4.2, range 1-15, max.= 26)
and the mean overall Token Test score was 19.9 (SD = 8.1, range 6-30, max.= 36). There was a
significant negative association between the performance on the ART and the Token Test
(Pearson’s r = -.649, p < .001). In the clinical group of people in acute stroke period, the mean
overall ART score was 7 (SD = 5.6, range 1-8) and the mean overall Token Test score was 24.6
(SD = 10.7, range 0-34). Three participants in this group were considered as non-aphasic by the
Token Test, however, dysarthria was detected with the Russian ART. In this group, there was
again a significant correlation between the Russian ART and the Token Test (r = -.968, p <
.001). The revealed associations were negative because more severe aphasia corresponds to
higher scores on the ART but lower scores on the Token Test. The results of Student’s t-test
showed no significant difference between the performance of individuals with chronic aphasia
on the Russian ART at the first and the second testing time points (t (13) = 1.449, p = .171)
meaning high test-retest reliability. In the acute clinical group, the difference between two
time points was significant (t (15) = 3.280, p = .005), meaning that the test reflects the speech
and language recovery in the acute post-stroke period. The control group performed at ceiling
on the ART: all participants scored 0 points. The mean Token Test score was 32.7 (SD = 1.8,
range 29.5 - 35).

Discussion
Our results showed that Russian ART meets the standards for clinical tests and can be
considered as a valid tool for use in clinical settings, both in the chronic and in the acute stage.
The high correlation between scores obtained on the Russian ART and the “golden standard”
Token Test proved that this test reliably detects speech and language problems and their
severity. The stability of the test scores at two time points in a chronic clinical group and
significant changes in the acute clinical group showed that Russian ART reflects the dynamics
of recovery in the first days post onset. Therefore, Russian ART could be suggested for usage in
a Russian speaking acute clinical population.
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Introduction
Token Test (TT, De Renzi & Vignolo, 1962) is an established tool for assessing auditory
comprehension in aphasia and other language disorders. Tokens of different shape, size and
color are presented to the participant, and they have to manipulate them following auditory
instructions of increasing complexity. The test score indicates presence and severity of the
deficit. Since the original publication, many variants of the test and versions for different
languages have been developed.
Presently, digital editions of diagnostic tools are in high demand due to their advantages over
paper-and-pencil versions, such as lower human error, standardization of the procedure,
automatic presentation and scoring etc. (Newton, Acres, & Bruce, 2013). This motivated the
development of a tablet application based on the 36-item version of the TT (de Renzi &
Faglioni, 1978). Other rationales were that a tablet app is more readily available than a test
that requires physical tokens, and that new language versions can be implemented relatively
easily. Thus, the electronic version of the TT (eTT; Bastiaanse, Raaijmakers, & Satoer, 2015) for
iOS was created. A pilot project with Russian-speaking neurologically healthy individuals (NHI)
and people with aphasia (PWA) demonstrated promising psychometric properties: good
sensitivity, test-retest reliability, and concurrent validity both with the paper-and-pencil TT and
standard language examination (Akinina et al., 2017).
In the current version of the app (Bastiaanse et al., 2018), several critical bugs were corrected,
and an Android version was added. The new edition contains around 40 languages (Afrikaans,
Akan, Albanian, Armenian, Berber, Bosnian, Catalan, Catalan form Valencia, Chinese Mandarin
from Mainland and Taiwan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English (American, Australian,
British, Canadian, and South African), Finnish, Flemish, French, Frisian, Galician, German,
Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Maltese, Norwegian, Persian, Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Swiss German, Tagalog, Tatar, and Turkish). The development of several
other language versions is in progress.
Presently, the standard psychometric properties (sensitivity and specificity, test-retest
reliability, concurrent validity etc.) are being collected in Russian-speaking NHI and PWA. Parts
of the data were presented elsewhere (e.g., test-retest reliability and practice effects in NHI:
Akinina et al., submitted). Here, we present preliminary data on eTT performance in groups of
Russian-speaking NHI and fluent and non-fluent PWA.

Methods
Participants
The NHI group currently consists of 55 right-handed neurologically healthy speakers of
Russian. There are 33 females, mean age is 39.75 yo (range 18-75, SD = 18.66).
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The PWA group currently consists of 26 Russian-speaking people with fluent (N = 8) and nonfluent (N = 18) aphasia of various etiology at subacute and chronic stage. There are nine
females, mean age is 58.54 yo (range 26-74, SD = 13.03).

Procedure
The tokens are demonstrated on a tablet screen, and the 36 item instructions, as well as
general instructions, recorded by a professional speaker, are presented automatically. The
instructions are organized in 6 blocks. In blocks 1-5, the instructions are to touch one or two of
the tokens; in block 6, the instructions are to do something with the tokens (e.g., “Put the red
circle between the yellow square and the green square”).
The responses are scored automatically: 1 for a correct response, 0.5 for a correct response
after item repetition (allowed in blocks 1-5); 0 for an incorrect response. Hence, the possible
score range is 0-36. The test is discontinued after five incorrect responses in a row; in block 6,
all the items are always presented.

Results
The descriptive statistics of the eTT total scores for NHI, fluent PWA, non-fluent PWA, and
PWA in general are presented in Table 1. We did not perform any statistical tests yet, because
of the preliminary nature of the data.
Table 1.
eTT total score
Group

mean

median

SD

IQR

min

max

NHI (N = 55)

34.86

35

1.37

1.77

30

36

PWA, fluent (N = 8)

15.44

12.5

12.13

12.88

1.5

34.5

PWA, non-fluent (N = 18)

18.39

18.5

10.12

13.13

1

36

PWA, general (N = 26)

17.48

16.5

10.62

15.63

1

36

Discussion
At this stage, with an incomplete dataset, we cannot draw definitive conclusions regarding the
psychometric properties of the eTT. However, preliminary data show that, as expected, NHI
scores are almost at ceiling, and both PWA groups perform worse and with greater variability.
The test performance statistics - sensitivity, specificity, differences between groups of PWA,
correlations with standard severity scores – will be calculated and reported when data
collection is complete (N = 100 in both NHI and PWA groups). Also, the test-retest scores and
concurrent validity of eTT and the paper-and-pencil TT will be collected in separate groups of
PWA. Overall, the eTT, together with its psychometrics parameters, will be a useful
standardized test for aphasia diagnostics.
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Introduction
Huntington’s disease (HD) is a neurodegenerative disease that primarily affects the striatum and
leads to progressive motor, neuropsychiatric and cognitive symptoms. Clinical diagnosis is based
on motor symptoms on the Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS) and is generally
done in the fourth decade of life. There is not curative treatment and death occurs in
approximatively 15 years. In the last years, the premanifest stage - the period before clinical
diagnosis- emerged as a window of opportunity to reduce the effects of HD by using innovative
therapies such as cell grafting or gene therapy that can preserve neural function and thus delay
the onset and progression of symptoms1. Since HD mutation is autosomal dominant and fully
penetrant, it is possible to follow premanifest mutation carriers (preHD) long before their clinical
diagnosis. However there is currently no reliable marker sensitive enough to detect infra-clinical
signs of disease and monitor their progression in small cohort of subjects2.
To address this issue and to develop tools for the follow-up of small cohorts of preHD gene
carriers and HD patients, we capitalized on the fact that cognitive symptoms, and in particular
language and executive disorders, occur before the clinical onset of the disease and are highly
sensitive for ascertaining deterioration in HD3-4. We designed an intuitive naming task, the
CATEX (Category-Exemplar) that assesses executive functions in interaction with language.
First, in a prospective cohort study of preHD, we assessed whether the CATEX score is as an early
marker of cognitive signs of HD. We coupled behavioural and Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM)
data to explore the correlation between cognitive performance and gray matter volume in
preHD. Second, in a 20 month-interval follow-up study of early HD patients, we assessed
whether the CATEX score is a more sensitive tool than the UHDRS to monitor disease evolution.

Methods
CATEX naming task
The participant is asked to produce a single word describing two pictures either of the same item
(“Exemplar” condition [N=31], e.g. an open notebook and a closed notebook, with “notebook”
as the expected response) or of two different items from the same category (“Category”
condition [N=31], e.g. a fork and a knife, with “cutlery” as the expected response). Executive
demand differs in the exemplar and category conditions: naming category words makes greater
demands on executive resources than naming exemplar words.

Participants
PreHD (N=19) and controls (N=38) were assessed with the CATEX. PreHD were also evaluated
with the UHDRS and underwent a MRI scanning.
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Early HD patients (N=12) were assessed with the CATEX and the UHDRS twice within an interval
of 20 months.

Statistics analysis
PreHD: PreHD and controls’ CATEX score was compared using an analysis of covariance. PreHD
were followed-up and cox-proportional hazards regression models for survival data (converters
and non-converters) was computed separately for Category and Exemplar scores to relate the
time that passes before the clinical diagnosis of HD. The optimal thresholds of CATEX scores to
discriminate preHD who became symptomatic (converters) from controls was defined using the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.
A multiple regression analysis explored the correlation between Category and Exemplar score,
and gray matter volume in preHD within the ROI of gray matter atrophy.
HD patients: Category and Exemplar scores, and the cognitive and motor scores of the UHDRS
at the first and second assessment were compared using Mann-Withney-Wilcoxon test for
paired data.

Results
PreHD
Controls perform higher than preHD for Category (respectively, 91.2% SD:2.1 and 79.1, SD: 2.2;
p = 0.001) and Exemplar condition (respectively, 94.5% SD:2.1, 85.4%, SD: 2.2; p = 0.001).
During the follow-up period, 9/19 preHD became HD patients. Cox proportional hazard model
shows that higher Category score significantly reduces the risk to become symptomatic within
the next 4 years (Hazard Ratio = .81; 95% CI [0.66, 0.98], p = 0.031) whereas higher Exemplar
score did not (p = 0.63). Optimal threshold to discriminate preHD who became symptomatic and
controls was estimated to 25.5/31 (95% CI [24.5, 26.5]) for Category indicating that premanifest
gene carriers who perform below this score are close to clinical diagnosis with a Sensitivity of
1.00 (95% CI [0.78, 1]) and a Specificity of 0.76 (95% CI [0.66, 0.95]).
The multiple regression analysis between Category score and gray matter volume showed a
significant positive correlation in the left anterior putamen (Pcorrected<0.05).

HD patients
Exemplar score significant declines within the 20-month period (for all, median (Max score=31)
and [Q1-Q3] are reported; Exemplar, M0: 29.0 [26.5;30.0], M20: 26.0 [23.8;28.0], V = 53, p =
.010) whereas this is not observed for Category score (Category, M0: 23.0 [20.8;26.3], M20: 24.0
[20.3;26.0], V = 35, p = 0.9). The UHDRS cognitive scores do not decline (Stroop interference,
M0: 28.0 [19.5;33.5], M20: 26 [17.8;29.5], V = 46, p = 0.2; SDMT, M0: 22.0 [19.0;33.5], M20: 22.5
[18.5;30.0], V = 40, p = 0.2; Letter verbal fluency M0: 27.0 [24.5;32.0], M20: 26.0 [21.8;32.5], V
= 38, p = 0.31). The UHDRS motor score shows a significant decline (M0: 28.5 [20.0;34.3], M20:
median = 33.5 [25.3;48.0], V = 8, p = 0.02). When applying correction for multiple comparison,
only the Exemplar score remains marginally significant (p = 0.060), whereas all the other scores
become non-significant (all ps > .10).

Discussion
The CATEX is an ecological measure that combines language and executive functions. The
Category score is highly sensitive to early cognitive signs of HD and can be used to identify preHD
individuals who are within 4 years of clinical diagnosis with a sensitivity of 1. The Category score
is correlated with the striatum volume. In contrast, the Exemplar score is sensitive enough to
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track disease progression over a period of 20 month in 12 HD patients and constitutes a marker
of cognitive decline tailored for the follow-up of small cohort of patients and clinical trials.
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Introduction
There is a growing body of evidence linking the speech production characteristics to white
matter tracts integrity in chronic aphasia. Speech fluency is often used as a primary behavioural
outcome measure and recently it has been linked to damage to the left arcuate fasciculus
(Fridriksson et al., 2013, Basilakos et al., 2014, Marchina et al., 2011, Wang et al., 2013), the left
aslant tract (Basilakos et al., 2014), and the left uncinate fasciculus (Fridriksson et al., 2013, Hope
et al., 2015). The diversity of localizations may be induced by the heterogeneity of the
terminology and, hence, to the methods of evaluation for speech fluency. Also, the variety of
scales (Fridriksson et al., 2013, Basilakos et al., 2014) and scoring systems (Hope et al., 2015) for
speech fluency do not allow to extrapolate the findings over spontaneous speech features in
aphasia. In addition, there is no evidence on whether spontaneous speech characteristics in
aphasia are related to the same neural correlates as the overall verbal communication
limitations.
In the current study, we aim to investigate the role of the white matter tracts in spontaneous
speech production and verbal communicative abilities in chronic aphasia. We do not limit our
investigation to the ipsilesional white matter, considering the recent findings on the role of the
right hemisphere tracts in post-stroke aphasia (Forkel et al., 2014, Forkel & Catani, 2018).

Methods
Participants
Twenty-eight native Russian speakers who suffered from a single left hemisphere stroke
resulting in chronic aphasia (from 6 months post-onset) were included in the study. The
participants were recruited while they were on the waiting list for admission to the Center for
Speech Pathology and Neurorehabilitation (Moscow).

Linguistic assessment
For every participant, the language performance was assessed two times (T1 - T2) with
approximately 4 weeks difference during which they did not receive speech and language
therapy. The severity of aphasia was established with the Token Test via App (Akinina et al.,
2015). A 200-word spontaneous speech sample was elicited from every participant by an
interview with open-ended questions. The interview was audio-recorded and then
orthographically transcribed. The transcription was used to quantify speech rate (words per
minute), mean length of utterance (MLU) in words, percentage of correct sentences, percentage
of sentences with embedded clauses, total number of nouns and lexical verbs (tokens) and
number of nouns and verbs types (that were used for the type-token ratios for nouns and verbs).
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The Amsterdam-Nijmegen Everyday Language Test (ANELT; Blomert et al., 1994; Russian
adaptation: Akinina, 2017) was used to examine verbal communicative abilities.

Neuroimaging
Diffusion imaging data were obtained at T2. The data were collected using a 1.5T Siemens
scanner and a sequence specialized for tractography (64 directions, 2.5 mm isovoxel, b=1000
s/mm2, two repetitions with opposite phase encoding directions). After preprocessing in FSL
(Jenkinson et al., 2012) and ExploreDTI (http://www.exploredti.com) using the deterministic
diffusion tensor imaging approach, all tracts of interest were reconstructed in TrackVis
(http://www.trackvis.org) manually. We focused on the long associative tracts in both
hemispheres: the three segments of the arcuate fasciculus, the aslant tract, the uncinate
fasciculus, the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus. The
tracts statistics (voxel count, mean length, FA and MD values) were further extracted and used
together with behavioral data (as well as demographic data) to build regression models.

Results
At the current stage, we have collected all the data and finalized the behavioral analysis. The
neuroimaging analysis is at its final phase. The results of this ongoing study will indicate whether
there are white matter correlates for the spontaneous speech characteristics and the verbal
communicative abilities in chronic aphasia.

Discussion
Our findings will contribute to establishing the link between spontaneous speech and verbal
communication performance in chronic aphasia and the integrity of damaged or spared white
matter tracts. The results may help to overcome the limitations of the previous studies by using
a wider set of spontaneous speech parameters and focusing on both cerebral hemispheres.
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Introduction
Music, like language, contains discrete elements that are organized within a
hierarchical structure, creating a musical syntax. Syntactic processing both in music
and in language involves the prediction and integration of discrete elements (e.g.,
words or chords) into higher-order structures (e.g., sentences or musical phrases). The
ability to process syntax in language can be impaired in agrammatic aphasia. However,
it is unclear if agrammatic aphasia affects musical syntactic processing as well. The
Shared Syntactic Integration Resource Hypothesis (SSIRH; Patel, 2003) suggests that
syntactic processing of music and language draws on distinct networks for discrete
elements (e.g., separate long-term knowledge stored for words vs. tones), but relies on
at least partially shared resources for integrating those elements into the context of a
sentence or musical phrase. One key prediction of the SSIRH is that people with a
linguistic syntactic impairment, such as those with agrammatic aphasia, should also
present with a musical syntactic impairment.
Consistent with the SSIRH, violations of linguistic and musical syntax elicit the same
electrophysiological response in healthy adults: the P600 event-related potential (ERP)
component (Patel, Gibson, Ratner, Besson, & Holcomb, 1998). The P600 has been
interpreted as an index of integration and revision/reanalysis processes (Kaan, Harris,
Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000; Friederici, Hahne, & Saddy, 2002). In response to morphosyntactic violations (subject-verb number disagreement), individuals with agrammatic
aphasia present with a P600 with reduced amplitude compared to healthy controls
(Wassenaar, Brown, & Hagoort, 2004).
In the present study, we examined the electrophysiological responses to violations of
both linguistic and musical syntax in a group of individuals with stroke-induced chronic
agrammatic aphasia and in a group of healthy adults. Based on the SSIRH, we
predicted that individuals with agrammatic aphasia would show reduced and/or
delayed ERP responses (namely, the P600) to both types of violations, in line with the
assumption that musical and linguistic syntactic processing rely on partially shared
neural resources.

Methods
Participants
To date, four participants with agrammatic aphasia (2 female, 2 male; mean age = 45.8
years, range: 26-66) and five healthy controls (2 female, 3 male; mean age = 58.8
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years, range: 44-67) have participated1,. All participants were right-handed,
monolingual, native English speakers with no history of neurological, psychiatric,
speech, language, or learning impairments. The participants with aphasia suffered a
single left hemisphere stroke at least one year prior to the study, and were diagnosed
with agrammatic aphasia following completion of a battery of standard language tests.
All participants underwent a full neuropsychological exam including a cognitive
screener, a hearing screener, and a pitch discrimination task. They also completed a
musical experience questionnaire in order to provide a comprehensive summary of the
extent of their musical exposure and experiences (Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication
Index; Gold-MSI v1.0; Müllensiefen, Gingras, Musil, & Stewart, 2014).

Stimuli and Procedure
All participants completed an auditory grammatical judgment task while EEG was
recorded from 32 scalp electrodes. The stimuli were taken from previous studies, and
included 100 sentences (Barbieri et al., 2018) and 144 musical phrases (Patel et al.,
1998). Half of the sentences were grammatical (e.g., The hiker was camping on the
mountain), and half contained a morpho-syntactic violation (e.g., The hikers was
camping on the mountain). Half of the musical phrases were grammatical, (all chords
were in-key) and half included a target chord that was structurally less expected based
on norms in Western Tonal music (contained one chord that was out-of-key). We also
included filler sentences and musical phrases (not described here). ERPs were time
locked to the onset of the auxiliary verb for sentences and to the onset of the target
chord for musical phrases, with a 200 ms pre-stimulus baseline and 1200 ms epoch for
each.

Results
Preliminary results indicate that the healthy controls showed a P600 effect in response
to violations of morpho-syntax (Figure 1a). The participants with agrammatic aphasia
also had a P600 effect in response to violations of morpho-syntax (Figure 1b), although
it was delayed relative to the healthy controls. In response to violations of musical
syntax, the healthy adults presented with a P600 effect (Figure 1c); the participants
with aphasia showed a robust P600 effect (Figure 1d), which was larger in amplitude
compared to the healthy controls.

Discussion
For the morpho-syntactic violations, the P600 effect from the healthy controls is
consistent with previous findings (Wassenaar et al., 2004; Barbieri et al., 2018). For
individuals with aphasia, the finding of a P600 that was delayed compared to healthy
individuals suggests impaired, although not completely suppressed, morpho-syntactic
processing in our participants. The finding of an abnormal P600 is broadly consistent
with prior findings of abnormal P600 effects in stroke aphasia (Wassenaar et al., 2004)
and agrammatic primary progressive aphasia (with the same task and materials;

1

Data from the full cohort of participants (n=20 per group) is anticipated and will be reported at the
meeting.
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Barbieri et al., 2018) despite differences in how the abnormality has manifested across
studies (delayed vs. reduced amplitude).
For the musical syntactic violations, the results from healthy controls replicate
previous findings of P600 effects to musical syntactic violations (Patel et al., 1998;
Lagrois, Peretz, & Zendel, 2018). This is the first study to examine the P600 effect in
response to musical syntactic violations in people with agrammatic aphasia. The
finding of a larger P600 amplitude for patients than controls could be due to the
patients’ increased level of musical training compared to the healthy adults.
Nevertheless, these findings suggest potentially intact online processing of musical
syntax in agrammatic aphasia, at least in patients with 3+ years of musical training.
This initial finding is inconsistent with the predictions of the SSIRH, suggesting that
musical and linguistic syntactic processing may be differentially impaired in
agrammatic stroke aphasia. Results from the full study, which will include greater
numbers of participants in both groups, will help to clarify the relation between music
and linguistic syntax and how musical experience impacts this.
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Introduction
Naming an object presented visually is a cognitively composite operation controlled by a vast
network of brain areas. Patients with Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) produce a variety of errors on
confrontation naming that indicate impairment at multiple levels of the naming process. The
precise topography of damage underlying such an impairment in AD is still controversial, with
some studies showing extremely focal, left temporal, abnormalities, and others describing very
widespread damage.

Methods
Subjects
Study participants were 70 patients referred to the memory clinic of the Department of
Neurology of S. Gerardo Hospital, Monza, Italy, and meeting clinical criteria for probable AD.
They were 37 women and 33 men and had a mean age of 71.7 years +8.1 (range: 50-85), a mean
education of 8.7 years +4.1 (range: 5-19) and a mean score on the MiniMental State Examination
of 23.3 +3.4 (range: 18-28), indicating mild to moderate disease severity.

Naming assessment
Confrontation naming was assessed with a standardized test comprising 80 stimuli of the
Snodgrass and Vanderwart pictorial set. Total number of correct responses on the test was 4320
and mean number per patient was 61.7 +13.9 (range: 19-80). The following subtypes of naming
errors were included in the subsequent imaging correlation analysis: anomias, circumlocutions,
superordinates, coordinates, visual-semantic errors, pure visual errors, unrecognized stimuli
and phonemic errors (including formal and phonological paraphasias). Their total number was
1225 and mean number per patient was 17.5 +13.4 (range: 0-61).

Brain FDG-PET analysis
PET scans were acquired in the Department of Nuclear Medicine of S. Gerardo Hospital on a
General Electric Discovery LS PET/CT scanner, reconstructed following an OSEM algorithm and
subsequently processed with Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) 8. Correlation between brain
metabolism and naming errors was carried out with linear regression analysis, including age, sex
and MMSE score as covariates of no interest. Significance was set at p < 0.05 FWE-corrected or
p < 0.001 uncorrected and only clusters with a minimum size of 100 voxels were taken into
account.

Results
Anomias and Circumlocutions were associated with hypometabolism in the left ventral temporal
cortex extending anteriorly for the former and posteriorly for the latter, but with a substantial
overlap over the mid portion of the fusiform gyrus. A significant correlate emerged for
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Superordinates in the left parahippocampal gyrus, while Coordinates were associated with an
area of hypometabolism including the posterior segments of the left superior and middle
temporal gyri. The correlates of Visual-semantic and Pure visual errors encompassed the middle
and inferior occipital gyri and posterior inferior temporal cortex in the left and right
hemispheres, respectively. Unrecognized stimuli were associated with hypometabolism in the
right inferior occipital-temporal cortex. Finally, a significant correlate emerged for Phonemic
errors in the left hemisphere, along the posterior and mid portions of the superior temporal
sulcus.

Discussion
Anomias and Circumlocutions were both related to the left ventral temporal lobe, a crucial area
for semantic processing, suggesting that they are likely to be lexical-semantic in nature, in
patients with AD. Superordinate errors were localized to the left entorhinal-perirhinal region,
which is thought to have a critical role in distinguishing between semantically confusable items.
Superordinates might thus arise from a deficit in activating distinctive properties of items
belonging to a category. Coordinates were associated with left posterior superior temporal
gyrus, in line with evidence mapping to this area the interface between semantics and
phonology. Correlates of visual errors were reminiscent of the neuroanatomy of damage
underlying apperceptive and associative agnosia, with Pure visual errors and Unrecognized
stimuli linked to hypometabolism in the right occipital cortex and Visual-semantic errors to
hypometabolism in the left occipital cortex. Phonemic errors were localized to the borders of
the left superior temporal sulcus, which are known to be relevant for phonological processing,
and short-term maintainance of phonemes in their correct sequence during repetition or lexical
retrieval tasks. We believe that our findings fit generally well with dual-stream neurocognitive
models of word generation and also contribute to their refinement providing some novel
evidence.
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Introduction
Healthy aging represents an adaptive process whereby behavioral performance is preserved
through the recruitment of appropriate cognitive and neural resources in response to agerelated brain changes and/or changes in strategies used to perform at a given task. Thus,
maintaining cognitive performance in healthy aging does not mean acting youth-like but
requires to be able to adopt strategies taking into consideration the task requirements (ReuterLorenz & Cappell, 2008). Indeed, changes in the processing strategies used could be associated
with evolutive and unique neurofunctional resources during healthy aging (Cabeza, 2002;
Greenwood & Parasuraman, 2010). In this respect, and because of their relative preservation in
aging, language processing tasks provide unique insights into the dynamic evolutive
neurofunctional changes in healthy aging.
Although numerous studies have explored the idea of age-related activation changes during
language comprehension (Peelle et al., 2013; Wingﬁeld & Grossman, 2006), few have addressed
neurofunctional reorganization issues in word production comparing younger and healthy older
adults (Marsolais et al., 2015). Taken together, these studies suggest that bilateral frontal
activations in older adults contribute to successful performance during comprehension tasks,
but not always during production. The inconsistency posited by some neuroimaging ﬁndings
illustrates the challenges associated with increased frontal activation as being the unique
manner of improving verbal ﬂuency performance in healthy aging. In this context, a verbal
ﬂuency task represent a reliable paradigm where individual performances can hinge on a selfdetermined strategy driven by trade-offs between exploitation (or clustering) and exploration
(or switching) strategies, depending on the task requirement, yielding eﬃcient performance
with age (Hills et al., 2010). However, it remains valuable to explore whether age-related
neurofunctional changes can be detected during the aforementioned verbal ﬂuency tasks, which
exert self- initiated strategies.
The goal of this study was to explore neurofunctional changes underlying the strategic processes
in a verbal ﬂuency task, comparing healthy older and younger adults, using an overt self-paced
verbal ﬂuency task paradigm.

Methods
Thirteen younger and 13 older participants underwent fMRI scanning. The fMRI protocol used
an innovative mixed-designed procedure by which participants produced words during 90s in
a natural self-paced manner, while fMRI whole head acquisitions were completed every 2
seconds and were then blocked according to task-related characteristics (Marsolais et al., 2015),
allowing for blocks triggered by different events during the task. Thus, blocks were formed for
trials when participants were asked to generate as many words starting with the same letter
(L,P,M,V) or from the same semantic category (animals, vegetables, sports, clothes). Likewise,
the design allowed to create blocks corresponding to clustering (2 or more consecutive words
corresponding to a sub-set of the criterion) and/or switching (change between a given sub-set
and another one) processes reflecting spontaneous and self-initiated strategies during VFT. In
other words, this methodological approach allowed for valuable exploration of brain activity
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related to individual strategy productions (event-related activity), which could then also be
grouped retrospectively in continuous blocks (block-related activity).

Results
Overall performance on both verbal fluency tasks were similar between younger and older
participants (semantic, p = .57; orthographic, p = .42). However, in order to achieve similar
performance, older adults provide more items in each sub-set thus producing signiﬁcantly larger
semantic clusters (p <.05). This result suggests that older participants manage limited resources
with a less costly cognitive strategy by producing more items for each cluster signiﬁcantly larger
semantic clusters signiﬁcantly larger semantic clusters , as opposed to a more demanding
switching, strategy. At a neurofunctional level, our main findings indicate that temporally
mediated semantic clustering and frontally mediated orthographic switching were driven by
evolutive neurofunctional reorganization in high-performing older adults. More specifically, our
study revealed two main results: First, signiﬁcant age-related activations during semantic
clustering in inferior temporal regions, bilaterally for older adults as opposed to unilateral
activation in the younger adult group (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 | Activation for semantic clustering minus control condition. Horizontal section through the right inferior
temporal cortex (area 37) peaks at Z=-18. The average of functional activity is superimposed on the anatomical MRI
which is the average of the T1 acquisitions of the 13 younger adults and the 13 older adults transformed into the
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard proportional stereotaxic space. The color scale represents the T
statistic. (A) Activity for the younger adults. (B) Activity for the older adults. (C) Activity for the older adults
compared to the younger adults (uncorrected at p<0.001). (D) Activity for the younger adults compared to the older
adults.

A signiﬁcant activation during word production of semantic clusters in the left inferior temporal
cortex (BA 37) was found for the older adults, while the left inferior prefrontal cortex (junction
6/8/44) and the left subcortical regions (left putamen and left caudate nucleus) were more
relevant for the younger adults. Second, older adults showed bilateral frontal activations during
orthographic-switching strategy, as opposed to unilateral activations for younger adults, to
reach a high level of performance that leads to task success.

Discussion
The patterns of activation observed in the high-performing older participants in this study does
not indicate that their performance are supported by youth-like brain activation patterns, but
rather reflect the ability to maintain performance through the engagement of distinct cognitive
strategies and shift neural activation to requisite brain regions. The change in strategy in older
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adults could reflect an old-age advantage of benefiting from a life-long improvement in verbal
knowledge and expertise (Hedden and Gabrieli 2004). Hence, the changes in neural activity
within semantic neural networks suggest that specific brain regions, such as the inferior
temporal cortex, could provide a form of neurofunctional scaffolding for high-performing
healthy older adults, allowing them to cope with lowered prefrontal and caudate activity. In line
with the STAC model (Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009), the neurofunctional scaffolds built up
through life experiences and acquired knowledge might be critical to shrink a gap between
behavioral and functional patterns to better maintain lexico-production ability in healthy highperforming older adults, as well as adopting appropriate and advantageous strategies to support
the fulfillment of task demands.
Beyond the maintenance of a good orthographic fluency performance in older and younger
adults, our findings also suggest that the switching strategy may have been more challenging for
the older participants because of a reduction in left frontal activations. Overall, this study shows
that the exploration of neurofunctional changes underlying the strategic processes in a verbal
fluency task informs both about the functioning of the aging brain as well as its ability to manage
trade-offs between cognitive and neural resources to successfully perform. Thus, maintaining
performance in healthy aging does not mean acting youth-like, but rather expresses the ability
to adopt strategies based on task requirements, as long as resources continue to be available.
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Introduction
Age-related hearing loss is the most common acquired communication disability affecting
older adults (Hickson & Scarinci, 2007), and is strongly related to cognitive impairment
(Heywood et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2011; Loughrey, Kelly, Kelley, Brennan & Lawlor, 2017). The
impact of this relationship on the written language abilities, especially for those who speak
languages involving lexical tone, warrants investigation given the increased use of internet and
social media amongst older adults (Pew Research Centre, 2017). The aim of this study was to
examine the relationship between hearing loss, cognitive abilities, and written language skills
in Mandarin-dominant 60-80 year-olds using Taft, Liu and Zhu’s (1999) Interactive Activation
Framework for possible mechanisms underlying written language processing in Chinese.

Methods
Literate Mandarin-dominant older adults (mean age 70.34 years) with normal hearing (n=15)
or hearing loss (n=7) were assessed using a locally developed Chinese Reading and Spelling
Assessment battery comprising word naming (60 items), lexical decision task (120 items) and
spelling (120 items). Phonetic-compound Chinese characters were used in the assessment
battery. Semantic picture matching, written word to picture matching and written picture
naming tests were administered to identify possible semantic impairments. Hearing loss was
measured by pure-tone audiometry and cognitive abilities were gauged using the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MOCA).

Results
Following a partial correlation analysis (controlling for age and education), the data showed a
significant negative correlation between hearing loss and written picture naming accuracy, and
a borderline significant positive association between cognition (MOCA scores) and spelling
performance. When participants were matched for age and education, the qualitative analysis
of error patterns revealed that those with hearing loss made two types of atypical spelling
errors. First, they produced spellings that were completely different visually from the original
target and with a different tone, although they shared syllable phonology, e.g., Target: 猜
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(cai1), Response: 采 (cai3). Second, they produced spelling responses that contained the
target’s phonetic radical but the phonology of the written character was either the same as
that of the target but had a different tone, e.g., Target: 炒(chao3), Response:抄(chao1), or
completely different from the original target, e.g., Target: 吩 (fen1), Response: 扮 (ban4). The
second set of errors were produced mostly for low-frequency group of targets.

Discussion
If phonological activation plays a role in written processing of Chinese (Damian & Qu, 2013;
Guo, Peng, & Liu, 2005; Tan & Perfetti, 1999), and phonological processing is represented in
the left middle and superior temporal gyri (Bookheimer, Zeffiro, Blaxton, Gaillard, & Theodore,
1995; Demonet et al., 1992), it follows that neural degradation in these brain areas as a result
of presbycusis (Chen et al., 2016) might contribute to the selection of the wrong phonological
representation in Mandarin-dominant adults with hearing loss.
Our sample size is limited, but the quantitative and qualitative results suggest that hearing loss
and subsequent cognitive impairment in older adults who use tonal languages, such as
Mandarin, can have a negative impact on written language processing. The data appear
consistent with Lin et al.’s (2014) suggestion that hearing loss is associated with accelerated
brain atrophy, especially in the temporal lobe structures, an area suggested to be important
not only for spoken language processing (Peelle, 2012) but is also reported into be involved
with semantic memory and the early stages of mild cognitive impairment (Chetelat et al.,
2005; Tranel, Damasio & Damasio, 1997)
With reference to the quantitative analysis, based on Taft et al.’s (1999) framework, the
activation of an incorrect phonological representation arising from reduced phonological
processing abilities in those with hearing loss would lead to the selection of an incorrect
orthographic representation. This sequence of events would explain why the older adults with
hearing loss achieved significantly lower written naming scores. With reference to the
qualitative analysis of errors, reduced phonological processing abilities in participants with
hearing loss could also contribute to the inaccurate selection of characters with phonologies
that were completely different from the expected target, or had different tones from the
target.
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Introduction
Spontaneous speech is an important source of information for aphasia research (Prins and
Bastiaanse 2004). It is essential to collect the right amount of data: enough for distinctions in
the data to become meaningful, but not so much that the data collection becomes too
expensive or places an undue burden on participants. The latter issue is an ethical
consideration when working with participants that find speaking difficult, such as speakers
with aphasia.
The influence of dementia on language production can be quantified using statistical methods
applied to a corpus of spontaneous speech. A trained statistical model can predict group
membership (speakers with dementia or non-brain damaged speakers) based on speech
transcripts (Fraser, Rudzicz, and Rochon (2013) inter alia). Such approaches require training
data that are sufficiently abundant for a model to reliably detect difference. Abundancy of
data is a function of two aspects: enough training instances (conversations) and enough
distributional difference between the variables of the model. Distributional difference is
obtained by collecting conversations long enough to reliably quantify variables of interest.
After analyzing a set amount of conversation, a parameter can be reliably estimated, and as a
consequence the cost of analysis starts to outweigh the benefit of collecting more data. There
are different norms on how much data to collect. For example, Nicholas and Brookshire (1993)
and Vermeulen, Bastiaanse, and Van Wageningen (1989) base their analyses on the first 300
words of a fragment. Some clinicians use a set amount of time, rather than words, if the
speech rate is low or severely nonfluent. It is an open question whether text length at all is
influential for interpreting the machine learned models that are used to classify speech
fragments into diagnostic groups .
We present a case study of how the minimally required text length for a given corpus can be
determined so that models can be construed which can make meaningful discriminations
based on the predictor parameters. It is inspired by the questions that arose while determining
parameters (required text length) for a future longitudinal study. We compare the results of
our analyses with existing analyses of the same data.

Methods
The core of this study is the estimation of the uncertainty around variables in fragments of
different text length. We train statistical models of variables on the word and sentence levels
to determine the relation between text length and uncertainty. The training data is processed
by software (Stanford Parser) that can determine sentence and word level variables in
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fragments with a given length. As training data, we use two corpora of conversations with
individuals with aphasia: (1) English speakers in the Pitt corpus of the DementiaBank clinical
dataset (Becker et al. 1994), and (2) German speakers in data collected for a larger study of
processing of verbs and nouns in speakers with different types of dementia.
In general, uncertainty in a trained model can decrease when (a) differences between
measurements become larger, when (b) the certainty of individual measurements increases, or
when (c) the amount of training data available increases. In our context, increasing text length
or collecting data from more individuals may be used as strategies for (b) and (c). This study
investigated (b).
Bayesian modeling was applied with as parameters several word and sentence level variables
that are often used in brain damaged vs non brain damaged classification tasks. The values of
parameters and their uncertainty were estimated through Hamiltonian Monte Carlo simulation
using STAN and R. We chose Bayesian modeling because the method does not depend on large
samples, and because the Bayesian interpretation of probability provides a natural estimation
of the relation between model uncertainty and text length. The resulting models are compared
to a model that includes only age as predictor, to quantify how a model with linguistic
variables fares better than a model without them. The model maps parameters onto a
binomial distribution using the logit link function. All parameters (except `age`) were
normalized to the mean and scaled around their standard deviation.

Results
The Markov chains converged, with no orphaned or clumpy chains.
There is a similar pattern of decreasing uncertainty for four of six linguistic variables that are
often used in predictive models. In this study, observations in a range of 0-4 units of SD were
observed. A model with predictor variables that deviate within that range can be trained with
500 words or more. The informative gain starts to diminish when sample length increases
beyond 1100 words. The uncertainty around the predictor variables in samples with less than
500 words becomes so large that measurements would have to have unrealistic deviations in
order to become significant, at least in the context of this corpus. The different variables
converge to a surprisingly similar degree to become predictive at the same cutoff in terms of
sample length, at around 700 words. Spontaneous speech samples of that length are long
enough to classify brain damaged and non brain damaged speakers with the variables of this
study.
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Introduction
Deep dysphasia refers to a rare form of conduction aphasia (Katz and Goodglass, 1980; Michel
& Andreewski, 1983; Majerus, 2001) characterized by (a) an impaired auditory Short Term
Memory (STM) span, (b) lexicality effects, showing better repetition of words than
pseudowords, (c) imageability effects, with better repetition of high imageability words than low
imageability words and (d) semantic errors.
Katz and Goodglass (1990) first conceptualized this disorder as a result of damage to two
different routes: damage to the semantic-lexical route accounted for semantic errors and
imageability effects, while damage to the nonsemantic lexical and nonlexical route accounted
for lexicality effects. Others (Ablinger et al. 2008; Martin and Saffran, 1992; Martin et al. 1994)
have proposed interactive spreading activation models that explain these symptoms as a global
decay of the input trace in the STM.
Existing studies of deep-dysphasic patients have primarily reported word-repetition deficits,
while sentence repetition impairments are mostly absent from these studies (but see Saffran &
Marin, 1975). Here, we report the case of a patient with deep dysphasia that also shows
impairment in the repetition and comprehension of sentences. In this study we deepen our
understanding of the sentence repetition impairment in deep dysphasia and discuss its relation
with STM and cognitive models accounting for this syndrome.

Methods
Case description
KG is a 61-year old, right-handed Spanish monolingual man who suffered from an ischemic
infarction of the right Middle Cerebral Artery2 causing him right temporoparietal damage 12

2

Because deep dysphasia symptoms are normally associated with left-hemiphere damage, language
lateralization testing is ongoing for KG
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months ago. He has 20 years of education and, at the time of the neurological event, he had
worked as a nurse for 35 years.
Audiological examination showed no abnormality. Neuropsychological assessment revealed a
STM impairment, by both The Digit Span Task (Direct Span=4, percentile range 3-5; Inverse
Span=3, percentile range 29-40) and the Auditory Verbal Learning Test [1(-3.75)/ 3(-3.09)/ 5(3.1)/ 6(-2.91)/ 4(-4.42), z scores in parenthesis]. Linguistic assessment (BETA: Cuetos & Gonzalez,
2009) showed good naming (78/80) and lexical access (150/160), while the scores in repetition,
grammaticality judgment task and the Token Test were low, particularly after auditory input.
Even if word repetition was unimpaired, a significant drop in accuracy emerged in pseudoword
repetition [Lexicality effect: χ2(1)=1681, p<0.001], especially after auditory input. In sentence
repetition, we observed semantic errors [e.g. chica (girl)  mujer (woman)]) as well as
morphological [perseguir (to chase) seguir (follow)] and syntactic simplifications [La chica es
vista por la gallina (The girl is seen by the hen)La gallina ha visto a la chica (The hen has seen
the girl)]. To test for imageability effects, we administered a single-word repetition task
manipulating imageability. Results showed significantly lower accuracy for low-imageable
compared to high-imageable words, although only in dictation [χ2(1)=3.96, p<0.05].

Materials and procedure
To investigate KG’s performance at the sentence level and the auditory-visual input dissociation
more in depth, additional comprehension and repetition tasks were administered. In a sentencepicture matching task, 20 sentences were presented to be associated with their corresponding
target picture, intermixed with three distractors. The stimuli included active, relative-clause,
passive and subject/object-focalized sentences (see examples below).
1. La jirafa es golpeada por el elefante
The giraffe is beaten by the elephant
2. Es al cerdo al que muerde la oveja
It is the pig that the sheep is biting
3. El niño se ríe del payaso que lleva peluca
The boy laughs at the clown who wears a wig
Sentences were administered both visually and auditorily. We also administered these same
sentences in an additional repetition task. All tasks are described and their scores summarized
in Table 1.

Results
For the sentence picture matching task, performance in both auditory and visual input was
impaired. KG showed more difficulties in object focalized (1/8) and passive (3/8) sentences as
compared to active (5/8), relative (5/8) and subject-focalized (8/8) sentences. Interestingly,
some errors involved thematic role inversion. For example, for sentence (1), the choice of the
patient would be a picture in which the giraffe beats the elephant.
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In repetition, performance on visual tasks (reading+written copy) was better than performance
on auditory tasks (oral repetition+dictation) both globally [χ2(1)=500.13, p<0.001] and when
comparing individual tasks, as shown in table 1. Qualitative analysis of repetition errors
evidenced omissions (15%), additions (4%), substitutions (25%), phonological paraphasias (15%),
semantic errors (23%), and simplifications of syntactic structure (19%). Interestingly, these
percentages were distinct in the auditory and the visual input, with a higher percentage of
semantic errors in the auditory input (27% vs. 0%) and a higher percentage of phonological
errors in the visual input (28% vs. 12%).

Discussion
Overall, the data reported here show that impairment in deep dysphasia goes beyond the singleword level, extending to sentence repetition and comprehension, as shown by KG’s semantic
substitutions and simplification of syntactic structure, as well as his reduced accuracy in the
Sentence Picture Matching tasks. The consistent dissociation in performance found after visual
and auditory input, as well as KG’s poor performance in digit-span and RAVLT tests, point to a
main deficit in auditory STM.
We tentatively discuss these data in relation to existing models of deep dysphasia that propose
interactive spreading activation at the phonological, semantic and lexical level. In the presence
of auditory input, the phonological level is the first to be activated, but a STM impairment causes
this trace to decay rapidly, making selection at the lexical level (including syntactic information)
to rely solely on semantic information. This causes repetition errors, such as the semantic
substitution of girl with woman, which KG produced in sentence repetition. Interestingly, a
similar explanation holds also for the syntactic simplifications produced during sentence
repetition. In this case, the rapid decay of the phonological trace forces the system to rely on
semantic information, whereby an output with simpler syntactic structure but equivalent
meaning is selected (the girl is seen by the hen the hen sees the girl). This is in line with recent
reports on the effects of STM impairment on sentence processing (Papagno, & Cecchetto, 2018).
Further testing is underway with behavioral and neuro-imaging techniques to better
characterize the sentence-level impairment observed.
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Language abilities in Aicardi Syndrome: A case study
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Introduction
Aicardi syndrome (AS) is a rare neuroneurodevelopmental disorder which occurs in 1 out of 105.000
births (Shirley et al. 2016; Lund et al., 2015). Two of the following clinical criteria are required for the
AS diagnosis: (i) partial or total callosal agenesis; (ii) infantile spasms; (iii) chorioretinal lacunae (Willis
& Rosman, 1980). In addition, two of the following clinical features are expected to be present in
individuals with AS : i) cortical malformations; ii) bladder around the third ventricle; iii) bladder in the
chorea grid; iv) optic nerve cross section; v) subcortical heterotopia (Barkovich et al., 2005; Prinzivalli
et al., 2013; Saini et al., 2018; Sutton et al., 2005). AS is not familial and occurs only in individuals with
two X chromosomes. Individuals with AS show ophthalmological and musculoskeletal deficiencies
while they quite often suffer from psychiatric problems (Cabrera et al., 2011; Saddichha et al., 2007;
Tuft et al., 2017). In addition, they are remarkably impaired in cognitive abilities and show cognitive
decline over time (Grosso et al. 2007; Zaarour & Traboulsi, 2017).
Few studies have been performed on the language abilities of AS which reveal controversial findings.
On the one hand, some researchers report significant impairment in language. In particular, reduced
expressive abilities have been attested in AS as shown by short speech length and limited word
number production. In addition, syntactic abilities have been affected as shown by grammatical errors
(Banerjee et al., 2006; Menezes et al., 1994; Merrick, 2009). Deficits in receptive language abilities
have also been reported as indicated by difficulties in following complex instructions (Jain & Dinesh,
2016; Tuft et al., 2017). On the other hand, other researchers report intact language abilities
(Saddichha et al., 2007). In addition to the studies on AS cases, other studies have investigated the
role of corpus callosum in language performance by testing individuals with agenesis of corpus
callosum (ACC). These studies which have reported controversial findings for the linguistic abilities of
individuals with ACC are quite relevant to the studies of AS individuals with partial or total callosal
agenesis (see for example, Jeeves & Temple, 1987; Lassonde, Bryden, & Demers, 1990; Rehmel et al.,
2016). The present study aims at exploring the language abilities in AS by investigating the aspects of
oral and written language abilities of an individual with AS (with total callosal agenesis). In addition,
it raises the question of whether the callosal agenesis is required for the typical development of
specific language functions.
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Methods
Patient
The patient JH (female) was diagnosed with AS at 6 years old by a neurologist. MRI data has showed
that she has total callosal agenesis but anterior and posterior commissures have been present. At the
time of testing she has been 23 years old. She is right-handed and lives with her family. She has
completed 12 years of education in the technical domain while she has currently been a student of a
technical college for students with special educational needs. The patient has particular vision
difficulties and thus she wears myopia glasses.

Tools
We employed the following materials to assess AS’s cognitive and language abilities:
Cognitive abilities


Wechsler Adults Intelligence Scale (WAIS-IVGR) (Stogiannidou, 2014) for IQ assessment.

Oral language abilities


The Greek version of the semantic and phonological fluency test (Kosmidis et al., 2004) for
word retrieval ability assessment in the semantic and phonological domain.



The Perfective Past Tense Test for Greek speaking population (Stavrakaki & Clahsen, 2009). For
the purposes of this study the existing regular and irregular part was employed.

In addition, to evaluate her spontaneous speech production, a 5-minute conversational speech
recording was performed.
Written language abilities


The lexical decision task developed by the Lab of Cognitive Neuroscience, School of
Psychology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTh) (2018) to investigate whether the
participant was able to make a decision on the correct vs. incorrect word orthography of the
presented stimuli.



The orthographic test for adolescents and adults: Regular and irregular words are orally
presented and the participant has to write them down (regular and irregular words) (Lab of
Cognitive Neuroscience, School of Psychology, AUTh, 2018).
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Results
AS patient showed mild cognitive impairment with a total IQ score of 62 in WAIS-IVGR. Spontaneous
speech analysis revealed that her speech was characterised by short but totally comprehensive and
grammatical utterances. With respect to the other measures, impaired performance was considered
as the one which was 2 Standard Deviations (SDs) below typical mean (as it is reported for adult
performance on the relevant testing materials). Table 1 shows ceiling performance on past tense
production while the semantic fluency performance was not 2 SDs below typical mean. By contrast,
her performance on phonological fluency and the written language tests was severely impaired.

Table 1. The AS patient performance on oral and written language measures
AS patient

Mean

(SD) for typical adult performance

Verbal Fluency Test (Semantic Condition)
34

49.6

(8)

Verbal Fluency Test (Phonological Condition)
14*

32

(7.3)

Perfective Past Tense Test (regular verbs)
10

10

(-)

Perfective Past Tense Test (irregular verbs)
10

9.7

(0.6)

Lexical Decision Task
17*

28.32

(4.41)

Orthographic test
25*

53

(9.07)

*Asterix indicates performance 2 SDs below typical mean.

Discussion
Our results indicate selective impairments in AS’s linguistic performance. The patient showed severe
limitations in phonological fluency and written language measures testing aspects of orthography in
the presence of borderline performance on semantic fluency and totally typical performance on the
morphological task (past tense production). Notably, while her spontaneous speech utterances were
short, grammatical errors were not detected. Our results are in agreement with those findings
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showing limitations in the linguistic abilities of patients with AS (Jain & Dinesh, 2016). However, these
limitations appear to be highly selective in our patient. Furthermore, our data does not support the
view that the corpus callosum is necessary for the typical development of specific language functions
(for discussion see, Denis, 1981; Jeeves & Temple, 1987) as our patient showed ceiling performance
on past tense production.
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Introduction
Although people can speak while doing another task (e.g. driving or cooking), it has been recognized
that utterance planning is not entirely automatic and requires some amount of attention (Garrod &
Pickering, 2007; Roelofs, 2008). A growing literature uses dual-task paradigms to test attention
requirements in word production as the cost of dual-task performance informs on the attentional
requirement in each task (Ferreira & Pashler, 2002). It has been shown in particular that
conceptualization and lexical selection are under attentional demand (Roelofs & Piai, 2011) and more
recently, studies with healthy (Cook & Meyer, 2008; Fargier & Laganaro, 2019) and brain-damaged
(aphasic) speakers (Laganaro, Bonnans & Fargier, 2019) pointed to a role of attention in post-lexical
processes. More precisely, interference on word production seems to increase by lengthening the
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) in dual-tasks in healthy speakers (Fargier & Laganaro, 2019) and an
increase of phonological errors has been specifically reported in participants with impaired
phonological encoding with concurrent stimuli appearing at SOA of +300 ms (Laganaro, Bonnans &
Fargier, 2019). However, it is still unclear if different anomic profiles (e.g. semantic-lexical vs
phonological) would respond specifically to different SOAs. If most word planning processes are under
attentional control, interference should be maximal at early SOAs for participants with lexicalsemantic impairment and at late SOAs for participants with phonological impairment.

Methods
Population
Data collection is currently ongoing with aphasic participants and healthy (non-brain damaged)
controls. So far, three participants (aged 45-71, mean 56.5, three males), who suffer from aphasia
following left hemispheric strokes, participated in the study. Two of them produced mainly semantic
errors and the other one mainly phonological errors. Data collection is still underway to increase the
sample size.

Material and task
Participants underwent a picture naming task and an auditory syllable detection task in isolation
(single-task condition) and under dual-task condition. To avoid response strategies (e.g. waiting for
the syllable to be played before naming the picture), single-task and dual-task trials were randomly
presented. Auditory distractors were four different consonant-vowel syllables played at three SOAs
(+150 ms, +300 ms or +450 ms). The participants were instructed to name the pictures as fast and
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accurately as possible, while pressing the space bar when they heard the syllable /fo/. Trials leading
to a key press were discarded from the analyses (filler items).

Results
Preliminary analyses were carried out on naming latencies and on the amount and type of errors.
Descriptively, the participant with a phonological profile produced more errors at late SOA (+450 ms),
whereas naming latencies were maximal with the mid SOA (+300 ms). In both patients with a lexicalsemantic profile, errors and naming latencies increased for early SOAs (+150 and +300 ms).

Discussion
The decrease of performance caused by the dual-task suggests early (lexical-semantic) interference in
participants with lexical-semantic anomia and late (post-lexical) interference in the participant with
phonological impairment. Therefore, limited attentional resources seem to impact lexical as well as
post-lexical processes, but these preliminary results need to be confirmed with a larger group of
participants.
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Introduction
Apraxia of speech (AoS) is commonly defined as a disorder of motor speech planning (phonetic
encoding). It has also been identified as one of the first symptoms of neurodegenerative disorders
such as cortico-basal degeneration or non-fluent primary progressive aphasia (Gorno-Tempini et
al., 2004).
The differential diagnosis of AoS has often been discussed in the literature, and may be confused
with phonological disorder (impaired phonological encoding) or dysarthria (impaired motor
execution).
Among the clinical signs of AoS, difficulties in coarticulation have been described (Ziegler & von
Cramon, 1986). One of the manifestations of such impaired coarticulation is represented by the
insertion of schwas or transitional vocoid in consonants clusters (Duffy, 2012) and it has been
shown that clusters are particularly difficult for AoS patients (Ziegler, W. & Aichert, I., 2004)..
However, such insertions are not always detectable by the human ear, in particular when they
are very discrete. In the present study we investigate whether acoustic analyses can allow us to
(1) detect the insertions of vocoids which are not perceived by the listener and (2) differentiate
AoS from dysarthiras on this basis.

Methods
Population
Nine participants who suffered from apraxia of speech following a left hemispheric stroke, four
participants with primary progressive apraxia of speech, ten patients with hypokinetic dysarthria
(Parkinson’s disease), ten with mixed dysarthria (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) , ten with mixeddystonic dysarthria (Wilson’s disease) and forty control subjects with no history of neurological
impairment participated in this study. All the participants were French-speaking.

Material and Procedure
All participants were evaluated with the MonPaGe speech assessment protocol (Fougeron et al.,
2018), which evaluates different speech dimensions in various speech tasks. Among them a
reading and/or repetition task whith a set of 52 pseudowords is used to assess the articulation of
all French phonemes, with manipulation of position and syllable complexity in terms of structure
and frequency.
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Results
Participants productions were rated by two independent raters following the MonPaGe rating
protocole. A directed perceptual evaluation of the production is made by ear according to the
following dimensions (with yes or no answers): accuracy, insertion/inversion/omission of a
segment, type of feature altered if any (place, manner, voicing, nasality, rounding), and effortful
production.
Examination of the transition between consonants in the fourteen pseudowords with unvoiced
cluster was then done with Praat on the visualization of the signal and spectrogram
representations. Criteria for determining the presence of a transitional vocoid included: the
presence of periodic vibration in the signal, the presence of formants in the mid frequency region
(F1/F2 region), and/or an increase in energy which could be attributed to an increase in sonority
or periodic event between the voiceless consonants in the cluster.
The analyses are ongoing. So far, insertions of vocalic elements are found in some, but not all, AoS
patients and in none of the dysarthric or control participant. It is particularly interesting to note
that some of these insertions are not detected at the perceptual level, but are visible on the
spectrogram.

Discussion
Our preliminary results indicate that only participants with AoS insert vocalic elements in
unvoiced clusters and that some of these insertions are only detected with acoustic analyses (are
not perceived by the human ear). This result is in line with the literature showing specific acoustic
features in AoS (Marczyk et al., 2019), and here we show that they differentiate AoS from 4 other
groups of participants with different motor speech disorders. The observed vocalic insertions can
have two different interpretations: (1) some patients may insert vowel elements into unvoiced
clusters in order to facilitate the articulation of the two successive consonantal elements. This
could be seen as a compensatory mechanism; or (2) these results could may also be consistent
with previous studies mentioning coarticulation/coordination difficulties in patients with AoS. In
fact, even those patients who do not insert still present specific spectrographic characteristics
that show their difficulties difficulties of coordinating successive speech gestures in a fluid
manner, which will be further analysed.
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The investigation of paraphasias in speakers with
fluent and non-fluent aphasia
Mile Vuković & Irena Vuković
University of Belgrade - Faculty of Special Education and Rehabilitation, Serbia
Veljko Ramadanovic School for Visually Impaired Students, Zemun-Belgrade, Serbia

Introduction
A paraphasia is a symptom of aphasia in which an intended or targeted word is substituted for an
incorrect word. Praphasias are produced unintentionally and are more typical for patients whose
speech is uttered fluently. The major types of paraphasia are the phonemic, verbal, and neologistic.
This study examines the occurrence and types of paraphasias in speakers with fluent and non-fluent
aphasia. In addition, we wanted to explore the influence of language tasks on occurrence of
paraphasia.

Methods
A total of 30 patients (15 with fluent and 15 with nonfluent aphasia), aged 55-73 participated in this
study. All patients were right-handed, with a single left hemisphere CVA. The diagnsois and type of
aphasia was done by Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Goodglas and Kaplan, 1983). For the
analysis of paraphasia the following subtest from the BDAE were used: The Cookie theft picture,
Repetition of words, Responsive naming, Visual Confrontation naming, as well as Boston naming test
(Kaplan et al., 1983).

Results
The resuls have showen that both group of patients produce paraphasic errorrs during all kind of
language tasks. Howevere, paraphasias are significatly more appeared in patients with fluent aphasia
than in patients with nonfluent aphasia. Both group of speakers (fluent and non-fluent) had more
phonemic praphasias than verbal and neologistic. Language task has significant impact on the
frequency of paraphasias: the paraphasias were more appeared during confrontation naming and
repetition than during expository speech.

Discussion
We could hypothesize that an impairment in lexical and phonological processing contributes to the
occurrence of paraphasia in fluent and in nonfluent aphasia. The analysis of paraphasia in aphasic
patients can provide additional information in understanding the nature of word production deficits
and can assist in patient management.
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Positive effects of a treatment based on temporal information
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Introduction
Temporal information processing (TIP) underlies many cognitive functions. Several studies indicated
that TIP deficits are associated with deficits in processing of single units of language – phonemes
(e.g. stop-consonants which are limited in time up to some tens of miliseconds).
Several studies have shown that patients with left-hemispheric brain lesions and aphasia display
deficient TIP on different time levels (millisecond or multisecond one), depending on aphasic
symptoms they present. In patients with Wernicke’s aphasia disturbed TIP on millisecond level was
observed and reflected in a declined ability of sequential processing and temporal ordering. These
deficits were evidenced in elevated thresholds for identification of events presented in rapid
succession and observed in significantly longer, as compared to healthy controls, inter-stimulus
interval (ISI) between two sounds, necessary to report correctly their temporal order (e.g., Swisher
and Hirsh, 1972; Wittmann et al., 2004; Fink et al., 2006; Szelag et al. 2014, 2015). It resulted in
deficient phonological awareness underlying receptive language deficits, thus, such ability is crucial
for auditory comprehension (v. Steinbüchel et al., 1999; Wittmann at al., 2004, Sidiropoulos et al.,
2010).
Traditional therapy of aphasia is based on speech and comprehension exercises used to improve
deficient language functions directly. It was evidenced that aphasia is usually accompanied by
deficits of non-language cognitive functions, i.e., executive functions, attention or working memory.
Deficits in these cognitive functions do intensify the speech difficulties in aphasic subjects and thus,
hinder the process of language restitution. Therefore, aphasiologists developed different training
methods to enhance deficient non-language cognitive functions. Several studies have reported
beneficial effects of working memory and attention trainings on sentence comprehension in
individuals with aphasia (Javadipour et al., 2018; Majerus, 2018; Zakarias et al., 2018).
In our Laboratory of Neuropsychology, Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology PAS, the innovative
therapeutic tool Dr. Neuronowski® based on TIP was developed. The majority of exercises included
into this software involve millisecond TIP and sequencing abilities. The software was also extended
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by the training dedicated to improve other cognitive functions: attention, planning and auditory
short-term memory.
The aim of the present study was to compare the effects of two therapy programs: a traditional
language therapy and the novel treatment method using the software Dr. Neuronowski®.

Methods
Subjects
Eight patients (6 male and 2 female) suffering from post-stroke, mixed aphasia after haemorrhage or
infarction (lesion age M = 8,5 months; ± SD = 6.12 months) participated in the study. They aged
from 30 to 82 years ( M = 63.75 years; ± SD = ±15.86 years), were right-handed, Polish native
speakers and had normal hearing level. Apart from stroke they had neither neurological nor
psychiatric disorders and reported no history of head injuries in the past.
The damaged brain structures in both groups comprised mainly temporal and temporo-parietal
areas of the left hemisphere which covered the classical regions involved in both receptive language
function (auditory comprehension) and TIP (v. Steinbüchel et al., 1999; Wittmann et al., 2004; Szelag
et al., 2008).

Procedure
The study combined both cognitive evaluation procedures and training programs. Evaluation
procedures were perfomed twice: before and after the training. Several cognitive functions were
assessed. It included language functions: phoneme discrimination, word and sentence
comprehension, as well as non-language cognitive functions: TIP, verbal and spatial short-term
memory, working memory, as well as planning.
Aphasic subjects were randomly assigned to one of two training group. They trained either with Dr.
Neuronowski® software (n=4; experimental group) or with the control training which combined
classical speech therapy games (n=4; control group). The protocol in each training program consisted
of 24 sessions performed three times a week.

Results
The results are displayed in Figure 1. Due to small number of subjects no statistical analyses were
performed. In general, following Dr. Neuronowski® training amelioration of both trained non-
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language cognitive functions and untrained language functions was observed. The control training
was mainly beneficial for trained language functions.

Figure 1. Percentage differences between the baseline and post-treatment performance (baseline –posttreatment/baseline*100%) for particular tasks for experimental group (grey bars) and control group (black bars).
The 0 point reflects stable performance (no difference between baseline vs post-treatment performance).
Positive values (right side from the 0 point) correspond to improved performance. Negative values correspond
to worsened performance (left side from the 0 point).

Discussion
The preliminary results indicated the divergent effects of both trainings. The control training was
beneficial mainly for practiced language functions, however the slight amelioration in some
untrained functions was also noted. On the other hand, the patients in experimental group
improved both in terms of trained non-language cognitive functions including TIP and untrained
language functions. In this group, the enhancement of unpracticed word and sentence
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comprehension may indicate the far transfer following the treatment with the Dr. Neuronowski®
software. These results are in line with previous works reporting the close relationship between
comprehension and TIP (Szeląg et al, 2015; Szymaszek et al., 2017).
On the basis of these preliminary results one may conclude that the application of training in TIP is a
promising direction in aphasia rehabilitation. In the future we plan to increase the testing sample to
verify the preliminary results reported here, as well as to perform the analysis of acquired EEG, fMRI
and DTI data to explore the neural correlates of training-induced changes from the perspective of
underlying neuroanatomical basis.
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Introduction
All models of language production postulates that speakers generate phonological forms of words out
of sublexical components as opposed to retrieving them as units from the mental lexicon (Meyer &
Belke, 2008). Phonological forms differentiate segments from metrical structure, and models vary in
which the way segmental material is linked to metrical structure and whether activation of segmental
material is parallel in the syllable (e.g., Dell, 1986 compared to Levelt et al., 1999) Our study considers
if speech errors made by children during acquisition are mirrored by those made by people with
aphasia (PwA). We focus in particular on consonant sequences, which have been shown to involve an
interplay between segmental material and metrical syllabic structure.

Methods
Participants
Twenty monolingual French typically developing children (Mage = 2;34, 8 female) and twenty
monolingual French people with vascular aphasia participated in this study (Mage = 64;10, 11 female).
None of the children’s parents reported their children to have any speech and hearing deficits, nor
any neurological or motor control disorders. All but one PwA suffered from a left hemisphere stroke;
the exception had a right cerebrovascular accident. Parts of standardised batteries (HDAE, Mazaux &
Orgogozo, 1982 and MT-86, Nespoulous & al. 1986-1992) were administered by a speech therapist to
PwA to obtain their cognitive and linguistic profiles; only those with phonological deficits were
selected for the study. All but two PwA participated in the experiment 2 to 25 days post-stroke; the
other two completed the task during speech therapy. The breakdown of aphasia types by lesion were
as follows: those resembling Broca’s aphasia with an anterior damage (n = 7, where 4 of which also
suffered from apraxia of speech), those with Wernicke’s aphasia (n = 6), conduction aphasia (n = 4),
and sensorial transcortical aphasia (n = 3). All participants were based in Nantes: children were tested
in their local kindergarten; PwA participated in the task in the hospital Neurovascular unit. Another
group of native French speakers were also tested as controls (n = 20).

Material and Procedure
PwA and children completed a picture-naming task containing a total of forty tokens which were
bisyllabic or trisyllabic and contained consonant sequences at the beginning of the word (e.g. stylo
‘pen’), or the middle (casquette ‘cap’) or the end (masque ‘mask’, veste ‘jacket’). Participants were
prompted by the experimenter when they were unable to retrieve a word from memory, after which
they repeated the token. In this conference paper, only speech error data obtained by means of
spontaneous production were analysed (i.e. without any repetition prompt). All utterances were
transcribed by a trained French phonetician on PHON (Rose & al., 2006), and coded for
transformations made to consonant sequences in the target token. These transformations could, for
example, take the form of omitting the first or second of two consonants (deletion), and/or inserting
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a vowel to break up the two adjacent consonants in the sequence (epenthesis), and/or replacing one
or both consonants with another consonant (substitution).

Results
In spontaneous productions, both children and PwA produced speech errors on consonant sequences.
However, these errors were not identical in nature of transformation. Where tokens were obtained in
spontaneous production, it was largely only PwA who transformed word-initial consonant sequences.
PwA with and without apraxia produced initial sequences differently: deletion of the first consonant
dominated speech errors by those with apraxia, while other transformation options were observed
for PwA without apraxia. It was only children who mostly struggled with consonant sequences in the
middle of word; speech errors for medial sequences involved transformations via deletion of either
the first or both consonants in the sequence. All groups made transformations to word-final
sequences via a mixture of transformation methods, predominantly deletion of either the first or
second consonant and/or substitution.

Discussion
We interpret that transformations by PwA of consonant sequences at the beginning of the word to
indicate complexity of such initial sequences in both motor planning and in phonological structure.
The fact that PwA without apraxia also struggled with such initial sequences and transformed them
differentially demonstrates that, even when motor planning difficulties were accounted for, such
initial sequences also present difficulty at the level of phonological representation. Children’s difficulty
with medial sequences could imply something about the nature of these sequences which makes them
difficult to acquire. Yet, once these medial sequences are mastered, they remain relatively stable in
phonological representation since PwA made few speech errors with these.
Our study demonstrated differential treatment of phonologically complex consonant sequences in
PwA and during language acquisition. The fact that consonant sequences are modified in both
acquisition (in children) and loss (in PwA with and without apraxia of speech) indicates an underlying
complexity resultant of metrical structure (i.e. the syllable). Differential modifications by both groups
should help shed light on models of language production and the various levels within phonological
encoding also for the healthy individual.
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Introduction
It is still a matter of debate if and how the morphological structure of complex words, such as
compounds (e.g., goldfish), determines their lexical representation and processing. Especially for
speech production, this topic is controversial. The present study examines how compounds are
stored at a lexical-syntactic level, i.e. the lemma level (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). We test
whether compounds are stored holistically (‘single-lemma representation account’, e.g., Levelt et al.,
1999), or as multiple lemmas, with each lemma corresponding to a constituent morpheme of the
target compound, in addition to a holistic compound lemma (‘multiple-lemma representation
account’, see Marelli, Aggujaro, Molteni, & Luzzatti, 2012). While empirical data from healthy adult
speakers mostly support the notion of single, holistic compound lemmas (Lorenz, Mädebach, &
Jescheniak, 2018; Lorenz, Regel, Zwitserlood, & Abdel Rahman, 2018; Lüttmann, Zwitserlood, Böhl, &
Bölte, 2011), data from participants with aphasia speak for representation of multiple lemmas in
compounds (Marelli et al., 2012; Lorenz, Heide, & Burchert, 2014). In the present (ongoing) study,
participants with aphasia and word-finding difficulties were engaged in a primed picture-naming task
with noun-noun compounds as targets. Effects of auditory definite determiner primes that are
marked for grammatical gender were tested (dermasc, diefem, dasneut [the]). In German, gender and
other syntactic features of morphologically complex words are determined by the rightmost
constituent, i.e. the morphological head (e.g., Fischmasc [fish] in Goldfischmasc [goldfish]). Thus, gender
of non-head constituents (e.g., Goldneut in Goldfischmasc) is irrelevant for gender specification of the
whole word. Our study examines whether gender of the first constituent (i.e., the modifier) of nounnoun compounds is nevertheless activated in compound production, which would point to a
multiple-lemma representation. In this case, the modifier’s gender should modulate the determiner
priming effects in compound production.

Methods
Participants
Participants were recruited who suffer from mild to moderate word-finding difficulties in
spontaneous speech and picture naming. Exclusion criteria were severe apraxia of speech or
dysarthria, severe post-lexical phonological deficits and peripheral hearing deficits. Until today, 14
participants with aphasia or residual aphasia have been enrolled. We plan to include about 24
participants.

Procedure
All participants were tested individually in the Clinic for Cognitive Neurology at the University
Hospital Leipzig. There were two or three testing sessions per participant, lasting for about 2.5 h
each. Additional assessments included paper & pencil tasks that examined the processing of gender,
determiners and compound nouns in comprehension and production (Lorenz & Zwitserlood, 2014).
The main experiment was a primed picture-naming task with noun-noun compounds as targets. 54
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color photographs of corresponding objects were used as experimental items. Grammatical gender
of modifier and head always differed and systematically varied. Each possible gender combination
was used equally often. Each picture was presented three times throughout the experiment, once in
combination with each of the three gender-marked determiners (der, die, das [the]). The following
conditions were included: (1) determiner prime gender-congruent with the head/ compound (e.g.,
dermasc  Goldneutfischmasc), (2) determiner prime gender-congruent with the modifier (e.g., dasneut),
(3) determiner prime neither gender-congruent with the head nor the modifier (e.g., diefem).
Participants received a pseudo-randomized list, including 216 trials. To increase statistical power,
testing was repeated once if tolerated. Before the start of the experiment, participants were
familiarized with the target pictures and corresponding names. During the main experiment, a
spoken determiner prime was presented over headphones starting 300 ms before presentation of
the picture. Participants were instructed to name the pictures as quickly as possible with one word
and to try to ignore the spoken determiners. Time out was set to 10 seconds. Both picture-naming
accuracies and latencies were measured offline. All responses were recorded and transcribed, and
speech onset latencies were determined using CheckFiles (Protopapas, 2006). Both group-level and
single-case analyses were performed.

Results
Mean picture-naming accuracy of the preliminary group (n=14) varied between 48 and 96 % correct
responses (M = 75 %, sd = 43; first testing session). For the group, (generalized) linear mixed models
confirmed faster and more accurate responses for head-congruent than incongruent determiner
primes (RT analysis: b = 0.067, SE = 0.018, t = 3.734, p < 0.001; accuracy analysis: b = -0.314, SE=
0.131, z = -2.393, p = 0.0167). No significant group effect was obtained for modifier-congruent
primes (z / t < 1; see Figure 1). In contrast, single-case analyses revealed priming effects also for
modifier-congruency in some participants (RT analysis: n=3 (p < 0.05 each); accuracy analysis: n=2 (p
< 0.05), statistical trend: n=2 (p < 0.1)). Both inhibitory and facilitatory effects of modifier-congruent
primes were obtained. Furthermore, effects by head-congruent primes were confirmed for 6
participants in reaction times (n= 5 (p < 0.05), n= 1 (p < 0.1), and three participants in accuracies; n=
2 (p < 0.05), n=1 (p < 0.1)).
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Figure 1: Compound naming with spoken determiner primes: Mean picture-naming latencies and
standard errors of 14 participants
head congr: head-congruent determiner prime
modifier congr: modifier-congruent determiner prime
incongruent: head- and modifier-incongruent determiner prime

Discussion
Overall, participants showed faster and more accurate picture naming with head-congruent than
incongruent determiner primes. In contrast, effects of modifier-congruent primes were not
significant for the group. This replicates findings in healthy speakers (Lorenz et al., 2018), and is in
line with single, holistic compound lemmas (Levelt et al., 1999). However, single-case analyses
confirmed head-congruency effects for a subgroup of participants, only. Furthermore, some
participants showed modifier-congruency effects, suggesting that constituent-lemmas of
compounds were activated during compound retrieval. To sum up, there is a high degree of variance
in our data, which is likely to be related to different underlying functional deficits in our participants.
The data presented here are based on the first testing session, exclusively, and, thus, must be judged
preliminary. More detailed analyses and inclusion of cerebral lesion pattern are currently performed.
The origin of determiner-priming effects in speech production will be discussed with regard to the
underlying functional deficits of individual participants and their lesion pattern.
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Introduction
Argument structure is one of the key aspects of verb processing. It encodes the core participants of
an action—the actor himself and, if the action has a goal, the undergoer. It represents an important
aspect of verb semantics and, at the same time, encodes the syntactic frame on which the sentence
is built. We examined the neural correlates of argument structure processing by comparing
transitive (i.e., two-argument) and intransitive (i.e., one-argument) verbs. Based on the previous
reports (for review, see Thompson & Meltzer-Asscher, 2014), we anticipated that greater argument
structure complexity would be associated with increased recruitment of the temporal, parietal and
prefrontal areas.

Methods
Participants, Stimuli and Task
Twenty healthy native Italian speakers were presented with line drawings of transitive (e.g., waving
a flag) and intransitive (e.g., skiing) actions in a 3 Tesla MRI scanner. Participants were instructed to
name depicted actions using a single verb in the infinitive form. Stimuli were presented in a rapid
event-related design in pseudorandom order.

Data analysis
For the first-level analysis, individual functional MRI data were projected onto the reconstructed
cortical surfaces of the left and the right hemisphere. Trial-wise t-maps of the two experimental
conditions were used to train a linear discriminant analysis classifier to decode transitive and
intransitive trials in searchlights created with an 8-mm radius across the cortex. Decoding accuracies
were obtained using leave-one-out cross-validation and averaged across the folds. At the group
level, individual accuracy maps were aligned to the group-averaged hemispheric meshes using
cortex-based alignment and submitted to a one-sample t-test to identify vertices where accuracy
was significantly above chance. The resulting maps were corrected at α = .05 (two-tailed) using
Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement with 5000 Monte Carlo simulations.
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Results
As predicted, transitive vs. intransitive trials could be decoded in several brain areas (Figure 1),
including the entire stretch of the left intraparietal sulcus (IPS), the left pars opercularis
(ParsOp)/precentral gyrus, as well as the lateral occipitotemporal cortex (LOTC) and the posterior
fusiform bilaterally.

Figure 1. Multivariate decoding of transitive and intransitive verbs. Statistical group maps are
showing vertices where average decoding accuracy was significantly above chance, corrected using
Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement at α = .05 (two-tailed). The maps are projected onto the groupaveraged surface meshes of the left and the right hemisphere.

Discussion
Transitivity effects in the left ParsOp replicate the results obtained by den Ouden et al. (2009).
Notably, greater recruitment of the ParsOp by verbs with complex argument structure was reported
in word production (naming task in den Ouden et al., 2009), but not in comprehension (lexical
decision tasks in Thompson et al. 2007, 2010), consistent with the possibility that this area is
involved in initial phrase structure building (Friederici, 2011).
Our IPS cluster overlaps with the cluster reported by den Ouden et al. (2009) and is in close vicinity
to the angular/supramarginal gyrus identified by Thompson et al. (2007) as the area processing the
number of arguments. On an alternative account, this activation may be associated with observation
of goal-directed actions, which are transitive by definition (Culham & Valyear, 2006).
Involvement of the LOTC in argument structure processing was previously reported during both verb
comprehension (Thompson et al., 2007, 2010; Meltzer-Asscher et al., 2015) and verb production
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(den Ouden et al., 2009). Yet, transitivity effects in the LOTC may at least partially pertain to the
nature of our stimuli, as this area is implied in tool viewing (Bracci et al., 2012). Transitive and
intransitive trials could also be distinguished in the bilateral fusiform, which was expected, as object
representations are believed to be stored in ventral temporal cortices (Martin, 2007).
Overall, the present results suggest that the argument structure is activated already at a single-word
level. However, at least some of the observed effects may also be explained by perceptual and
conceptual differences between the transitive and intransitive stimuli. Future studies should aim to
tease these two accounts apart.
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Introduction
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a neurodegenerative disease that predominantly affects sensorimotor and
physical abilities. Cognitive deficits affecting working memory (WM), long-term memory, executive
functioning, attention, processing speed, and visuospatial perception are also common in MS (e.g.,
Brochet & Ruet, 2019; Rao, 1995), with deficits at least in WM and processing speed being more
frequent and severe in Secondary Progressive MS (SPMS) than in Relapsing-Remitting MS (RRMS)
(Brochet & Ruet, 2019, and references therein). To date, the evidence regarding language abilities in
MS is inconclusive. A recent systematic review (Renauld et al., 2016) showed that “language
impairments are possible but not very common in MS patients” (p. 110). Moreover, there are
significant gaps in our knowledge about language abilities in MS. Morphosyntactic production, for
example, has not been explored adequately thus far. This study investigates verb-related
morphosyntactic abilities in MS focusing on Greek, a highly inflected language.
Recent evidence suggests that, contrary to what was long believed, verb-related
morphosyntactic production can be selectively impaired in neurodegenerative disorders such as
Alzheimer's disease (AD) (e.g., Fyndanis et al., 2013; 2018b). For instance, Fyndanis et al. (2013)
found that, in Greek AD, Aspect is more impaired than Time Reference/Tense and subject-verb
Agreement, and Time Reference is more impaired than Agreement. Interestingly, the same pattern
emerged in Greek aphasia and healthy aging (e.g., Fyndanis et al., 2012; 2018a). That the same
pattern emerged not only in AD and aphasia but also in healthy speakers (e.g., Fyndanis et al.,
2018a) is consistent with the idea that pathology only exacerbates patterns or trends observed in
healthy speakers (e.g., Dick et al., 2001; Miyake et al., 1994). Furthermore, recent studies showed
that WM is critically involved in verb-related morphosyntactic production (e.g., Fyndanis et al.,
2018a; Kok et al., 2007).
Given that MS is characterized by WM limitations (Brochet & Ruet, 2019) ––among other
deficits––, we expect individuals with MS to perform worse than healthy controls on tasks tapping
into morphosyntactic production. We also expect them to exhibit a pattern of performance identical
or similar to that emerged in Greek AD (Fyndanis et al., 2013), aphasia (Fyndanis et al., 2012; 2018a)
and healthy aging (Fyndanis et al., 2018a) (i.e., Aspect<Time Reference<Agreement). Moreover,
since individuals with SPMS have greater cognitive/WM limitations than individuals with RRMS
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(Brochet & Ruet, 2019), we expect the former to be more impaired than the latter in
morphosyntactic production.

Methods
Participants
Thirty-eight individuals with MS took part in the study. There were 25 participants with RRMS (mean
age=43.1, SD=8.4; mean (number of years of formal) education=13.8; SD=3.9) and 13 participants
with SPMS (mean age=50.8, SD=9.7; mean education=12.2; SD=3.8). The RRMS and SPMS groups
were matched with control group 1 and control group 2, respectively, on age, education, and
gender.

Experiment
Participants were administered a sentence completion task (developed by Fyndanis et al., 2018a)
tapping into the production of subject-verb Agreement, Time Reference/Tense, and Aspect. The task
consists of 192 experimental items: 64 items tapped into Agreement, 64 Time Reference, and 64
Aspect. There were two lists. Each list consisted of 96 items: 32 items tested Agreement, 32 items
tested Time Reference, and 32 items tested Aspect. Each participant with MS was administered one
list only. Most healthy participants were administered both lists. Participants heard a source
sentence (SS) and the beginning of the target sentence (TS). They were required to complete the TS
by providing the missing verb phrase. Participants always had to produce a different form of the
verb that appeared in the SS.

Results
Overall, the two MS groups outperformed the corresponding control groups (since the normality
assumption was not met, Mann-Whitney U test was utilized; p<0.001). The RRMS group fared
significantly worse than control group 1 on all three morphosyntactic conditions (Mann-Whitney U
test: Agreement, p=0.031; Time Reference, p=0.035; Aspect, p=0.001), whereas the SPMS group
fared significantly worse than control group 2 on Aspect (p=0.002) and Time Reference (p=0.018).
Within-group comparisons using related-samples Friedman’s test and adjusting significance values
by the Bonferroni correction for multiple pairwise post-hoc tests showed that all four groups
exhibited the same pattern of performance: they performed significantly worse on Aspect than on
Agreement (RRMS, p=0.002; Control Group 1, p=0.015; SPMS, p=0.005; Control Group 2, p=0.010)
and Time Reference (RRMS, p<0.001; Control Group 1, p=0.008; SPMS, p=0.001; Control Group 2,
p=0.006) (Figure 1). In all four groups, the difference between Agreement and Time Reference was
not significant. The RRMS group did not differ significantly from the SPMS group in any of the three
conditions. Likewise, the overall performances of the RRMS and SPMS groups did not differ
significantly.
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Figure 1. Accuracy (%) of the four groups on the production of subject-verb Agreement, Time
Reference, and Aspect.

Discussion
The overall performance of the RRMS and SPMS groups was significantly worse than that of the
control groups, showing that individuals with MS can be impaired in verb-related morphosyntactic
production. All four groups performed worse on Aspect than on subject-verb Agreement and Time
Reference. The two MS groups, thus, differed from their control groups in morphosyntactic
production quantitatively but not qualitatively. This is consistent with the idea that pathology only
exacerbates patterns or trends observed in healthy speakers (e.g., Dick et al., 2001; Miyake et al.,
1994). What follows from this idea is that patterns of morphosyntactic production cannot be
pathology-specific, meaning that the same or similar patterns should emerge in different
neurological conditions. This prediction is largely borne out by the fact that the pattern reported
here for MS is similar to the patterns reported for Greek aphasia (Fyndanis et al., 2012; Fyndanis et
al., 2018a) and AD (Fyndanis et al., 2013) in that, in all three neurological conditions, Aspect was
found to be more impaired than Agreement and Time Reference.
Contrary to our prediction, the RRMS group did not differ significantly from the SPMS group
in any of the three morphosyntactic conditions. The SPMS group, however, performed worse (albeit
not significantly so) than the RRMS group on the most demanding morphosyntactic category,
Aspect, which allows us to speculate that increasing the samples of RRMS and SPMS participants
would result in significant between-MS subgroup differences in Aspect.
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Introduction
Classical anomia is conceived as a difficulty in accessing intact lexical representations from intact
semantic representations. These retrieval difficulties have often been explained by relying on the
concept of ‘levels of activation’. To be produced, a word needs to reach a given level of activation
which depends on its initial level and input from the semantic system. Brain damage would reduce
activation levels so that either a different word is produced or nothing at all (e.g., Caramazza, 1997;
Rapp & Goldrick, 2000). However, in some people with aphasia (PwA) retrieval impairments could
also be caused by difficulties in selecting the right representation from activated competitors. In
turn, selection mechanisms could be either lexical-specific or more general, operating across tasks
(see Schnur, 2009; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006). Consistent with selection difficulties, there have
been reports of PwA where performance becomes significantly worse with repetition of semantically
related items (e.g., in word production: McCarthy & Kartsounis 2000; Warrington & McCarthy 1983;
in matching tasks, Forde & Humphreys, 1997; 2007; in cyclic blocking naming, Biegler et al.,2008;
Schnur et al., 2006; Wilshire & McCarthy,2002; in continuous naming, Harvey et al., 2019). However,
evidence of a direct contrast between activation and selection impairments remains limited.
We assessed whether difficulties of activation and selection can be distinguished in naming tasks.
Selection difficulties should produce exacerbated interference effects of semantic relatedness.
Activation difficulties, instead, may reduce interference because of the benefits that shared
activation will exert on target activation. Interference effects were assessed both in terms of speed
and accuracy. Additionally, we assessed whether possible selection difficulties were general or
specific by contrasting interference effects in naming tasks with interference effects in tasks where
the demands for lexical retrieval are minimized (Probe and Stroop tasks).

Methods
Participants. We tested 20 PwA (14 males; mean age 58, SD 13; mean education 13, SD 3) and 15
healthy controls (HC) matched for age and education. They were all Italian native speakers. The PwA
had all suffered from a left-hemisphere CVA; time post onset varied from 2 to 24 months (mean=6.0;
SD=5.0). All made semantic paraphasias or showed signs of anomic difficulties in spontaneous
speech. Only one participant made phonological errors in naming tasks. They were all recruited and
tested at Santa Lucia Foundation in Rome. Not all participants could carry out all experimental tasks;
20 carried out the Continuous Naming task; 11 the Cyclic Blocking task, 14 the Semantic Probe task,
and 15 the Stroop task
Tasks. The aphasic participants were administered a comprehensive neuropsychological battery as
well as four experimental tasks:
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A Continuous Naming task (CN, see Howard et al., 2006) presented a continuous sequence of
pictures which contained interspersed sets of items belonging to the same semantic categories (five
item per set in our case). Typically, performance becomes progressively slower with increasing
ordinal position among related pictures.
A Cyclic Blocking task (CBN, see Damian et al. 2001) repeatedly presented, in different orders, sets of
(four) pictures for naming. The sets could be semantically related or unrelated. Typically, RTs
decrease over presentation cycles because of a priming effect, but this is offset by interference in
the related sets.
A Semantic Probe (SP)Task presented a list of words, followed by a probe word. The participant had
to decide whether the probe word was in the preceding list. We contrasted a related condition,
where the words in the memory list were semantically related to each other and to the probe, with
an unrelated condition.
A Stroop task contrasted naming the ink colors of words whose meaning was either congruent or
incongruent.
For each task, we calculated speed and accuracy indexes of semantic interference by subtracting
performance in baseline conditions from performance in conditions of high interference: for CN,
positions 4-5 minus positions 1-2; for CBN, related minus unrelated cycles; for SP, related minus
unrelated conditions from negative trials; for the Stroop task, incongruent minus congruent
conditions. In addition, in order to neutralize any baseline difference, we calculated relative
interference indexes for RTs (RRT) by dividing each interference index by performance at baseline.

Results
In all tasks, results from HC and from the overall aphasic group replicated typical interference
effects. However, when results were considered individually, different patterns emerged. In CN, a
subset of PwA (N=8; high-interference group) showed speed interference effects which were
significantly stronger than the controls. Other PwA, however, (N=12; high-facilitation group) showed
normal or even paradoxical effects, with RTs becoming faster with presentations of related items
(see Figure 1). Consistent results were shown in CBN. Of the 11 PwA who have carried out both
tasks, five showed interference stronger than controls in both tasks and four showed normal or
weaker interference than controls in both tasks. There was no group difference when interference
effects were considered in terms of errors. There was also no group difference in severity at baseline
(RT or errors). However, the group with evidence of reduced interference/more facilitation, made
significantly more lexical errors across naming tasks and more perseverative errors. Participants who
showed stronger interference did so despite no semantic impairment in the Pyramids and Palm
Trees Test and no increased interference in the SP or Stroop task.
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Discussion
Our results can be explained by assuming that some PwA suffer from selection difficulties which
increase with the number of competitors. These impairments affect specifically selection
mechanisms operating within the lexicon. Other PwA, instead, suffer from activation difficulties and
for this reason benefit more than usual from the activation the target receives from semantic
neighbors. This shared activation will neutralize or even offset any increased difficulties with
selection, but at the cost of making more semantic errors (see Chen & Mirman, 2013 for a simulation
where low activation is linked to facilitation and high activation to interference). Our results support
lexical-retrieval models where semantic-neighbours can be friends or foes depending on task
demands and the state of the system. They do not support incremental learning models where, after
target selection, semantic-lexical connections of activated neighbours are semi-permanently
weakened (see Oppenheim et al., 2012; Navarrate et al., 2012). This is incompatible with enduring
facilitation effects.
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Introduction
Modern aphasia theory posits that cognitive abilities are required for language tasks (Hula & McNeil,
2008; Martin & Saffran 1992; 1997). One of these cognitive factors is verbal short term memory
(VSTM). Evidence suggests that VSTM is an integral component of word processing and production
that allows for lexical items to be maintained/stored temporarily to carry out linguistic processes.
People with aphasia demonstrate reduced VSTM (Martin & Saffran, 1997) which has been found to
influence their single word comprehension and production (Minkina, et al., 2017). However, there
are few accounts that evaluate the interaction between VSTM and discourse production in people
with aphasia (PWA). Cahana-Amitay and Jenkins (2018) explored the relationship between working
memory and discourse in PWA and reported that word and sentence span was predictive of
macrolinguistic measures (global coherence (i.e. topic maintenance), local coherence (i.e.
relationship between utterances), narrative organization), but not microlinguistic ability (lexical
diversity and narrative length). The current project evaluated the contribution of VSTM to
microlinguistic discourse measures that evaluate word and utterance level content and basic
sentence structure. The aims of this study were:
1) to evaluate the relationship between VSTM and word level relevant content in discourse (e.g.
words that are accurate and relevant to the stimuli (Correct information units; Nicholas &
Brookshire, 1993)).
2) to evaluate the relationship between VSTM and utterance level a) relevance, and b) basic
structure as measured by Complete Utterances (CUs; Edmonds, et al., 2009).
We hypothesized that VSTM would be related to word and utterance level content in discourse
production due to previous findings that VSTM is related to word retrieval abilities in isolation
(Wilshire, Keall, & O’Donnell, 2010; Minkina, 2015). We did not predict a relationship between the
production of basic sentence structure and VSTM because we expected the majority of short term
storage would be related to maintaining activation of lexical items, which occurs earlier in the
process of discourse planning/production and would therefore require more temporary storage
(Sherrat, 2007).

Methods
Participants
Participants included 23 native English speakers at least 6-months post left hemisphere damage.
Aphasia was diagnosed by the Western Aphasia Battery-Revised (Kertez, 2001) (average Aphasia
Quotient=78.38, standard deviation.=8.86).
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Procedures
Data were collected as part of an ongoing study. Participants completed discourse sampling during
one-two sessions which included ten prompts, and the elicitation procedure described by Nicholas
and Brookshire (1993). Discourse was audio recorded and orthographically transcribed. Reliability
was completed on 20% of transcripts with 95.9% accuracy. Transcripts were then coded for words,
Correct Information Units (CIUs; Nicholas and Brookshire, 1993) and Complete Utterances (CUs;
Edmonds, et al., 2009). CIUs were defined as words that are relevant to the stimuli and not repeated.
CUs are an utterance level measure in which utterances are relevant to the stimuli (REL) and contain
basic S+V+(O) structure (SV). Point-by-point coding reliability was completed for 20% of transcripts
and revealed 98.12% accuracy for words,91.81% for CIUs, and 87.28% for CUs.
VSTM was evaluated using three tasks, a word pointing span, category coordinate span and a
rhyming span. In the word pointing span task participants heard lists of words and pointed to the
corresponding pictures, in a field of 9, in the exact order they heard them. Lists started at a single
word and increased to 7 words. Once a participant scored <50% accuracy on a word list, they did not
continue to the next list. The category span required participants to listen to a word list, then hear an
additional word and respond yes/no if any of the words in the list were in the same category as the
final word they heard. The rhyming span was completed similarly with participants responding
yes/no if the final word they heard rhymed with any of the words in the list. For the category and
rhyming span task, participants did not move on to the next highest span when they scored < 75%
accuracy on yes or no response lists (higher accuracy requirement due to yes/no response). A
nonverbal short term memory task, the forward Corsi block span, was also administered. To
complete this task, the examiner pointed to individual blocks arranged spatially and then the
participant was instructed to point to the same series of blocks. The task began with a single block
and increased to up to nine blocks. Once the participant scored < 50%, they do not continue to the
next highest list. Only 20 participants completed this task due to examiner error.

Results
The following variables were evaluated: %CIUs, %CUs, %REL, %SV, word pointing span, category
coordinate span, and rhyming span. Partial Pearson Correlation analysis was completed to evaluate
the relationships between word and utterance level discourse measures and VSTM tasks, while
controlling for nonverbal cognitive ability and general severity with a nonverbal span task (forward
Corsi Block). Analysis revealed significant correlations between word pointing span and %CIUs
(r=.673, p=.003), %REL (r=.612, p=.009) and %CUs (r=.522, p=.032). See table 1. The Category
coordinate and Rhyming span were not correlated with any of the discourse measures, but were
correlated with each other (r=.517, p=.034).
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Table 1.

Partial Correlation Results for Verbal Short Term Memory and Discourse Measures
Controlling for Nonverbal Short-term Memory Span
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. Word pointing span

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

2. Category Coordinate

.362

--

--

--

--

--

--

3. Rhyming

.004

.517*

--

--

--

--

--

4. %CIUs

.673*

.411

.168

--

--

--

--

5. %CUs

.522*

.313

-.175

.555*

--

--

--

6. %REL

.612*

.340

.119

.923*

.600*

--

--

7. %SV

.179

.199

-.271

.144

.834*

.132

--

Note. *=significant correlation at p<.05; %CIUs=percent of correct information units;
%CUs=percent of complete utterances; %REL=percent of relevant utterances; %SV=percent
of utterances with subject+ verb+(object) structure.

Discussion
The current study sought to evaluate potential relationships between VSTM ability and
microlinguistic discourse outcomes at the word and utterance level. We anticipated that word and
utterance level relevant content would be related to VSTM ability. Our findings partially support this
hypothesis. Word pointing span was moderately significantly correlated with word level relevance
(%CIUs), utterance level relevance (%REL), and the complete utterance measure (%CUs) which
evaluates relevance and structure, while controlling for nonverbal short-term memory ability
(forward corsi block span). The category and rhyming span were not related to discourse relevance at
the word or utterance level. One potential explanation is that the probe span tasks require
temporary storage and recognition opposed to storage and recall which is required by the word
pointing span. As such, the word pointing span is more likely to share skills with production tasks
such as discourse.
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Introduction
Semantic processing is essential for human communication, e.g. for initiating verbal utterances and
nonverbal expressions like gestures or drawings. Assessment of semantic processing capacities
typically relies on verbal tasks (e.g. word-picture-matching), which are sensitive, however, to
impairments on several language processing stages. Hence, there is a strong need for a tool that
measures semantic processing skills independent of verbal abilities. Furthermore, semantic processing
should be tested in different nonverbal modalities, considering that modality specific cortical regions
interact with an amodal central representational Hub whenever semantic processing occurs (Hub and
Spokes Model; e.g. Rogers et al., 2004; Lambon Ralph et al., 2017).
To meet these requirements, we extended three clinically established tasks (Glindemann et al., 2002;
Goldenberg, 2003) to an assessment tool for nonverbal semantic processing skills. The Nonverbal
Semantics Test (NVST; Hogrefe et al., in prep.) is based on three different paradigms:
 a semantic sorting task requiring participants to recognize semantic relationships,
 a drawing task requiring participants to depict the salient features of an object,
 a pantomime task requiring participants to demonstrate the use of an object.
Semantic Sorting is mainly a receptive task, whereas Drawing and Pantomime require the depiction of
semantic information. NVST scores can be transformed into differential norms respecting age, gender,
and education. Criterion-based NVST norms were derived from a calibration sample of 192
neurologically healthy participants stratified for sex, age, and education level.
A study including persons with aphasia after stroke showed that performance in these tasks predicts
the ability to communicate in a multimodal role play task (Jakob, 2012).
In this study, we compare the performance of healthy persons and two groups of persons with brain
damage on the three subtests of the Nonverbal Semantics Test. Furthermore, we determined
neuropsychological and neurolinguistic factors influencing the nonverbal capacities probed by the
NVST.

Methods
Participants
The study included 192 persons without brain damage, stratified for sex, age, and education (the NVST
calibration sample). Furthermore, we present preliminary data from 82 persons with brain damage:
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34 persons with severe aphasia after first ever cerebrovascular accident (CVA)
48 persons with neurodegenerative disorders, among them
o 17 persons with Alzheimer’s dementia and
o 30 persons with frontotemporal dementia (FTD), namely with
 behavioural variant FTD, N = 8
 semantic variant PPA, N = 8
 nonfluent / agrammatic variant PPA, N = 7
 other FTD-types, N = 7

Assessment
We administered to





all participants: the Nonverbal Semantics Test (NVST),
all participants with brain damage: two language tasks from the LEMO-battery (De Bleser et
al., 2004): word-to-picture matching and confrontation naming.
participants with severe aphasia after stroke: the Aachen Aphasia Test (AAT)
participants with dementia: the CERAD (Consortium to establish a registry for Alzheimer’s
disease) test battery.

Statistical Analyses
A linear mixed effects model analysis was conducted on the patients’ standardized NVST-scores, with
GROUP (CVA vs. neurodegenerative disorders) and SUBTEST (Semantic Sorting, Pantomime, Drawing) as
fixed factors and PARTICIPANTS as random intercept factor. This analysis aimed to compare the three
NVST subtests for their sensitivity as a function of the underlying disorder. Significance levels were
assessed by testing the full linear model against models in which the respective factors were eliminated
(Table 1).
Moreover, the dementia group was examined for differences between the four largest subgroups, i.e.,
Alzheimer’s disease, semantic variant PPA, behavioural variant FTD, and nonfluent / agrammatic
variant PPA.
Finally, mixed effects linear regression analyses were conducted for each patient group to determine
the factors influencing semantic processing as assessed by the Nonverbal Semantics Test.

Results
Figure 1 depicts standardized scores of the three NVST subtests as a function of etiology (CVA vs.
neurodegenerative disorders). As a result of the applied standardization transform, 95% of the healthy
participants scored below 1. The linear mixed effects model revealed higher standard scores, i.e.,
greater impairment, in the stroke patients relative to the patients with neurodegenerative disorders
(Χ2(3)=11.9, p<.01). Of note, the three NVST-subtests proved equally sensitive across both groups
(Χ2(4)=8.8, p=.07), yet with a significant interaction of GROUP by SUBTEST (Χ2(2)=6.3, p<.05). The
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interaction resulted from a greater vulnerability of the Pantomime task in the patients with aphasia
after stroke as compared to the dementia patients.

Figure 1 : Standardized scores of the three NVST subtests by participant groups. By virtue of the standardization transform,
healthy participants score lower than 1.

Separate Kruskal-Wallis-analyses involving only the group with dementia revealed no significant
differences between the four subgroups in either subtest (Semantic Sorting: Χ2(3)=4.4, p>.05 ;
Pantomime: Χ2(3)=3.0, p>.05; Drawing : Χ2(3)=4.5, p>.05). Closer inspection of the data indicated a
trend for lower performance of the subgroup with semantic variant PPA.
Regression analyses showed that none of the AAT-subtests was as a predictor of Semantic Sorting and
Pantomime in the group with severe aphasia (CVA). Drawing scores were predicted by the AATsubtests Token Test and Written Language, though with a low R2 (.41).
For persons with dementia, the naming task of the CERAD battery was the only predictor of the
performance in the Semantic Sorting Task (R2=.49). The visuo-constructive task of the CERAD battery
was the only predictor of the performance in the NVST Drawing Task (R2=.63).

Discussion
The three NVST subtests proved to have comparable sensitivity across 82 participants with aphasia
after stroke and dementia. The Pantomime task was more vulnerable to aphasia after stroke than to
neurodegenerative disorder.
The lack of differences between the dementia subgroups can possibly be explained by the small sample
size.
In the aphasic patients examined here, performance on the Token Test and the Written Language
subtest of the AAT were weakly associated with the NVST Drawing score, while no AAT parameters
were found to predict the Pantomime and Semantic Sorting scores.
The Nonverbal Semantics Test (NVST) is a standardized tool for the clinical assessment of nonverbal
semantic abilities. It is easy to administer, time-efficient, and can be applied to participants with even
severe language disorders. It measures abilities that are not captured by the standard aphasia
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assessment parameters. The Nonverbal Semantics Test should be administered along with aphasia
assessment to enable a tailored treatment planning.
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Introduction
Most treatment studies on aphasia target naming of relatively concrete nouns and verbs. In the
majority of the studies, item-specific treatment effects are reported but signs of generalisation are
scarce (e.g., Wisenburn & Mahoney, 2009). While there are studies suggesting that targeting more
abstract vocabulary might enhance generalisation from treated to untreated words (e.g., Kiran,
Sandberg, & Abbott, 2009), there are very few studies targeting truly abstract vocabulary, such as
emotive adjectives (e.g., sad, regretful, ecstatic). In a single-case treatment study (Renvall & Nickels,
2019), we provided the first evidence that production of emotive adjectives may be enhanced by
treatment. Here we attempt to replicate these results in two further people with aphasia (PWA).

Methods
Participants
Two people with chronic aphasia and word-finding difficulty participated in the study. DEH, a 68year-old male, presented with a phonologically-based impairment (Boston Naming Test 33/60). ALM,
a 77-year-old male presented with a mixed semantic-phonological impairment (Boston Naming Test
22/60).

Treatment materials, design and statistical analyses
We report results on two sets of stimuli used to elicit emotive adjectives. Both tasks required
participants to produce as many single-words as possible that were related to feelings/emotions
exhibited by the person/people depicted.
For the ‘Emotions-in-Context’ task, we selected 35 of 48 Emotions ColorCards© (1996)
approximately one half depicting positive and the other half negative emotions. The same 35
pictures were also used in treatment, each picture with three spoken words, giving a total of 105
treated labels. The labels were selected based on their appropriateness from our normative data and
on the participants’ baseline performance. The Emotions-in-Context task was administered three
times before, three times during and three times after the treatment (Post1 immediately after, Post2
one-week after, and Post3 three weeks after for DEH and four weeks after for ALM).
The second set of items (‘Basic Emotions’) were not used in treatment but used to track possible
treatment effects. The set used 12 pictures from the Karolinska Directed Basic Emotions (Lundqvist,
Flykt, & Öhman, 1998). Different from the Emotion-in-Context task, only single face without any
contextual cues were visible on each picture and all pictures depicted as clearly as possible one of the
basic emotions (i.e., happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, disgust). This task was administered
three times before and two times after the treatment (at Post1 and Post3 time points). For both
tasks, all labels produced within 30 seconds (Emotions-in-Context) or 60 seconds (Basic Emotions)
were transcribed and scored.
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Treatment was administered as computer-implemented home-practice together with weekly
meetings with the therapist. The participants were provided with laptop computers and PowerPoint
files including 35 target pictures from the set of Emotions ColorCards© (1996). Each slide in the
PowerPoint presented one target picture with audio-recordings of three selected labels suitable for
describing the feeling/emotion on the face of the person/people in the picture. The participants were
asked to listen to each recording and repeat the label immediately afterwards.
Data were analysed using Weighted Statistics (WEST; Howard, Best, & Nickels, 2015). We considered
the treatment to be effective only when there was both a significant positive trend (WEST-Trend) and
significantly greater improvement during treatment than no treatment phases (WEST-Rate of Change
(ROC)).

Results
Treated pictures (Emotions-in-Context)
DEH showed significant treatment effects with improved production of treated and untreated labels
for the Emotions-in-Context pictures: treated labels, WEST-Trend: t(34) = 4.24, p < .001; WEST-ROC:
t(34) = 3.01, p = .002; untreated labels, WEST-Trend: t(34) = 5.71, p < .001; WEST-ROC: t(34) = 1.83, p
<. 04.
ALM did not show unambiguous evidence for improvement for treated labels for the Emotions-inContext pictures, with greater improvement in the treatment phase than the untreated phase, but
the overall trend for improvement just failing to reach significance: WEST-Trend: t(34)=1.50, p= .07;
WEST-ROC: t(34)=3.82, p< .001. However, he showed significant treatment-related improvement for
untreated labels: WEST-Trend: t(34)= 5.10, p< .001; WEST-ROC: t(34)=5.52, p< .001.

Figure 1. DEH’s (a) and ALM’s (b) performance in producing treated and untreated labels in the
Emotions in Context Task (treatment phase shaded).

Untreated pictures (Basic Emotions)
In the Basic Emotions task, both participants showed significant treatment-related improvement in
the production of treated labels to these untreated pictures (DEH: WEST-Trend: t(11)=2.79, p=.009;
WEST-ROC: t(11)=2.11, p= .03; ALM: WEST-Trend: t(11)=4.52, p< .001; ALM WEST-ROC: t(11)=2.92,
p= .007). However, there was no evidence for treatment-related improvement for untreated labels
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for either participant (DEH WEST-Trend: t(11)=-1.80, p= .95; WEST-ROC: t(11)=0.64, p= .30; ALM
WEST-Trend: t(11)=1.21, p= .13; WEST-ROC: t(11)=1.42, p= .09).

Discussion
We replicated the treatment for emotive adjectives that we had previously undertaken with ‘GEC’
(Renvall & Nickels, 2019) with two new participants, both of whom, like GEC, showed treatmentrelated improvements in their adjective production
While DEH showed treatment-related improvement in the production of treated adjectives for
treated pictures, ALM’s improvement was not (quite) significant. This discrepancy might be due to
ALM’s greater semantic problems and more severe word retrieval impairment. Despite this, both
DEH and ALM, unlike our first case GEC, produced more treated labels with untreated pictures. This
shows that they had not simply learned a pairing between a lexical form and a particular picture.
Instead, it is likely that they have learned (or strengthened) the mapping between the concept and
the lexical form, enabling them to use the word form in other appropriate contexts.
Interestingly, and again in contrast to GEC, both participants also produced more untreated labels for
treated pictures. However, there was no significant treatment effect for untreated labels in the
untreated pictures. Consistent with the item-specific effects of lexical retrieval treatment in general,
this suggests that the treatment did not result in generally improved accessibility for emotive
adjectives. Instead, perhaps the treatment increased the participants’ conceptualisation of the
emotions in the treated pictures, in turn, this may have increased the activation from semantics to
the lexical forms for appropriate (untreated) labels for these pictures.
In sum, this study has demonstrated that retrieval of emotive adjectives can be successfully treated
in PWA and that some generalisation of treatment effects is possible.
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Introduction
Semantic Dementia (SD), the semantic variant of Primary Progressive Aphasia, is a form of
frontotemporal dementia in which communication skills are progressively impaired through a loss of
conceptual knowledge (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; Hodges, Patterson, Oxbury, & Funnell, 1992).
Impaired word retrieval is an early and striking feature of semantic dementia, as in other forms of
progressive (and non-progressive) aphasia. Nevertheless, naming of treated items has been shown to
improve with treatment (Carthery-Goulart et al., 2013; Croot, 2018; Jokel, Graham, Rochon, &
Leonard, 2014).
It is well known that word retrieval treatment rarely results in generalisation of improvement to
untreated items. However, in semantic dementia there is also the concern that overgeneralisation
may occur (Lambon Ralph & Patterson, 2008; Mayberry et al., 2011) with treated labels misapplied to
non-targets. It is possible that these errors could arise due to a loss of appreciation of the specificity
of the label (e.g. that each element of a computer has its own name and is called a keyboard,
monitor or mouse and not “a computer”, e.g., Savage et al., 2015b). Alternatively, distinctions
between concepts may no longer be apparent, leading to use of the same label for different
concepts, for example calling a cat a “small dog”, or all long thin vegetables “carrot” (e.g., Rogers et
al., 2004). Finally, in earlier stages of the disease, an available related word may be used strategically
in place of a target that is unavailable. Whatever the cause, it is clear that if treatment results in
significant increases in these kinds of errors, it creates the potential for confusion and frustration in
everyday communication.
Few studies have investigated the occurrence of overgeneralisation errors. By studying a series of
participants with semantic dementia (n=9) who had previously taken part in a lexical retrieval
treatment programme we aimed to determine whether following treatment: 1) misuse of words
increased; 2) error types changed; 3) clarity of communication reduced when target words were not
retrieved.

Methods
Nine participants who met criteria for the semantic variant of Primary Progressive Aphasia (GornoTempini et al., 2011) and had previously taken part in a word-retraining study run by FRONTIER (the
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Frontotemporal Dementia Research Group) in Sydney, Australia were included in the study. Eight of
the nine participants were reported in Savage et al. (2015a). Each participant had a history of word
finding difficulties for between three and nine years and showed marked naming deficits on standard
tests when compared with age-matched controls. Comprehension and semantic deficits ranged from
mild to severe, as did the degree of general cognitive impairment as measured on the Addenbrooke’s
Cognitive Examination-Revised (Mioshi, Dawson, Mitchell, Arnold, & Hodges, 2006). The typical
pattern of anterior and medial temporal lobe atrophy was observed in each case, with left greater
than right atrophy in seven participants, and the reverse pattern in two participants.
For each participant, performance on trained and untrained words from final baseline and immediate
post-intervention assessments was examined. Responses were: 1) coded to identify instances of
misuse, where a word from the training list was used to refer to an untrained item; 2) assigned an
error code, and, 3) scored for clarity, using a scale from -1 (clearly incorrect) through to +1 (correct).

Results
Naming accuracy significantly improved for trained words in all participants from baseline to
immediate post-intervention (McNemar’s Test , all p<.005; Savage et al., 2015a); untrained words
mostly remained unchanged.

Does training encourage the misuse of treatment target words to nontarget items?
Analyses for both misuse and repetition of treated words revealed no significant increase from
baseline to post-intervention for any of the participants, either within the trained set or within
untrained words (see Table 1). Further examination of the context of misuse revealed that in 34 of
the 39 instances, the misused word was semantically related to the alternative item, suggestive of
overgeneralising target words.

Does the nature of errors change from pre- to post-treatment?
While the rate of target naming attempts (versus non-target attempts, i.e. a description or omission)
varied among individuals at baseline, no significant change occurred in the proportion of naming
attempts of untrained words from pre- to post-intervention performance for the group overall
(Wilcoxon, p=.859). However, the overall pattern of error response on the untrained words was
statistically different across the two assessments (Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test χ2MH(5)=12.245,
p=.032). Semantic errors and omissions continued to account for the bulk of errors across the time
points (86% pre- 84% post-intervention), however, there was some increase in omissions (42% to
50%) with a relative reduction in semantic errors (44% to 34%). Individual error patterns remained
highly similar across the two testing sessions for five of the nine participants (S2, P1, G1, J2, T4). In
the remaining four, some changes were observed in the relative distribution of the errors,
particularly for semantic errors versus omissions, but in only one case was this substantial (C1).

Was there any indication of negative impact of training on the clarity of
responses?
While clarity scores increased from baseline to post-intervention for trained words (all p<.038), only
one participant showed decline in clarity for untrained words (J1: p=.038), while two showed
significantly improved clarity (S2: p=.01; G1: p=.025).
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Table 1: Participant error patterns and clarity before and after intervention
Parti

Trained targets named using

Untrained targets named

Repetition errors per testing

Mean Clarity Score –

cipa

other trained words

using trained words

session

Untrained words

nt
BL

Post

Pre-

BL

Post

Pre-

BL

Post

Pre-

BL

Post

Pre-

post

post

post

post

(exact

(exact

(exact

(exact

p)

p)

p)

p)

S1

0 / 32

0 / 32

NA

2 / 64

3 / 64

1.0

5 / 96

2 / 96

.250

.680

.539

.071

J1

2 / 30

0 / 30

.50

1 / 57

3 / 57

.50

2 / 87

1 / 87

1.0

.544

.430

.029

S2

0 / 31

0 / 31

NA

1 / 66

1 / 66

1.0

1 / 97

0 / 97

1.0

.295

.462

.010*

P1

0 / 32

0 / 32

NA

4 / 65

3 / 65

1.0

2 / 97

1 / 97

1.0

.308

.346

.272

B1

0 / 30

0 / 30

NA

1 / 65

1 / 65

1.0

3 / 95

1 / 95

.500

.469

.508

.475

G1

0 / 31

1 /31

1.0

1 / 62

2 / 62

1.0

2 / 93

2 / 93

1.0

.371

.548

.013*

J2

0 / 25

0 / 25

NA

0 / 39

0 / 39

NA

0 / 64

0 / 64

NA

.474

.526

.595

C1

1 / 38

1 / 38

1.0

3 / 72

2 / 72

1.0

4 / 110

1 / 110

.375

.597

.611

.839

T4

1 / 29

0 / 29

1.0

0 / 71

5 / 71

.063

2 / 100

5 / 100

.453

.197

.148

.449

ALL

4 / 278

2 / 278

.285

13/561

20/561

.116

21/839

13/839

.176

.433

.453

.515

BL : baseline assessment; * significant change (p<.05)
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Discussion
No negative impacts were observed following lexical retrieval treatment for untrained words.
Specifically there was no significant increase in the misuse of trained vocabulary immediately after
the 4-week treatment programme and the clarity of communication did not appear to be adversely
affected. This study therefore provides further evidence of the benefit of these programs for patients
with Semantic Dementia without any negative impact on untrained items. It is of particular note that
this was the case even for participants with more severe semantic impairment. However, the items
(both trained and untrained) were only included in the study when individuals retained some
recognition of the object. This may have served to remove the impact of semantic impairment by
focusing in on vocabulary where some knowledge was retained. Consequently it remains possible
that for items where conceptual knowledge is lost overgeneralisation may occur.
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Introduction
While the growing body of treatment evidence for people with progressive aphasia is testimony to
the transferability of lexical retrieval interventions effective with post-stroke aphasia (Croot, 2018),
the diversity of therapy approaches applied does not allow a clear understanding as to why they have
been successful and whether critical ingredients are at play. In the primary progressive aphasia (PPA)
literature, treatment gains have been reported following self-cueing strategies (e.g. Beales,
Cartwright, Whitworth, & Panegyres, 2016) as well as multi-level discourse interventions (e.g.
Whitworth et al., 2017). In comparison to PPA, the diversity of therapies that have been reported in
the Alzheimer’s disease (AD) literature is more limited and largely focused on memory-based
therapies. While speech and language outcomes during and following intervention have been a
dominant focus in this literature, understanding the nonlinguistic cognitive processes that contribute
to and interact with these is likely also to be critical. In a review of PPA and AD lexical retreival
interventions, autobiographical memory and episodic memory were the only nonlinguistic cognitive
processes found to have been considered in the planning of intervention or interpretation of
intervention outcomes (Beales, Whitworth, & Cartwright, 2018). Other nonlinguistic cognitive
functions such as attention, working memory, and visual memory are yet to be explored within the
PPA and AD literature, however, are likely to impact an individual’s ability to engage in therapy, as
well as their capacity to take on strategies. In a recent study, Grasso, Shuster, and Henry (2017)
administered a lexical retrieval intervention, which comprised a clinician- and caregiver-administered
treatment phase, to two individuals with progressive lexical impairments. Involvement in
intervention was positively received by family members, specifically, improved ability to guide
descriptions during naming difficulty and reduced frustration during communicative interactions
when learned strategies were employed, were reported by caregivers (Grasso et al., 2017). These
preliminary findings of positive responses to participation in communication intervention affirm the
importance of further understanding and maximizing the role of communication partners.

Aim
This study investigated a cognitive-linguistic self-cueing intervention trained to explicitly facilitate
generalization through the inclusion of communication partners and practice at the discourse level.
Generalization of intervention to untreated items and to discourse production, and quantitative
measures of perceived change in communicative ability, were examined.
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Methods
Participants. Twelve participants, aged between 55 and 86 years (M = 65.5), with progressive lexical
impairments were recruited to the study. Eight participants had a diagnosis of PPA (four semantic
variant and four logopenic variant) and four participants had a diagnosis of AD. Family members
were also invited to participate.
Protocol. A multiple baseline across-behaviours design was used in which participants acted as their
own control. Three sets of baseline assessments were conducted prior to intervention and then
repeated again at one-week (post-intervention) and six-weeks (maintenance) post-intervention to
examine both treatment effectiveness and generalization of the intervention. The intervention was a
language production treatment that incorporated cognitive scaffolds specific to each participant to
train a self-cueing strategy to facilitate lexical access. In line with recommendations of previous
research, the intervention involved explicit attempts to facilitate generalization through practice of
this strategy at the connected speech level and working with communication partners, both of which
are evaluated in the study. The intervention protocol expanded on the self-cueing strategy, reported
in Beales et al. (2016) and which had introduced autobiographical memory cues to semantic,
phonological, and orthographical domains, by incorporating individualized cognitive scaffolding for
attention, working memory, verbal episodic memory, and visual memory based on participants’ preintervention neuropsychological assessment.

Results
Evidence of both treatment effects and generalization to untreated items was found. Improved
picture naming of treated and untreated items was found across all word types, i.e. nouns, verbs,
and adjectives, with patterns varying for diagnostic groups. Limited evidence was found to indicate
that benefits of intervention extended to changes in communicative informativeness and efficiency
in discourse, or communicative ability as perceived by participants and their family members. The
heterogeneity of nonlinguistic cognitive profiles called for the implementation of cognitive
scaffolding during intervention that was tailored to the individual. No changes in cognitive measures
were found post-intervention. Treatment effects and generalization to untreated items were
generally maintained at follow-up testing.

Discussion
This study supports a growing body of evidence, which demonstrates the effectiveness of lexical
retrieval interventions for individuals with PPA, and provides promising new directions. Uniquely, this
study provides evidence that individuals with AD can also benefit from an impairment-based selfcueing intervention. The presence of consistent and significant generalization to untreated words
across all diagnostic groups was unexpected and contrasts with the post-stroke literature where
treatment effects have been, more frequently than not, item-specific. Further investigation is
warranted to examine the effects of cognitive scaffolding, comparing this approach to active training
of these functions. By considering deficits beyond linguistic abilities in intervention design, such
research will innovate more holistic speech-language management of clients with progressive lexical
impairments.
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Introduction
The vast majority of patients require speech and language therapy of some kind in order to recover
specific language skills affected by damage of the brain and to develop strategies for improvement of
overall communication in a variety of situations (Basso, 2010; Basso and Macis, 2011). Stimulation
aphasia therapy (SAT), sometimes also referred as conventional (or classic) aphasia therapy, is one of
the most frequently used therapeutic techniques. It is based on an idea that language is not lost but
cannot be accessed because of cerebral damage. Common to all traditional therapy approaches,
including SAT, is that communicative methods allow for all modes of communication to be used, i.e.,
communicative methods are not constraint to the language mode, but include both verbal and nonverbal means. The person with aphasia is encouraged to use all their intact communication abilities,
which are often mainly non-verbal, in order to optimize communication. Another approach to language
therapy, the Constraint-induced (language) aphasia therapy (CIAT), has been developed as potentially
more efficient aphasia therapy method. CIAT is based on the following learning principles: prevention
of compensatory communication (constraint), massed practice (maximization of quantity and
frequency of language therapy), and shaping (induction) of verbal behaviour (Pulvermuller et al. 2005,
Pulvermuller and Berthier 2008).
In this study we examined the comparative efficacy of the CIAT and the SAT approach on expressive
language ability. We focused on naming ability and spontaneous sentence production, with the
intensity of therapy controlled and matched between therapy methods. In order to reduce the
influence of various confounding variables and to shed more light onto the interplay between the two
CIAT principles, massed practice and constrained use of the language modality, the experimental study
was designed to be a crossover research (Maclure 1991).

Methods
Procedure
Two successive 4-week blocks of intense (1-hour, 5 days a week) aphasia therapy of each therapy
program were delivered in a randomized within-subject crossover design – one therapy block consisted
of SAT, another of CIAT. Twenty consecutive patients, up to a year after stroke, were randomly
assigned to either have SAT followed by CIAT (S1C2 group), or to have CIAT followed by SAT (C1S2
group). Measurements of naming (Boston Naming Test) and spontaneous sentence production (Cookie
Theft Picture description task) were carried at the baseline, following the first therapy block, following
the second therapy block, and four-weeks following the last therapy block.
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Subjects
A total of 20 consecutive right-handed patients with non-fluent post-stroke aphasia of up to 1 year
duration were randomly assigned to two treatment groups. One group had SAT first followed by CIAT
(S1C2 group), while another had a reversed order of the therapies, CIAT first followed by SAT (C1S2
group). For all participants, diagnosis of post-stroke aphasia was made by neurologists and confirmed
by speech therapists based on their assessment, which included the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia
Examination (BDAE; Goodglass and Kaplan 1983). The participants, and their family members when it
was required due to communication difficulties, gave their informed consent for the participation in
the study. The study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved
by the institution ethics committee.

Results
Both groups of patients significantly improved in all variables of expressive language skills; the
improvement was maintained 1 month post-treatment. However, patients who started with CIAT and
continued with SAT (C1S2 group) tended to have higher final improvement than the patients who
started with SAT and continued with CIAT (S1C2 group). This was particularly pronounced for naming
recovery. Moreover, when CIAT was the first therapy (the C1S2 group) the improvement in naming
achieved following CIAT significantly exceeded the improvements achieved following SAT, not only in
the same group (when SAT was the second), but also in S1C2 group (when SAT was the first); in
addition, the improvement in naming following CIAT in C1S2 group exceeded the one in S1C2 group
too. Similarly, the improvement in total number of sentences produced in response to the picture was
quite clear and significant following each of the therapies, the CIAT and the SAT, in C1S2 group (when
CIAT was the first), while in the S1C2 group the improvement following either type of therapy was
much more modest and not significant.

Discussion
Results suggest that the maximization of quantity and frequency of language therapy have a significant
impact on the improvement of expressive language ability. Moreover, if practised early in aphasia
therapy, the constrained usage of the language modality, as practised in CIAT, confers an additional
benefit to massed practice, particularly on naming ability.
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Introduction
The effects of aphasia range from difficulty to talk, understand, write and read to depression,
frustration, divorces and unemployment. The difficulties that are experienced after damage to the
language-specific area in left hemisphere affect three sides: the people with aphasia, the caregiver
who is mostly spouse and the SLTs. In the light of studies that mostly focus on assessment
procedures, therapy approaches and language characteristics, some other studies examine the
behaviors that accompany with language difficulties. These studies have demonstrated that crying,
pettishness, giving up and being dependent on caregivers’ expressions are just some of the
behaviors. The difficulties that is experienced by caregivers make the process of taking care of the
person with aphasia harder and stressful than it should be because of increased dependency, social
isolation and other negative behaviors. Communication with people with aphasia is already a
challenge for the caregivers as a result of language barrier. In addition to language difficulties,
managing behavioral problems and at the same time trying to provide emotional and homework
support is backbreaking for the caregivers. SLTs focus on language tasks and prognosis in the
rehabilitation process. Like caregivers, they also experience the behavioral problems and try to make
the process smooth. However both sides should turn their ‘improving language interest’ into
widening rehabilitation horizons which includes dealing with the problematic behaviors with training
and education.

Method
The purpose of the current study is to explore the behavioral problems which accompany with
language difficulties after aphasia and repair strategies of communication breakdowns of SLTs and
caregivers’ through responses. Some situations are given to the participants to choose according to
the occurrence in everyday life and inside clinic in the first. Following the first part, the participant
are supposed to say or write about how they handle the situation when they experience each of it. In
the end, implications about
frequently encountered problems and handling the process are
intended to make.
Material. In the present study, a questionnaire that have two parts are developed to identify
accompanying behaviors and strategies/responses of SLTs after some research and interviews with
SLTs. Participants are answered to questions about demographics and experience of years in the
profession or with the person with aphasia. In the first part, there are 17 situations including crying
or laughing out of sudden, losing motivation, swearing, commit violence, being dependent on care
giver, expecting care giver to complete their sentence, giving up, not taking the SLT or the activities
serious, talking nonstop and etc. The second part includes open ended questions which ask the
participants what they do when they encounter with the given situations.
Participants. 36 SLTs and 16 caregivers participated in the study. The SLTs had experiences ranging
from one year to more than ten years. The caregivers including mostly spouses, daughter and
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daughter in law- spent time with the person with aphasia for mostly 1-4 years. The participants were
given options to choose and they answered the open-ended questions via orally or writing.

Table 1. Participant demographics
SLTs

Caregivers

%

N

%

N

Sex
Female
Male

72,2 %
27,8 %

26
10

75 %
25 %

14
4

22‐30
31‐40
41‐50
51+

55,6 %
27,8 %
11,1 %
5,6 %

21
10
4
2

12,5 %
12,5 %
43,8 %
31,2 %

2
2
7
5

27,8 %
33,3 %
19,4 %
8,4 %
11,1 %

10
12
7
3
4

31,2 %
43,8 %
12,5 %
6,3 %
6,3 %

5
7
2
1
1

50 %
55,6 %
8,3 %
25 %
11,1 %

18
20
3
9
4

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Age

Experience
0-1 years
2-4 years
5-7 years
7-10 years
+10 years
Working place
Private clinic
Rehabilitation center
Hospital
University (Academic personel)
Other

Results
The both participant groups have stated that the most often experienced behaviour was ‘frustration
of the person with aphasia feels like he/she hasn’t been understood’ and ‘giving up on saying
something or not completing the sentence’ follows. The responses and repair strategies change
according to SLTs and caregivers. Most of the caregivers let the person with aphasia continue the
behavior when they get angry or too talkative while SLTs intervene and try to replace the behavior
with some other desired one. In terms of handling self-despair and crying behavior of the person
with aphasia, both SLTs and caregivers stated that the try to cheer the person up. While the
caregivers do it by talking and motivating, the SLTs prefer changing the activity or telling motivation
stories and trying different other ways which is surprisingly innovator such as listening favorite songs.

Discussion
The responses do not change in very big scales but the results show that training of the care givers
and letting them be in the rehabilitation process needs to be done. Managing communication
difficulties and using strategies vary as in other research findings (Johansson et all, 2012; Bakas et all.
2006). With joint training of partner and SLTs in the field of handgling behavioral problems could lead
not only more effective and joyful but also less stressful and exhausting process.
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Introduction
The MetAphAs (Metalanguage in Aphasia Assessment) test aims at the specific evaluation of natural
metalinguistic skills in aphasia (Hernández-Sacristán, Rosell-Clari, Serra-Alegre, & Quiles-Climent,
2012). Furthermore, its usefulness has recently been shown in the evaluation of dementia. The test
presents discriminant capacity for both degrees of severity and types of aphasia and dementia.
Natural metalinguistic skills include tasks such as deferred use of language, control of subvocalization and inner language, detection and correction of production errors (own: self-corrections,
or those by the interlocutor: hetero-corrections), referred use of language, paraphrastic or
reformulating activity, control over intonation or voice modulation, control of gestures concurrent
with verbal production, inferential activity or, in general, activities involving dissociation between
literality and communicated sense. In all of them, a psychological distance (metacognitive activity) is
presupposed between the language user and his or her verbal behaviour.
In order to disseminate the proposal and its applicability in different linguistic-cultural environments,
a multilingual translation and adaptation project of the test began in 2017. We thought it important
to start this project with an English version, simplified and adapted from the Spanish publication
(Rosell-Clari, & Hernández-Sacristán, C. (2014). It was something demanded in different international
forums where we presented the proposal (Academy of Aphasia, Science of Aphasia, Stroke
Conference). This English version (with translation by John Joseph Vélez) has already been published
online (Rosell-Clari and Hernández Sacristan, 2018). This version has served as the basis for the later
Italian version (translated by Elisa Lecis and revised by Giulia Bancheri and María Garrafa) also
published online (Rosell-Clari and Hernández-Sacristán, 2019). A Portuguese version is also expected
to appear shortly (translation and adaptation by Ana Paula MacKay). In this poster, the issues that
have aroused the greatest interest in the process of the adaptation and translation of this test are
commented.

Method
In assessing the translation process of the MetAphAs test, the principles of a cultural orientation of
translation studies are assumed. This orientation focuses on the point of view and interests of the
recipient and the socio-cognitive framework for which the translation is intended. This perspective is
particularly relevant for a textual product aimed at clinical evaluation. In addition, the clarifying
function associated with the translation process is assumed, which may even serve to improve the
original text. The dialogue between authors and translators has been particularly useful for this
clarifying effect, and for determining a substantial part of the adaptation component.
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Results
As an indication, the following is a list of some aspects of special interest in the MetAphAs test
adaptation process associated with its English, Italian and Portuguese versions:
-

-

-

-

The cross-linguistic adaptation of the instructions for some items is essential. For example, in
the items in which the patient is asked to correct himself or herself or to correct the words of
the other, partial homonyms are used or the verisimilitude of some pronunciation errors.
These items require proposing totally different words in English, but also in Italian and
Portuguese. The cross-linguistic adaptation of instructions is generally necessary considering
the fact that a colloquial register is adopted: a special challenge for the translator.
Adaptations relating to the cultural environment should be dealt with appropriately. Cultural
references associated with place names should be substituted or formulated in generic
terms. Something similar can be said for proper names that appear in the role-plays that are
proposed to the patient and, of course, for the songs whose singing or humming are
requested in the item on melodic intonation.
Some peculiarities of the English language also suggest that certain tasks might be more
difficult for English-speaking patients to understand or perform. Items, for example, in which
the patient is asked to segment words into syllables are not equivalent tasks for Spanish and
English speakers. It is clear that, when it comes to metalinguistic awareness, syllables and
words demand differential treatment depending on the type of language. A broader question
would be whether, in general, natural metalinguistic skills would be conditioned by
differences in language, as well as differences in cultural environment. The latter may affect,
for example, how gestures are used with a verbal activity monitoring function.
For some items, the clarifying function associated with the translation process has even led
us to modify the instructions relating to the scoring system. This is the case in particular of
the items referred to "silent reading", "circumlocutions", "paraphasias" and "TOT
phenomena". The instructions for the patient are also modified for the item "reading of
emotions", which we have done considering, in this case, the suggestions of the English
translator, who found it difficult to offer English versions of terms referring to emotions.
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-

Finally, the translation of some technical terms in linguistics has also posed some special
challenges for both the English and Italian versions. This was, for example, the case for the
Italian version of the expression "displaced use of language".

Discussion
We conclude this brief presentation by stressing the idea that a translation process is a first-order
reflective task. At least in our case, translation has been fundamental for the improvement of the
clinical evaluation instrument we offer. New language versions will undoubtedly lead to the ongoing
profiling and improvement of the items, instructions, scoring criteria and even theoretical
foundations of the MetAphAs test.
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Introduction
Huntington's disease (HD) is a neurodegenerative inherited disorder caused by an increased number
of CAG repeats in the IT15 gene of the 4th chromosome. The product of mutation is pathologic
protein huntingtin, which is toxic for many tissues, but most highly expressed in the central nervous
system (CNS) (1). The availability of genetic analysis for the diagnosis of HD now allows for a careful
study of clinically presymptomatic HD gene carriers. HD clinical onset is most readily defined with the
onset of motor symptoms e.g. chorea (2). Research so far has suggested that cognitive dysfunction in
HD is the earliest clinical symptom and may start years before the clinical disease onset (3). The aim
of this study was to investigate which deficits already occur in clinically presymptomatic HD-gene
carriers and which specific cognitive functions are impaired compared to control group of healthy
individuals of the same age, sex and education distribution. It has been suggested so far that
cognitive impairments relate to a common deficit in inhibitory control mechanisms (breakdown in
the mechanisms of response selection), under the control of striatofrontal structures. However, still
it remains unclear which part of striatofrontal loop is affected initially (4.). A recent MR study found
early affection of cortical neurons and their axons (5). It is therefore not necessary that degeneration
process starts in basal ganglia; they might merely be the most vulnerable tissue where atrophy is first
to be seen.

Methods
Twenty presymptomatic gene carriers (10 male, mean age 34 years) which were free of clinical movement
disorder, affective disorders and/or psychotic symptoms were enrolled in our study together with a matched
control group of healthy individuals. Cognitive functions were evaluated using a broad neuropsychological
assessment. The tests which were found most sensitive previously were used for evaluation as well asother
verbal and nonverbal tests were added. Among the cognitive functions evaluation of executive functions was
emphasized. The apparatus is presented as follows:

Neuropsychological assessment administered to study participants
Neuropsychological test
SDMT
Stroop
CTMT
d2

Cognitive domains assessed
psychomotor speed, sustained attention, ability to integrate different
verbal and perceptual nonverbal cognitive processes
cognitive flexibility, inhibition, resistance to interference, speed of
cognitive processing
attention, visual scanning, motor speed, set-shifting, sequencing abilities
selective and sustained attention, attentional and inhibitory control,
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coordination of speed and accuracy performance
verbal fluency
cognitive flexibility, sensitive to prefrontal cortical function
nonverbal cognitive flexibility and ability to alter nonverbal problemsolving strategies
nonverbal capacity for fluid and divergent thinking, ability to flexibly shift
cognitive set
executive problem solving and planning, behavioral inhibiton, rulegoverned behavior

VF
WCST
CT-cv
RFFT
TOL

SDMT - Symbol Digit Modalities Test, Stroop - Stroop Color and Word Test, CTMT - Comprehensive Trail-Making
Test, d2 - d2 test of Attention, VF - Verbal Fluency, WCST - Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, CT-cv - Category test
(computer version), RFFT - Ruff Figural Fluency Test, Test TOL - Tower of London

Statistics
Normality of distribution was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilks test. The variance equality
assumption was verified with the Levene's test. Group differences were then examined using the ttest for independent samples and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z test, accordingly. Significance level for
all tests was set at p<0.05.

Results
Neuropsychological findings showed that the group of asymptomatic gene carriers displayed
significantly lower scores on some executive tests. The scores are presented on table 1.

Table 1
Results of executive function measures for ANG and healthy controls, with descriptive statistc,
significance level and effect size

Measure
SDMT total score

Asymptomatic gene
carriers
M
SD
46,12
9,94

Healthy controls
p

r

M
59,00

SD
9,79

,005

,56

STROOP word score
STROOP color score
STROOP color-word total score
STROOP interference total score

95,41
68,53
40,41
1,26

11,02
12,98
11,10
7,13

102,82
77,41
48,53
7,17

7,79
10,29
7,05
12,68

,040
,017
,008
,109

,41
,36
,41
,35

CTMT1 time (seconds)
CTMT2 time (seconds)
CTMT3 time (seconds)
CTMT4 time (seconds)
CTMT5 time (seconds)

44,82
40,59
39,29
45,59
74,18

15,16
15,40
12,27
18,35
32,83

33,24
32,24
33,65
33,94
53,18

8,31
9,91
8,91
7,64
16,53

,004
,016
,067
,020
,020

,41
,47
,26
,47
,47

351,12
19,59
331,29
129,94
14,65

93,69
18,16
98,15
46,31
6,07

419,76
16,18
403,59
160,00
13,71

84,09
11,54
82,37
33,27
4,5

,016
,500
,013
,018
,306

,37
,12
,38
,36

d2 total number
d2 errors
d2 total number errors
d2 concentration performance
D2 FR
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VF

22,29

3,60

27,18

8,41

,036

,41

WCST categories completed
WCST trials to complete 1st category
WCST failure to maintain set
WCST learning to learn
WCST total errors
WCST perseverative responses
WCST perseverative errors
WCST nonperseverative errors
WCST conceptual level responses

5,53
13,41
,71
,77
22,06
12,94
11,59
10,47
65,47

,94
4,18
1,10
4,78
16,35
10,74
8,99
8,19
5,69

5,82
15,94
,76
1,51
22,53
11,18
10,24
12,29
69,71

,39
7,47
,97
3,56
15,07
5,89
5,17
10,37
7,02

,242
,226
,500
,500
,336
,180
,174
,319
,031

,17
,17
,06
,12
,24
,29
,29
,24
,32

CT-CV errors

53,29

25,32

37,12

20,01

,052

,29

RFFT unique design
RFFT errors

82,76
,17

28,95
,19

105,47
,06

24,34
,06

,010
,157

,40
,41

40,18
4,00
,76
1,12
52,59
226,76
285,41

26,66
2,40
1,15
1,45
34,12
104,52
126,75

34,29
3,88
,00
,53
48,82
194,41
246,29

14,22
2,03
,00
,94
29,50
74,91
89,99

,351
,439
,002
,168
,474
,482
,154

,29
,03
,47
,18
,17
,18
,18

TOL total move score
TOL total correct score
TOL total rule violations score
TOL total time violations score
TOL total initiation time
TOL total execution time
TOL total problem solving time

Significance level was set at: p<0.05 (independent t-test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z test)
We found a pattern of results which was partly expected, according to previous reports e.g. significantly
different SDMT total score and Stroop color-word total score (7). However subsets of other verbal and
nonverbal tests, e.g. TOL rule violations score, CTMT initial score, and RFFT unique design score were also
found sensitive.

Discussion
The aim of our study was to investigate which deficits occur in clinically preymptomatic HD-gene
carriers and which specific cognitive functions are impaired. Our hypothesis was based on previous
research (6) revealing that cognitive dysfunction in HD is mostly located in the sphere of executive
functions. Psychomotor slowing observed in HD subjects may however add significantly to poorer
results (4) Our results are partly in line with results of previous studies. The SDMT, Stroop and trail
making test were found to demonstrate psychomotor slowing most significantly (4). SDMT test was
found to correlate significantly to degree of caudate nucleus atrophy, while Stroop total color-word
score significantly correlates to the age at disease onset (7). However, our study encompassed
multiple neuropsychological tests and we found other cognitive deficits in clinicaly presymptomatic
HD gene carriers involving TOL rule violation score and RFFT unique design score impairment. While
TOL test is oriented mostly towards executive problem solving and planning RFFT test is oriented
towards nonverbal capacity for fluid and divergent thinking and ability to flexibly shift cognitive set.
TOL rule violations score has also been found sensitive in other disorders. RFFT has been used less
extensively by now and according to our information not in HD clinically presymptomatic gene
carriers (8,9). Design fluency tests, among them RFFT, have been used in frontal lobe pathology
research, showing it disrupts the ability to switch between many possible strategies to optimize
response production while also avoiding repetition. (10,11,12). TOL and RFFT are both tests that
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require following restrictions and adequate impulse control and rule violation errors have been
shown to be associated with right lateral prefrontal atrophy in neurodegenerative disease (13). Both
tests are therefore oriented towards executive functioning but neither was used in HD patients
extensively. One of such contributions using TOL test concludes that striatal pathology does not
necessarily contribute to executive dysfunction in Huntington disease (14). According to our
evidence, verbal and nonverbal tasks represented with verbal fluency and RFFT test are affected
significantly as well as several other verbal and nonverbal executive tests. This fits into recent
neuroimaging findings showing that white matter is affected according to pattern of cortical
degeneration (5).
In short, we showed that cognitive dysfunction in presymptomatic HD gene carriers is complex, it
encompasses verbal as well as nonverbal domains which were understudied so far (7). Our findings
are in line to recent neuroimaging studies revealing early cortical and white matter dysfunction. Such
pattern of affection reveals possibility of new therapeutic targets in HD.
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Introduction
Clinical-linguistic data on the phonological skills of people with aphasia (PWA) from several languages
such as French, Spanish, Italian or Dutch reveal that PWA produce phonological paraphasias which
affect the segmental content and/or the syllabic structures (Den Ouden and Bastiaanse, 2003;
Laganaro, 2005, 2014; Nespoulous, Baqué, Rosas, Marczyck & Estrada, 2013; Prince, 2017, 2018;
Romani et al., 2011). However, syllable level has only been taken into account belatedly by
neuropsycholinguistic models (Buckingham & Buckingham, 2015; Den Ouden & Bastiaanse, 2003;
Levelt & al. 1999), yet, its role is fundamental as evidenced by the phonological paraphasias. Due to
phonological deficits, word structures become inaccessible leading PWA to develop word finding
strategies like “repair strategies”. These repair strategies reflect the organization of phonological
units and their analyses highlight the syllable level and the syllable structures.
According to several studies (Goldrick & Rapp, 2007; Laganaro, 2008, 2014; Laganaro &
Zimmermann, 2010), four main variables seem to be correlated with the production of phonological
errors: lexical frequency, word length, lexicality and frequency of infra-lexical units. Phonological
transformations are more important for low frequency infra-lexical units (the segments but also the
syllables). Interestingly, PWA who have phonological and/or articulatory motor deficits produce
more accurately syllables with high frequency than those with low frequency (Laganaro, 2014).
Consequently, these studies suggest the involvement of the syllable frequency in the production of
transformations. Moreover, high frequency syllables are also, from an articulatory point of view, the
least complex. Syllable structures such as CV are less involved than CCV or CVC structures in
phonological transformations. Because they are more difficult to test, complex syllabic structures are
actually rarely taken into account by studies. However, could the syllable frequency effect be an
artefact of the complexity effect? Wilshire & Nespoulous (2003) examined conduction aphasia
patients with a phonological deficit and found no effect of syllable frequency in light of the
observation of phonological complexity.
In line with Wilshire & Nespoulous (2003), we suggest that phonological complexity is playing a
central role in phonological aphasia. Several studies have shown, for example, that the type of
syllabic structure (CCV, CVC, CVCC, etc.) and the position of consonantal units (onset or coda
position) play a considerable role in the phonological deficits in aphasia (Béland, 1985; Den Ouden,
2011; Den Ouden & Bastiaanse, 2003; Prince, 2017; Romani & Galluzi, 2005; Romani, Galuzzi, Bureca
& Olson, 2011; Wilshire & Nespoulous, 2003).
This presentation will focus on defining the phonological complexity and its measurement based on
evidence from empirical data in French people with stroke aphasia in its acute phase. The main goal
is to explore the phonological difficulties depending on several variables – such as the type of the
consonantal sequences and the position of the sequences. Specifically, attention will be focused on
the role of complex syllabic structures in the use of repair strategies in aphasia.
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Methods
Participants
Four monolingual native French-speakers with aphasia (4 men, mean age=56 years, from 48 to 66
years) were included in this experiment conducted in the stroke unit of Nantes’ hospital (France). All
the patients presented with acute aphasia characterized by a phonological deficit. All patients are
monolingual, right-handed, and suffered from a stroke in the left hemisphere. Two of them were
recorded day+6 and the two others were recorded day+12/13 after the stroke. Several types of acute
aphasia cases are considered regarding their lesions and deficit, two of the patients present a similar
conduction’s aphasia while the two others present an anterior lesion associated to a Broca’s aphasia
type. Additional tests (sub-tests from the MT-86) were administered to participants in order to
collect information about their cognitive and linguistic profile. At the same time, 20 healthy native
French speakers were also tested.

Procedure
Participants with acute aphasia completed two tasks for this experiment: word repetition and
reading tasks. The protocol is composed of (x32) bisyllabic and (x32) trisyllabic French words
containing several consonantal sequences in initial and medial positions. 24 items contain initial
binary consonantal sequences (tautosyllabic sequences such as obstruent-liquid and heterosyllabic
sequences such as s+obstruent sequences), while 40 items contain binary medial consonantal
sequences (tautosyllabic sequences such as obstruent-liquid and heterosyllabic sequences such as
s+obstruent sequences, liquid-obstruent and obstruent-obstruent sequences). Words such as:
moustache “mustache”, stylo “pen”, coccinelle “ladybug”, citron “lemon”, tortue, “turtle”, were
selected. The items were controlled, as far as possible, according to several variables that concern
the present study: frequency, word length (bisyllabic vs trisyllabic words), clusters type
(heterosyllabic vs tautosyllabic), cluster position (initial and medial positions), syllabic positions
(onset and coda), semantic categories (substantives, fruits, daily objects, animals), and concreteness
(Romani & Olson, 2011). As suggested by Laganaro (2014), items were matched in the different tasks
(repetition and reading) in order to observe if the nature of the task has an impact on the
phonological transformations for each patient.

Results
Five types of repair strategies were noted: substitutions/shifting, deletions, epenthesis, metathesis
and total reduction. They reveal an interaction between segments, syllables and positions. The
preliminary results show that deletions and substitutions are the main strategies used by all PWA and
that they affect specific contexts such as the syllabic position or the type of syllabic sequences, as in
escargot, “snail”: /ɛskaʁɡo/ → [kaɡo], [ɛʃkaʁɡo] [ɛkaɡo], [ato], [esøkaɡo], [tetaɡo].
We suggest that phonological frequency is not the main variable in phonological aphasia and we will
provide arguments for an effect of phonological complexity such as proposed by Wilshire and
Nespoulous (2003). Individual analysis for each patient will be presented.
Exploring patterns of phonological transformation, we will show that regardless the type of aphasia,
two principal types of transformations are observed in a phonological deficit during aphasia:
(1.) Modification of the segmental structure, via substitutions, and (2.) Modification of the syllabic
content, via deletions, shifting or epenthesis.
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Discussion
Through this research, we also wish to contribute to the debate on the origin – phonetic and/or
phonological – of the deficit and to highlight the role of syllable structures in this trouble.
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Introduction
Cortical responses to artificial stimuli that target semantic processing have been widely explored
with electroencephalography (EEG), resulting in late evoked potentials, i.e. N400, P300 (Hagoort
& Brown, 2000; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). Recently, ways to explore the brain's reactions to
ecologically valid stimuli, such as a story, have been developed (Di Liberto & Lalor, 2017;
Lesenfants et al., 2019) and offer a high application potential for language disorders, such as
aphasia or dyslexia (Di Liberto et al., 2018). Time-aligned vectors of semantic information are
created and used for modelling an estimation of multi-channel cortical responses, which in turn
are compared to the EEG signal measured on the human scalp (i.e. neural tracking), yielding a
measure of semantic processing (Broderick et al., 2018). However, this semantic speech feature
can be based on different types of information, i.e. word frequency, content words (Brodbeck et
al., 2018) or dissimilarity vis-à-vis surrounding words (Broderick et al., 2018; Vanthornhout &
Francart, 2019). Furthermore, the parameters for data analysis can vary, e.g. size of word
database or the number of surrounding words used for prediction (Broderick et al., 2018).
Hence, depending on these types of information and parameters, different concepts of semantic
processing are measured and therefore neural tracking analyses are prone to generate diverging
results (Vanthornhout & Francart, 2019).
In order to gain a better understanding of these impacting factors, we conducted two analyses
for creating the semantic dissimilarity values of a 30-minute-long story. Namely, a comparison of
one larger and one smaller word database was conducted as well as a comparison when taking
into account all words or content words only. First, we hypothesized that the larger the word
database used for estimation of semantic dissimilarity, the more dispersed the dissimilarity
values would be. A larger database might assign more fine-tuned values to similar, yet different,
semantic concepts and is thus more comparable to the semantic lexicon of the brain. Second,
higher semantic dissimilarity values were hypothesized when taking into account content words
alone instead of all words for the computation of semantic dissimilarity. Considering that words
such as ‘the’ or ‘here’ are not adding up to the estimation of a certain word, it might be more
beneficial to include only content words for computing the semantic dissimilarity feature.
Furthermore, in order to see whether the type of stimulus story influences the brain’s response
to a certain speech model, i.e. neural tracking of semantic dissimilarity, a story modified for
grammatically incorrect sentences was created, yielding higher values of semantic dissimilarity.
We hypothesized increased levels of neural tracking for higher values of semantic dissimilarity,
similar to the responses seen in EEG paradigms of late evoked potentials in response to
semantically incongruent stimuli (Hagoort & Brown, 2000).

Methods
Semantic dissimilarity
The semantic dissimilarity feature was computed by assigning a multi-dimensional vector to
every word in the story (Broderick et al., 2018). This vector is based on the principle that words
that often co-occur together have a similar value. Each word is correlated with the average of the
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10 previous words and subsequently subtracted from 1, resulting in a coefficient between 0 and
2 (Broderick et al., 2018).
In order to see the influence of the size of the word database on which the semantic dissimilarity
feature of the story is based on, we compared the database word2vec, containing 500 000 words
(Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013), with the database fasttext, containing 2 million words
(Joulin et al., 2016). Thus, the outcome of this analysis consists of 2 semantic dissimilarity
models of the same story, one for each word database. In order to explore the impact of taking
into account content words alone in comparison to all words when computing the semantic
dissimilarity model, a list of non-content words included in the story was extracted. Non-content
words included adverbs, pronouns, determiners, prepositions, conjunctions and interjections.
Other word categories, i.e. nouns, verbs and numerals, were classified as content words. Then,
the number of non-content words was plotted for semantic dissimilarity models of both word
databases.

Neural tracking
To explore the hypothesis that higher values of semantic dissimilarity might increase levels of
neural tracking, a modified version of the original story ‘De wilde zwanen’ by H.C. Andersen was
recorded. Two grammatical errors per sentence were introduced in 50% of sentences in
randomized order (total number of errors = 308). Seven different types of errors, randomized in
order, were used, namely verb form, determiner, pronoun and reflexive, gender, preposition,
negation and interrogative errors.
We recruited 15 participants, 2 participants with aphasia, 7 older adults and 6 younger adults,
who listened to both versions of the story, grammatically correct (GC) and grammatically
incorrect (GI), while we recorded EEG. The story was divided into parts of 5 minutes presented
in alternating order. In order to monitor their level of attention, participants were asked to
answer a question about the content of the story after each 5-minute part.
An encoding analysis was conducted with the semantic dissimilarity feature as input, using 15
minutes of the GC condition as training data and 15 minutes of each condition as test data. This
analysis was repeated, however using the GI condition as training data. For validation of the
data, the complete analysis was repeated using the speech envelope of the story as input,
considering that this speech feature has consistently shown to be a good predictor for EEG
responses to continuous acoustic stimuli (Di Liberto & Lalor, 2017; Lesenfants et al., 2019).

Results
Both databases show semantic dissimilarity values ranging from 0.1 to 1.08 for the Dutch story
‘De wilde zwanen’. However, the shape of the distribution changes. Whereas the values are
negatively skewed for word2vec, the distribution is close to normal for fasttext. Interestingly,
the distribution of non-content words is positively skewed for both databases in comparison to
taking into account all words. This shows that content words have higher values of semantic
dissimilarity and thereby confirms our hypothesis.
The neural tracking analysis shows significant correlations for all participants in both
conditions, GC and GI. However, the number of significant EEG channels differs at group level
and depending on which input feature was used, semantic dissimilarity or speech envelope.
More detailed results will be presented at the conference.
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Discussion and Conclusion
This investigation suggests taking into consideration the size of the word database, content
words as well as the type of stimulus story when creating a model of semantic structure. By
understanding how these factors influence the semantic model, more accurate and fine-tuned
measures of semantic processing will emerge. Ultimately, using the semantic dissimilarity
feature as input for predicting cortical responses to semantic cues in a continuous auditory
stimulus can improve our understanding of the brain’s semantic network.
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Neuronavigated 1 Hz repetitive Transcranial Magnetic
Stimulation (rTMS) in Chronic post-Stroke Aphasia
Anastasios M. Georgiou1, Maria Kambanaros1
1Department

of Rehabilitation Sciences, Cyprus University of Technology, Cyprus

Introduction
Aphasia, a significant aftermath of stroke, impacts more than a third of all survivors.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a novel approach aiming to influence language
abilities by altering cortical excitability. The objective of this study was to investigate the

effectiveness of 1 Hz rTMS as a standalone treatment for chronic aphasia post-stroke.

Methods
This was a single subject experimental design (SSED) trial, in which three adults who
had suffered a single left hemispheric stroke at least six months before participating in
the study, were treated with 1 Hz rTMS over the right pars Triangularis (pTr) for 10
consecutive days. Each participant underwent linguistic examination, with standardized
and functional measures, and cognitive assessment two times before-, one day after- and
two months post-treatment. Quality of life was also assessed once before treatment and
two months post-treatment. Weighted statistics (WEST) were applied for the analysis of
standardised language data, whereas functional communication followed thorough
linguistic analysis.

Results
Behavioural changes included trends in improvement in verbal comprehension, naming
and reading abilities in the short- and/or long-term. Regarding functional
communication, the total number of narrative words showed a trend to increase posttreatment and two months post-treatment in one participant and; a trend to decrease in
another participant. Quality of life (QoL) did not significantly change as a result of the
treatment.

Discussion
Findings revealed that 1 Hz over the right pars triangularis (pTr), of the right Broca
homologue shows promise to promote language gains.
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Linking production and comprehension – Investigating the
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Introduction
In a typical conversation, listening and speaking go hand in hand. Despite that, research into
language production and comprehension has been conducted primarily independently of one
another. This is evident in, and has probably resulted from, the distinction drawn between symptoms
affecting individuals suffering from Broca’s aphasia and Wernicke’s aphasia and has been supported
by the Wernicke-Lichtheim model and volumes of research that drew upon this work. However,
recent clinical and non-clinical research suggests that the split between brain mechanisms underlying
language production and comprehension is not clean and that several mechanisms are in fact shared
between listening and speaking. People with aphasia presenting production difficulties have been
shown to also have some difficulties in language comprehension and vice-versa. Recent studies
investigating the core components underlying performance in individuals with aphasia showed that
performance across speakers on different tasks is explained by factors such as lexical-semantic,
phonological and executive-cognitive deficits rather than by a strict distinction between production
and comprehension (Butler, Lambon Ralph, & Woollams, 2014; Fridriksson et al., 2016)
It is thus evident that there is a need to study the mechanisms shared between language production
and comprehension. In single-word studies, it is believed that the lexical and conceptual levels are
shared between listening and speaking. According to a leading theory (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer,
1999), lemma representations help speakers map the meaning of words to their sounds and listeners
map the sounds to their meanings. Additionally, evidence from a variety of studies (including metaanalyses and studies with healthy subjects as well as individuals with language disorders) suggests
that lemmas are likely localised in the middle portion of the left middle temporal gyrus (left mMTG)
(Dronkers, Wilkins, Van Valin, Redfern, & Jaeger, 2004; P. Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Peter Indefrey,
2011; Piai, Roelofs, Jensen, Schoffelen, & Bonnefond, 2014; Schwartz et al., 2009) . Roelofs (2014)
applied the lemma theory to aphasia using a model compatible with the suggestion that lemma
representations are localised in the left mMTG, simulating both production and comprehension
deficits. Nonetheless, the claims regarding the shared nature of lemmas between production and
comprehension and its localisation in the brain have not been empirically established.
These questions have been challenging due to the abstract nature of lemma representations. The
sole purpose of a lemma is to link together various types of representations associated with a word
(conceptual, syntactic and phonological representations). Thus, any kind of spoken single-word task
would always involve one or more of these three types of representations in addition to lemma
representations, and therefore present a potential confound. To work around this confound, we
attempted to answer the questions above using an fMRI study in which subjects perform multiple
tasks. The tasks are either production or comprehension tasks and they are targeted at the different
levels of representation – conceptual or syntactic – that the lemma of a word connects. By analysing
the activity that is common to all four tasks, we hope to find out (1) whether there is a brain region
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that is activated in both production and comprehension tasks, (2) whether this same region is
activated in the task regardless of the level of the representation – conceptual or syntactic – that the
task targets and (3) whether such a region is located in the left middle MTG.

Methods
Subjects and Design
This experiment uses behavioural and fMRI data from 32 healthy native speakers of Dutch who
perform four single-word tasks in Dutch. Each participant performed two production and two
comprehension tasks. For production, participants named pictures without determiner (bare picture
naming) and with determiner (gender-marked picture naming). For comprehension tasks,
participants judged whether the spoken words denoted something man-made or natural (semantic
classification -conceptual level) and whether the words were associated with the Dutch determiners
“de” or “het” (gender classification – syntactic level).

fMRI data acquisition and analysis
Participants are scanned with a Siemens 3T scanner with a multi-band multi-echo EPI sequence (TR1.5 seconds).
Contrast images of each task against the implicit baseline for each participant will be compared
across participants. Since we expect the lemma representation to reside in the left middle temporal
cortex, we will further look into the brain responses within this area across the four tasks. We expect
to find common activation across all four tasks in this area.

Results
We are still in the process of acquiring the data from the last three participants. The outcome of the
latest analyses of the fMRI data will be presented at the meeting.

Discussion
If we are able to localise lemma representations, we can show that there are shared mechanisms
between production and comprehension and that the lexical level, in particular, is shared. We will be
able to establish that the left temporal lobe plays a major role concerning the lexical aspects of
language processing, explaining why damage to the region will have major implications for the
language capabilities of individuals. More importantly, such a finding can be useful in helping
establish prognosis for people suffering from such a damage.
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Introduction
Aphasic individuals syntactic processing abilities can be destroyed, especially their comprehension of
complex syntactic structures. Neuromodulation techniques such as tDCS (transcranial direct current
stimulation) can enhance their comprehension abilities of syntactic structures by directing their brain
activation. There are some studies that attempts to find if there is any recovery effect of tDCS on
aphasia (1). Their main hypothesis is increasing stimulation in ipsilesilesional area or suppressing
stimulation in contralesional area in the brain can enhance language abilities (2-3).
The aim of the current study was to evaluate the effect of tDCS on syntactic processing by activating
or suprressing Wernicke’s area in different conditions (such as anodal, cathodal)

Methods
Participants
8 individuals with aphasia participated in our study. The patients were recruited at Uskudar
University Speech Therapy Research and Application Center where they were admitted to tDCS
sessions. All participants or their caregivers signed a written informed consent before starting to our
sessions. Demographic information of aphasic individuals are given in table 1 below.
Our inclusion criteria were: (a) native speaker of Turkish; (b) age between 40-80 years; (c) left
hemisphere stroke; (d) minimum 6 months post-onset; (e) mild to moderate aphasia; (f) absence of
seizures; (g) absence of other psychiatric or neurologic disorders; (h) absence of intracranial metal
implants; (i) right handedness (j) mild to moderate auditory comprehension
3 age matched individuals who have no neurological or psychiatric disorders included in the study as
control group, just for syntactic task application. The type and degree of aphasia were assessed using
The Test of Language Assessment in Aphasia (ADD) (4).
Regarding our inclusion criteria for the present study, it was important that our patients were in the
chronic stage because we wanted to eliminate potential spontaneous recovery effects. We also did
not include severe aphasic individuals that had severe difficulties in processing syntactic structures
since the present study aimed at investigating syntactically complex constructions

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation
We applied 2mA anodal, cathodal current to different groups for 20 min. over a period of one week
(consecutive 5 sessions). The active electrode (anodal) was placed on Wernicke’s area on left
hemisphere (3 aphasic patients), the reference electrode (cathodal) was placed on the right
hemisphere homolog for Wernicke’s area (3 aphasic patients) and we also have a control group (3
normal individuals) that we did not use tDCS.

Syntactic Task
In this experiment in order to evaluate aphasic individuals syntactic processing abilities we have used
black-white drawings of different syntactic structures, these syntactic structures consist of four
linguistic structures that are different in complexity; (1) active (ACT), (2) passive (PASS), (3) object
relative (OR), (4) subject relative (SR). Every sentence that belong to one syntactic structure have one
target drawing and one distractor that is syntactically similar to the target sentence. Every target
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structure have 20 sentences, we have 80 target sentence in total. All these drawings that belong to
different structures were given to patients via computer program that meausure reaction time (RT)
and true-false (T/F) scores. Computer screen was devided into four sections for different pictures
(one target, one syntactic distractor, two irrelevant sentence pictures).

Procedure
We tested all aphasic indiviuals with The Test of Language Assessment in Aphasia. In the beginning of
every session we applied our linguistic task that consist of 20 target structure which consist of four
different syntactic structure in compelxity. Five different lists were prepaired for every session to
avoid learning effect and in the first session aphasic individuals had a trial of the task with four
sentences that is not belong to the first list. For every list there were five sentences from each
structures, these five sentences were randomly selected. After linguistic task, we applied 2mA tDCS
for 20 min. In anodal condition we applied tDCS on left Wernicke’s area (CP5), in cathodal stimulation
we applied tDCS on right homologue area for Wernicke (CP6). Immediately after tDCS session we
applied our linguistic task again. Five consecutive sessions were conducted in one week of period

Statistical Analysis
This is a mixed-model design experimental study in which we compared conditions (anodal,
cathodal), duration (RT), and accuracy before and after tDCS sessions in between and within groups.
Statistical analyses were performed in SPSS IBM 20.0 version using paired samples t-test and
independent samples t-test. In order to test difference between anodal and cathodal stimulation
groups we used independent samples t-test, but for testing pretest-posttest differences in one group
(anodal or cathodal) we used paires samples t-test.

Results and Discussion
Our results were as follows, anodal stimulation after tDCS sessions showed that there was a
significant difference between the first and the last sessions of aphasic individuals ; the RT
comparison of four syntactic structures resulted in a significant difference just in OR type
sentences in anodal stimulation; the RTcores of ORs in anodal stimulation increased
significantly compared to ACT, PASS, and SR; comparison of T/F scores of four syntactic
structures demonstrate that there was no statistically significant difference between ACT,
OR, and PASS sentences between 1st and 5th sessions after tDCS but there was a significant
difference for SR sentence type; the results of cathodal stimulation after first and last tDCS
stimulation demonstrate that there was no significant difference between T/F, RT, and
distractor results and also there was no significant difference between four syntactic
structure processing, there was a decrease in T/F scores of PASS in cathodal stimulation. In
T/F comparison between groups results showed that anodal groups mean (5,67) was greater
than cathodal groups mean (1,33), we can interpret this result as A-tDCS is more effective on
syntactic processing compared to C-tDCS.
Our results revealed that A-tDCS can improve language skills by decreasing bilateral
activation (5-6) but C-tDCS had negative effect on syntactic processing as in the study of
Liuzzi et. al., (2010) that they study action and object learning
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Introduction
People with aphasia often experience (specific) problems with the production and comprehension of
verbs (Bastiaanse & Bol, 2001; Jonkers & Bastiaanse, 2006). Several linguistic parameters have been
argued to influence their performance, such as age of acquisition (Nickels & Howard, 1995),
transitivity (Jonkers & Bastiaanse, 1996), imageability (e.g., Franklin et al. 1995) and instrumentality
(Jonkers & Bastiaanse, 1996, 2006). While there also seems to be an effect of frequency on action
naming tasks, this is highly debated and did not hold, when tangled apart from age of acquisition
effects (e.g., Nickels & Howard, 1995, Bastiaanse et al., 2015).
In order to provide a model-based assessment of the specific problems of people with aphasia, the
Dutch version of the Verb and Sentence Test (VAST) was developed (Bastiaanse et al., 2000). The
analysis and interpretation of this test, however, are rather complicated and require a thorough
understanding of the underlying linguistic theory. A new, app-based version of the test has been
developed for Dutch, making administration, scoring and interpretation more straight-forward (cf. De
Kok et al., 2013). Bastiaanse and colleagues (2015) have shown that the performance on action and
object naming was influenced by age of acquisition and imageability. The object naming performance
was furthermore also dependent on word frequency.
In the meanwhile, a German version of the test has been developed, also administered app-based.
The test-construction has been completed and data from non-brain-damaged participants and
people with aphasia are being collected. The goal of the current research is therefore twofold: the
gathered data will serve to create the normative data for the diagnostic tool and will also be analyzed
with regard to the effect of the controlled linguistic parameters on the performance of the people
with aphasia.

Methods
Test construction
The test consists of six subtests, “verb comprehension”, “action naming”, “filling in infinitives in
sentences”, “filling in finite verbs in sentence”, “object naming”, and “semantic association of verbs”.
These tests were carefully constructed taking into account various relevant linguistic variables, such
as lemma frequency, age of acquisition, imageability, length in phonemes and visual complexity of
the images (black and white line drawings). Additionally, the parameters instrumentality and
transitivity were controlled for the verb tasks. For variables that could not be looked up in existing
corpora, ratings were obtained. This is for example the case for “visual complexity”
and “imageability”.
The receptive tasks are scored automatically (based on the chosen image), taking accuracy and error
type into consideration. For the productive tasks, audio-recordings are obtained that can then be
scored within the app. After scoring, the app will provide an automatically generated result overview.
The result overview for both receptive and productive tasks includes an analysis of the influencing
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linguistic parameters. For the current study, however, results were analyzed on an item-basis outside
the app.

Participants
Both a group of non-brain-damaged control participants and a group of people with aphasia are
participating in the study. The non-brain-damaged participants will be matched in age and education
level to the group of people with aphasia. In total we aim for 100 participants without brain damage
and 50 participants with aphasia, distributed over different syndromes and severities. All participants
will have German as a native language.
So far, four participants with aphasia have concluded testing. All four participants are male, in the
chronic phase and show a moderate form of aphasia with word-finding difficulties. Three of the
participants exhibit non-fluent type aphasia (P2, P3 and P4) and one fluent aphasia (P1).

Results
The effects of linguistic parameters were analyzed on an individual level for the four participants.
Effects for parameters with interval data (frequency, age-of-acquisition, imageability, length in
phonemes) were evaluated with one-tailed Mann-Whitney-U tests and effects for parameters with
categorical data (transitivity, instrumentality) with one-tailed Fisher’s exact tests.

Object naming

Action naming

%
cor.
P1 69%

freq.

P2 83%
P3 77%

U=139,
p=0.002
n.s.
n.s.

P4 50%

n.s.

P1 84%

n.s.

P2 88%

U=68.5,
p=0.033
U=24,
p=0.006
n.s.
(U=228.8,
p= 0.053)

P3 92%
P4 48%

AoA

Imageability
U=110.5, n.s.
p=0.000
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Length
(phon.)
n.s.

U=222.5, n.s.
p=0.041
n.s.
n.s.

U=186,
p=0.004
n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

U=16,
p=0.02
n.s.

n.s.

n.s.
n.s.

vis.
compl.
U=136.5,
p=0.032
n.s.
n.s.

Transitivity
p=0.016

Instrumentality
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

p=0.042
n.s.
(p= 0.067)
n.s.

U=86.5,
p=0.015
U=66,
p=0.027
n.s.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

U=41.5,
p=0.041
U=195, U=154.5, U=225,
p=0.016 p=0.001 p=0.046

Table 1: Overview of found effects for the four participants with aphasia
The table above shows the results on action and object naming for all four participants. Reported
effects are in the following direction: transitive items were more often correct than intransitive items
and instrumental items were more often correct than non-instrumental items. For the other
parameters the following holds (if an effect is reported): the correct items are of higher frequency,
lower age of acquisition, higher imageability, lower length and lower visual complexity than the
incorrect items.
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On the verb comprehension task, three of the participants with aphasia scored at ceiling (maximally
one error). Only P1 scored worse, with 85% correct responses. He did not show significant effects for
any parameter, but a tendency to comprehend non-instrumental verbs better than instrumental
ones (p=0.06, Fisher’s exact test).

Discussion
The presented results only provide a preview of the expected data. Once more participants are
included, analyses on group level will be carried out. These will include comparisons between tasks,
such as object vs. action naming and infinitive vs. finite verb production. Also, a larger group will allow
to perform a (mixed model) regression analysis, taking all factors into account at the same time and
disentangle them. Due to the close relationship between frequency and age of acquisition the analysis
presented above may be confounded. These extended analyses will be presented at the conference.
Although this is just a preliminary analysis, some conclusions can be drawn. All controlled and reported
parameters are relevant to the diagnostic tool. Each parameter influences the performance of at least
one participant (out of four). Furthermore, we can also conclude that the developed test is sensitive
enough to test a participant’s performance on the subtest and to detect the influence of linguistic
parameters on an individual level. This is a necessary prerequisite for a diagnostic tool that aims to
evaluate the underlying deficit of a participant with aphasia.
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Introduction
In the first months post-stroke, there is often some spontaneous and intervention-induced recovery,
but for most patients a chronic deficit remains1. Identifying the early predictors of aphasia recovery
cannot only inform the patient and their family about what to expect, but also has the potential to
lead to better choices in intervention and to maximize recovery. However, to date, individual
language recovery in patients with aphasia is hard to predict. In literature, the combination of
demographic factors (such as gender, age or handedness) and language-related behavioural
predictors (initial severity and type of language problems) can at best explain one third of the
variance in aphasia outcome2. Neuroimaging studies have tried to improve this prediction by adding
lesion-related neurological predictors, such as lesion size and location3,4. Although this has lead to an
increase in explained variance up to 50%5, there remains a large proportion of unpredicted variance.
The aim of this project is to improve the prognosis of language by shifting the traditional focus from
the brain damage and the behavioural deficits to intact brain structures and cognitive abilities that
can assist in (re)learning language. Given the importance of statistical learning in the acquisition of
the mother tongue in infants6, as well as in the acquisition of a second language in adults7,8, it shows
great potential to explain the variability in relearning a language in persons with aphasia. At the
neural level, the hippocampus is well-known for its involvement in statistical learning9-11, though this
has not yet been tested with regard to language recovery in persons with aphasia. Hence, the first
objective is to demonstrate that information on dynamic language learning potential (statistical
learning) improves the prediction of language recovery, above the traditional measures of language
skills, lesion information and demographic factors (e.g. age, gender, multilingualism). Our second
objective is to find a neuroanatomical correlate of statistical learning outcomes, hypothesized to be
located in the hippocampus, and to examine whether it can further improve aphasia prognosis. The
third objective is to monitor the neuroplasticity during language recovery. Bilateral neural changes
related to language recovery occur over time12. However, information on the role of subcortical
structures and white matter pathways herein, such as the hippocampus, its connections to cortical
language regions and the arcuate fasciculus, is very scarce.

Methods
Experimental design and participants
First, we recruited 25 younger (20-40 years old) and 25 older healthy adults (N = 40, 55-75 years old)
to assess statistical learning abilities in preparation of the behavioural data collection in aphasic
patients. Therefore, we explored different statistical learning tasks that differed in the modality that
was targeted (auditory versus visual) and the type of statistical learning (conditional versus
distributional versus procedural). Based on the results which indicated the statistical learning tasks
that were above chance level in older adults, we selected a visual and auditory conditional learning
task and a procedural learning task to assess the learning potential in persons with aphasia. Second,
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based on screening more than 200 stroke patients in the first week post-stroke, we included 20
patients with aphasia of whom we collected behavioural language data (phonology, semantics,
syntax and daily communication skills) and MRI-data (diffusion MRI, T1 and resting state fMRI) in the
acute phase (one week post-stroke) as well as in the sub-acute phase (3 months post-stroke). In
addition, statistical learning experiments were assessed in the sub-acute phase.

Analyses
The T1-weighted image not only enabled us to investigate the size and site of the lesion, but also to
conduct detailed morphological analyses of the undamaged hippocampus. We first performed these
analyses by manual delineation of the structures, using the EADC-ADNI Harmonized Hippocampal
Protocol (HarP)13 for the hippocampus, and in the next months we will complement this by more
fine-grained Freesurfer analyses allowing to examine different segments of the hippocampus14. In
addition to T1-weighted images, we collected diffusion weighted images to investigate (the changes
in) the white matter pathway highly involved in language, namely the arcuate fasciculus, and the
white matter pathways connecting the hippocampus with the language cortex. The arcuate fasciculus
was manually delineated in native space15 and for the hippocampal fibers, the segmented
hippocampus was taken as a seed.
Once data collection of all these longitudinal behavioural and anatomical measures is finished, we
will describe and predict the behavioural and neural changes in the first 3 months of aphasia
recovery in different language domains over time, using growth curve modelling. Our final
independent variables will include demographic variables, the subjects’ statistical learning potential,
the initial language measurements (initial aphasia severity and type), lesion size, lesion site and
(changes in) the detailed morphological measures of the hippocampus, the arcuate fasciculus and the
white matter pathways connecting the hippocampus with perisylvian language areas.

Results
At the moment, we have analyzed the behavioral language data and the diffusion MRI-data of 20
patients with aphasia in the acute phase. These results indicated a significant positive correlation
between the fractional anisotropy in the left posterior arcuate fasciculus and language performance
in the acute phase (r = 0.54, p < .05). In a next step, we will examine whether these results are
explained by the size and location of the lesion and how this predicts language outcomes. The next
coming months, we plan to analyze the data of the sub-acute phase, namely the language, statistical
learning and MRI data. This will allow us to investigate the interplay between these variables and
their role in language recovery and neuroplasticity.

Discussion
The investigation of language recovery predictors has received some attention in aphasia literature,
although these studies do not take into account compensatory neurocognitive factors. Increasing
prediction accuracy by including statistical learning and neuroanatomical measures of undamaged
brain areas as well as information on white matter pathways, will shift the attention of the scientific
community in research domains that undertake neuroprediction to the potential of compensatory
mechanisms.
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Introduction
Identifying the individual brain location of eloquent areas at the single case level, as well as the
determination of language lateralization, is crucial before surgery. Accuracy in identifying language
areas presurgically is currently not optimal, however, in comparison to sensorimotor functions (De
Witte and Mariën, 2013). Here we present a new paradigm, using magnetoencephalography (MEG),
that may be usefully applied to determine language lateralization and localization of language
functions in presurgical patients.
Among other tasks, many protocols involve the use of verb generation (e.g. Bizzi et al., 2008; Roux et
al., 2003; Papagno et al., 2011), often contrasted with suboptimal baselines (or to zero), which
reduces precision in the mapping of specific language areas. Here we propose an adaptation of the
verb generation task, according to the procedures introduced by Thompson-Schill et al (1997, 1998),
in the context of presurgical mapping. These authors showed the repeated involvement of the left
inferior frontal gyrus, including Broca’s area, depending on the degree of semantic competition
imposed by the verbs. Such a modified verb generation task might involve a precise initial cue for
determining language lateralization, including the detection of a possible recruitment of homologue
language areas due to reorganization in some clinical populations (Rosenberg et al., 2009).

Methods
Participant
A left handed 15 y.o. female patient, with early onset intractable left temporal epilepsy was studied
with MEG. In this case localization of language becomes relevant also due to handedness. A group of
12 healthy Italian subjects participated in the building of stimuli.

Stimuli
A pool of 66 nouns were classified as imposing high or low selection demands. As in Thompson Schill,
et al. (1998), healthy participants were asked to generate a verb from each noun. A ratio of the
relative response frequency of the most common completion to the relative response frequency of
the second most common completion was calculated as a measure of response strength. We
furthermore considered the number of different nouns given in the index. This response strength
was used to rate the items according to the imposed selection effort: the larger the ratio between
the most frequently associated verb and the second most associated verb, the lower the selection
imposed by the noun. Hence larger ratios were related to lower selection and smaller ratios to
higher selection.
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Procedure and analyses.
During MEG registration, the patient was presented with the 66 auditory nouns, to which she had to
generate a related verb. After listening to the word, a visual cue requested the emission of the verb.
Event related magnetic fields (ERFs) were measured time-locked to the visual cue, segmented and
averaged according to the semantic selection condition, in two conditions, low / high selection.
Cortex sources related to the ERFs were estimated using Minimum Norm Estimates for each item.

Results
The averaged Event Related Fields (ERFs) showed a negative slow component ( 260-860 ms. ), upon
the presentation of the visual cue for verb production, with larger amplitude depending on the
degree of selection demands imposed by the noun condition (High selection (n = 22) > Middle
selection (n = 22) > Low selection (n= 22)). Crucially, the estimated sources of this effect showed a
maxima in right BA 45 (pars triangularis). Minor activations were also found in the left hemisphere, in
the left BA 45 and middle frontal gyrus, and in the middle anterior right temporal gyrus. Ratio effect
was maximal in the 460 to 660 ms. and located in right BA 45. One-sample t-test analyses by items,
considering the obtained ratio as a covariate, showed that the activity of this area was negatively
related to the ratio for each item. That is, the intensity of activation in this area was linearly gradated
according to the semantic selection condition, with higher activation as the selection became higher
(i.e. lower ratios).

Figure 1 – Results at the sensor and at the source spaces. A distributed slow negative wave was
observed at the sensor level, which was inversely proportional to the degree of selection demands
imposed by the noun condition. The estimated sources based on the timing observed in the ERFs showed
the most intense and focal activation in language homologue areas on the right hemisphere (BA 45).
This effect was based on a negative correlation with the computed ratios (i.e. selection demands).

Discussion
MEG showed very clear ERFs effects at the single case as well as highly focal localization upon MNE
source estimation. Our adaptation of the pervasively used verb generation paradigm to this patient,
precisely revealed language lateralization in this left-handed, left hemisphere epilepsy case (Jokeit et
al., Seidenberg et al., 1997). We believe that the easy methodological variation of the verb
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generation task proposed here offers a conclusive mapping before surgery. It should successfully cue
on lateralization and on specific language processes, such as the ability to retrieve the appropriate
word from memory, essential to spare language during surgery. The application to further cases is
however necessary before drawing firm conclusions.
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Introduction
We investigated the ability of Slovene-speaking individuals diagnosed with Alzheimer’s (AD) and
Parkinson’s (PD) disease to produce regular and irregular forms of verbs and nouns. Regular and
irregular forms have occupied the literature of clinical linguistics for quite some time. Ullman et al.
(1997) proposed the Declarative/Procedural Model (D/PM) according to which declarative memory is
connected with the process of lexical information and production of irregular forms, while
procedural memory is responsible for processing grammatical rules and producing regular forms.
Ullman et al. (1997), Cortese et al. (2006) and Walenski et al. (2009) found English-speaking and
Italian-speaking AD individuals to be impaired in producing irregular forms (taught) compared to
regular ones (played), while irregular forms were better preserved in PD. However, other studies
failed to replicate the D/PM. Terzi et al. (2005) and Colman et al. (2009) report that Greek-speaking
and Dutch-speaking PD individuals showed no dissociation between regular and irregular verbs.
Finally, Dick et al. (2018) found PD individuals’ syntactic abilities not impaired in a sentenceproduction and story-retelling task.
While the production of regular and irregular forms has been examined widely in other languages, to
our knowledge there is no evidence from Slavic languages where the issue of irregularity is
manifested in multiple domains. Our study aims to further investigate the production of regular and
irregular morphology as manifested in nominal (singular vs. plural) and verbal inflection (present
tense) and as well as aspectual formation. In Slovene, the regular formation of these categories is
either by suffixation or by prefixation (Herrity, 2015). While present tense and number are regularly
formed by suffixation (e.g. delatiinf – delam1sing “to work – I work”, mizasing – mizepl “table – tables”),
in the formation of aspect, the corresponding perfective form of an imperfective infinitive is usually
formed by prefixation (e.g. risatiimperf – narisatiperf “to draw – to finish drawing”). However, irregular
forms of verbal and nominal inflection as well as aspect are also observed, such as as “itiinf – grem1sing
“to go – I go”, človeksing – ljudjepl “human - humans” and metatiimperf – vrečiperf “to throw – to finish
throwing”, respectively. Based on the DPM, AD individuals are expected to have difficulties in
producing irregular forms due to declarative memory limitations, while PD individuals will perform
low in regular forms due to procedural memory impairment. Differences among the categories of
verbal and nominal inflection as well as aspectual formation might arise.

Methods
Participants
6 mAD (all female), 5 no-dementia PD (all male) and 5 healthy individuals participated in the study.
Participants were matched when it comes to age and years of education [mean age: MCI 77.6, AD
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82.5, controls 73.6; mean years of education: MCI 13.2, AD 12.3, controls 12.8). The Mini Mental
State Examination (MMSE) was administered to all participants to collect more information about
their cognitive profile (MMSE mean score: PD 27, AD 19.5, controls 28.2).

Experimental task
An off-line sentence completion task was designed. Our stimuli consist of 23 verbs (11 regulars, 12
irregulars and 6 nouns (3 regulars, 3 irregulars). 29 pairs of sentences were designed from which, 6
tested number, i.e. singular vs. plural (3 regulars, 3 irregulars), 14 tested present tense (6 regulars, 8
irregulars) and 9 tested aspect (5 regulars, 4 irregulars/ 5 perfective, 4 imperfective). The sentence in
(1) is an example of producing regular aspect. Participant were given the variant in (1a) and they had
to complete the sentence as in (1b).
(1a) Včeraj smo jedliimperfective/regular eno uro. (Yesterday, we were eating for an hour)
(1b)

Včeraj smo pojedliperfective/regular v eni uri. (Yesterday, we ate in an hour)

Results
Percentages of correct responses for regular and irregular forms for both PD and mAD group are
presented in Figure 1. mAD group performed significantly lower compared to PD and control (p< .01
in all comparisons), while PD participants performed equally well as controls (p> .103). Furthermore,
no dissociation between regular and irregular forms was observed in both PD and mAD individuals’
perfomance (PD: p= 1.000; mAD: p= .863). Analysis of mAD group’s results revealed no statistically
significant difference between regular and irregular verbs in tense, aspect and plural (p= 1.000, in all
comparisons). Concerning the different morphological categories, aspect was found to be
significantly more impaired compared to tense and plural (p= .039, in all comparisons).
Error analysis revealed that mAD participants had no difficulty in producing the present tense of
regular verbs (e.g. delatiinf – delam1sing) and irregular verbs (itiinf – grem1sing). In detail, participants
were able to use correctly the appropriate inflectional suffix to form the present tense of both
regular and irregular verbs. The most frequent mistake in the category of tense was the substitution
of the target irregular form with a regular one of a verb that was semantically close to the target one
and correctly inflected [e.g. hodim (regular, “I am walking”) vs. grem (irregular, “I am going”)].
Regarding aspect, in regular verbs mAD individuals tended to produce the imperfective form of the
verb instead of the perfective target (napisalaperfective  pisalaimperfective). In irregular verbs participants
tended either to produce the no-target aspect category ((jemaliimperfective  vzeliperfective) or to
substitute the target verb with another irregular semantically related verb.
Figure 1
PD & mAD: percentage of correct responses for regular and
irregular forms
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Discussion
The present study is one of the first attempts to investigate the status of regular and irregular forms
in pathological language of Slovene-speaking individuals. PD and mAD individuals performed equally
in both regular and irregular forms. Our results seem not to support the DPM (e.g. Ullman 2001) and
to be in line with previous studies that report no dissociation of regular and irregular forms in PD and
AD (e.g. Terzi et al. 2005). Slovene’s rich morphology might explain these results. More specifically,
grammatical rules are applied not only in regular forms, but in irregular ones as they also manifest
agreement (number, gender, case etc.). Also, aspect, which was found to be less preserved
compared to number and tense, has already been reported to be impaired in mAD population
(Fyndanis et al., 2013; Roumpea et al., 2019). Participants’ tendency to use the imperfective form
instead of the perfective in regular verbs might also indicate difficulty in producing the aspectual
morphology (prefixation). Further research is required to delineate this issue.
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Introduction
Semantic memory includes knowledge of the meaning of words and objects (Rogers et al., 2015).
Patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and aphasia often show difficulties in semantic memory tasks
such as picture naming, semantic association tasks and semantic verbal fluency tasks (SVF). Little is
known how semantic deficits differ between different neuropathological conditions (Corbett et al.,
2009; Libon et al., 2013).
In this study, we used eleven new semantic tasks and two semantic verbal fluency tasks to assess
semantic processing across different input and output modalities, types of semantic judgement and
number of items. In this presentation, we compare the performance of healthy elderly adults,
patients with AD and patients with stroke aphasia in four of the semantic association tasks and two
semantic verbal fluency tasks. Within the association tasks, we aim to explore the effect of number
of items and modality in semantic processing in all groups.

Methods
Participants
The participants consisted of 103 elderly adults who volunteered to participate in this study:
1) Patients with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease (n = 20; M = 74.13 years; Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE) M = 23.35)
2) Patients with aphasia (n = 23; M = 68.52 years; Western Aphasia Battery (WAB) aphasia quotient
M = 65.23).
3) Healthy elderly individuals (n = 60; M = 68.4 years; MMSE M = 29.07)
Comparing the age and education, we found statistically significant differences between the groups
by age (F(2, 100) = 7.848, p = .001) and by education (F(2, 100) = 3.874, p = .024).

Assessment and analysis
All subjects were administered four semantic association tasks similar to PPT (Pyramids and Palm
Trees Test; Howard & Patterson, 1992) and two semantic verbal fluency (SVF) tasks including animal
and items of clothing categories. The association tasks (1+2 pictures, 1+5 pictures, 1+2 words, 1+5
words) differ between the number of response choices (2 vs. 5) to explore whether the number of
items affects the performance. The stimuli are either pictures or words to examine whether modality
affects the performance. To compare the mean number of correct responses and the overall
performance time between the groups, we conducted one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) using
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p<0.05 significance level. To compare the different tasks, a repeated-measures analysis of variance
with four within-subjects variables (association tasks) were used for each group.
For the SVF tasks, the analysis is ongoing. The number of correct answers, clusters and switches will
be analyzed based on the criteria by Abwender et al. (2001) and Troyer et al. (1997). The SVF
performance of the three groups will be compared to the semantic association task performance.

Results
Healthy elderly adults made only few errors in the semantic association tasks (Figure 1(A)). In all
association tasks, both patient groups scored significantly lower in the mean number of correct
responses and were significantly slower in the overall performance time than the healthy group (Figure
1). However, there were no differences between the patient groups.

Figure 1. (A) Mean number of correct responses out of 60) and (B) mean overall performance time
(seconds) of the three groups in the four semantic association tasks. Error bars represent 95% CIs.
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was employed for each group to evaluate the effect of
number of items on mean number of correct responses and on mean overall performance time. On
the mean number of correct responses, a significant effect of the number of items was found in the
healthy elderly group within both task modalities: pictures F(1, 59) = 19.740, p < .001, ηp² = .251 and
words F(1, 59) = 27.221, p < .001, ηp² = .316. Also, there was a significant effect of the the number of
items on the mean number of correct responses in aphasia group with words F(1, 16) = 13.607, p =
.002, ηp² = .460 but in the AD group no significant effects were found. On the mean overall
performance time, a statistically significant effect of the number of items was found in all groups for
both modalities (Figure 1(B)).
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the effect of input modality. Pictures and
written words were compared in the association tasks. In the healthy and the AD group there were
no effects of input modality. However, in the aphasia group there was a statistically significant effect
of the modality on the overall performance time with 1+2 items F(1, 17) = 11.335, p = .004, ηp² =
.400 and with 1+5 items F(1, 16) = 15.314, p = .001, ηp² = .489. The performance was slower with the
word stimuli.

Discussion
Our data showed that there were significant differences between the healthy elderly group and the
patient groups in the semantic association tasks. There were no significant differences between the
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patient groups. The number of items affected the mean number of correct responses with picture
and word stimuli in healthy elderly adults and with word stimuli in patients with aphasia. However,
the mean number of correct responses of the AD group was not affected by the number of items.
The overall performance time was affected by the number of items in all groups. The stimulus
modality (pictures or words) only affected the overall performance time in the aphasia group. Results
of the SVF tasks and their role in the assessment with the association tasks will be discussed in the
conference.
These results suggest that semantic information is processed similarly regardless of the stimulus
modality in the healthy group. The role of a semantic task with more related items seems to be
unclear in detecting semantic deficits. According to the results, patients with AD might suffer an
overall semantic memory loss. In aphasia, the verbal impairment can be accompanied by an
impairment on non-verbal semantic tasks.
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Introduction
Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD) is an umbrella term that encompasses degenerative disorders of the
frontal and anterior temporal lobes that affect behavior and language. FTD overlaps clinically and
pathologically with Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA). PPA is a degenerative syndrome characterized
by progressive loss of language function. The consensus criteria for PPA recognize three variants: the
non-fluent/agrammatic variant of PPA (nfvPPA), the semantic variant of PPA (svPPA) and the
logopenic variant of PPA (lvPPA) (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). Each PPA variant has a specific profile
of language impairment, different distribution of atrophy on neuroimaging and different likelihood of
underlying molecular pathology. Typically, nfvPPA is associated with fronto-insular atrophy, svPPA
with atrophy of the anterior and inferior temporal lobe and lvPPA with atrophy of temporo-parietal
regions. The most common types of neurodegeneration in PPA are frontotemporal lobar
degeneration and Alzheimer’s disease (Spinelli et al., 2017). FTD includes two out of three PPA
variants, the nfvPPA and svPPA, as the most typical pathology of these variants is frontotemporal
lobar degeneration.
PPA is characterized by a more partial and progressive pattern of damage than stroke-induced
aphasia and targets areas such as the anterior temporal lobe that are rarely affected by stroke
(Mesulam, 2016). Clinical and neuroimaging research on PPA has advanced our understanding of the
language network. It has shown, for example, that the left anterior temporal lobe plays a critical role
in single word comprehension and object naming and that the traditional ‘Wernicke’s area’ is
important for language repetition and sentence comprehension but not single word comprehension
(Mesulam et al., 2019).
The aim of this study is to compare the clinical presentation of the language variants of FTD, nfvPPA
and svPPA, in two Greek-speaking individuals with PPA. Greek is an underrepresented language in
the literature on PPA research. It is a highly inflected and stem-based language. To this end, a
comprehensive battery of neuropsychological tests and narrative analysis was employed.

Methods
Participants
Two individuals diagnosed with PPA and 12 neurologically healthy adults participated in this study.
All participants were right-handed.
The participant with the non-fluent variant of PPA, is a 61-year-old man with 6 years of formal
education. He was assessed five years after symptom onset. He then had a sum of boxes score of 9
on the FTLD-modified Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR). MRI demonstrated left perisylvian atrophy.
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The participant with the semantic variant of PPA is a 73-year-old man with 9 years of formal
education. At the time of the study he had 5 years into the disease and a FTLD-modified CDR sum of
boxes score of 6. His MRI scan showed the typical pattern of asymmetric anterior temporal lobe
atrophy.
The control group consisted of 2 male and 10 female native Greek speakers with a mean age of 68.08
(SD = 5.52) years and a mean of 13 (SD = 3.19) years of education.

Procedure
Participants were evaluated using a battery of tests assessing executive function, memory, visuospatial abilities, object semantics, mood, praxis, motor speech abilities, single word and sentence
comprehension, repetition, confrontation naming, reading, writing and connected speech
production. Quantitative production analysis (QPA) (Saffran et al., 1989) was used for the narrative
analysis of a story retell task.
Neuropsychological testing was completed in four 45-minutes-sessions for the participants with PPA
and three sessions for the control participants. MRI scans and reports were made available for the
two individuals with PPA.

Statistical analysis
Crawford and Howell’s method was used to compare performance of each subject with that of the
control sample (Crawford, Garthwaite & Porter, 2010). T values were also calculated to compare the
scores of the two subjects with reference to the control sample (Crawford, Garthwaite & Wood,
2010).

Results
The participant with the nfvPPA performed worse than the participant with the svPPA on the Digit
Span – reverse recall task (p=0.025), Clock Drawing Test (p<0.001), syntactic comprehension (Boston
Diagnostic Aphasia Examination, BDAE-3, p=0.014) and reading fluency for words (p<0.001).
The participant with the svPPA was more impaired in confrontation naming (Boston Naming Test-15,
p<0.001), single word comprehension (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, p<0.001) and object
semantics (Pyramid and Palm Trees Test, p=0.001). Comprehension of auditory complex material,
written words and sentences were affected (p=0.022, p=0.005 and p<0.001, respectively), although
his ability to follow commands was within normal limits and performance for syntactic
comprehension was at ceiling. Both participants were impaired in the Trail Making Test A and B,
verbal fluency, spelling and written picture description.
The narrative production measures that differed significantly between the two participants were
speech rate (slower for the nfvPPA participant, p=0.007), average pause duration (longer for the
nfvPPA participant, p<0.001), false starts per min (more for the nfvPPA participant, p=0.045),
proportion of nouns (lower for the svPPA participant, p=0.012) and closed class words (lower for the
nfvPPA participant, p=0.016). Compared to the control group, the nfvPPA participant produced
shorter sentences (p=0.023), fewer closed class words (p=0.006), made longer pauses (p<0.001) and
spoke at a slower rate (p<0.001). The svPPA participant used fewer nouns (p=0.027), more pronouns
(p=0.02) and fewer narrative words as a proportion of the total words produced (p=0.003).
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Discussion
The results confirm the distinctive features of both PPA variants, namely anomia, a single word
comprehension deficit, preserved repetition and syntactic comprehension for the participant with
the svPPA, as well as motor speech and syntactic processing difficulties alongside with intact
repetition, semantic knowledge and naming ability for the nfvPPA participant.
Taking into account the neuroimaging findings, these two cases illustrate the different distribution of
atrophy in the language variants of FTD and highlight the role of the left anterior temporal lobe in
naming and single word comprehension.
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Introduction
Experimental designs such as the Picture-Word-Interference (PWI) paradigm have consistently
demonstrated that categorically related semantic context with single distractor words can inhibit
picture naming (e.g. CAT→ [dog]picture). Such semantic interference effects have been extensively
studied in healthy speakers to inform word production models (e.g. Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984,
Costa, Alario, & Caramazza, 2005). In peolple with aphasia inhibitory and priming effects can be
considered central to further recovery, however studies in this population are still sparse (e.g.
Hashimoto & Thompson, 2010).

Methods
In the current study we introduce a novel variant of the PWI paradigm in which we present 8 words
prior to a to be named target picture. The number of words categorically related to the picture is
varied between 3 and 5. The naming task is combined with eye tracking to investigate how
participants process the semantic context words. We aimed to test whether semantic interference
can be found with this task and whether the number of related words increases its magnitude.
Importantly, we are interested in comparing these effects in healthy and language-impaired
participants to further elucidate how semantic competence and word retrieval abilities interact with
semantic context effects on language production.

Participants
24 healthy German native speakers and so far 9 speakers with aphasia after chronic left-hemispheric
acquired brain lesion (>4 months after onset) have been included in this study. A total sample size of
30 speakers with aphasia will be collected by September 2019.

Results
In the healthy population we replicate a small but stable (10ms) interference effect with slower
overall naming of pictures categorically related to the distractor set compared to unrelated pictures.
Tracking this effect across naming repetitions however, we found that it is prominent at the first
naming instance of every picture only and dissipates across the experiment. Moreover, participants
profit from the distractor-word cohort being larger, because naming was faster with 4 or 5 than 3
semantically related distractor words.
Pilot data from the aphasic population indicates that the overall interference effect is much bigger
(35ms) and seems to remain stable or even increase across naming repetitions (see Figure 1).
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Regarding eye-tracking our data show that participants fixated longer on semantically related items,
indicating a robust identification of the lexico-semantic cohort.
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Discussion
Our findings confirm the validity of the novel paradigm and indicate that besides interference during
first exposure, repeated exposure to the semantic context, and a bigger lexical cohort (5 vs 3 words)
may facilitate picture naming. Pilot data from 9 people with aphasia proves the feasibility of this
paradigm for language-impaired populations and promises exciting results whereby these
participants might be more strongly affected by interference from multiple categorical distractor
words.
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Introduction
Although various speech and language therapy (SLT) approaches have been developed, the most
effective strategies of treating aphasia after stroke have to be determined yet (Brady et al., 2016).
Standard aphasia therapy (SAT) is one of the most frequently used therapeutic techniques and allows
all modes of communication, both linguistic and extra-linguistic. On the other hand, ConstraintInduced Aphasia Therapy (CIAT) approach, based on constraint usage of the language channel only,
massed practice, and shaping through therapeutic language games, has been suggested as a more
efficient than traditional therapy approaches (Pulvermüller, et al., 2008; Berthier, & Pulvermüller,
2011). When considering CIAT success in language recovery after stroke, there is still an open debate
which factors are at play: is maximisation of quantity and frequency of language therapy the most
relevant factor affecting therapy outcome or it is the focusing on language through constraints. In
this paper, we examine verbal semantic ﬂuency (VSF) performance in a subset of treated aphasic
patients who participated in previously reported research (Vuksanovic et al., 2018). As a measure of
expressive lexical recovery SVF performance was used for two main clinical purposes – to assess the
degree of lexico-semantic system impairment and cognitive processes underlying successful lexical
production, and its role as a predictor of language improvement over time in aphasic patients,
because it relies on both linguistic and cognitive processes.

Methods
Procedure
Patients in rehabilitation received two successive four-week blocks of intense (one and a half hour
per day, five days a week) aphasia therapy in a randomized within-subject crossover design. One
therapy block (a total of 30 hours each) consisted of SAT, another of CIAT. Thus, the total amount of
therapy was the same for all patients. Therapy protocols for all patients were delivered by a single
experienced speech-language therapist. The examiner was blinded for the order and the type of
therapy administered, while the therapist was blinded for the results of the measured variables.

Subjects
A total of 20 consecutive right-handed patients with non-fluent post-stroke aphasia of up to 1 year
duration were randomly assigned to two treatment groups. One group had SAT first followed by CIAT
(S1C2 group), while another had a reversed order of the therapies, CIAT first followed by SAT (C1S2
group). For all participants, diagnosis of post-stroke aphasia was made by neurologists and confirmed
by speech therapists based on their assessment, which included the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia
Examination (BDAE; Goodglass and Kaplan 1983). The participants and their family members gave
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their informed consent for the participation in the study. The study was conducted according to the
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the institution Ethics committee.

Measures
Subjects were instructed to generate as many words as possible belonging to a certain semantic
category: wild animals and domestic animals in a period of one minute for each category. All
transcripts were analysed for correct responses, repetitions, and errors. In line with common practice
in scoring SVF data, only real words were counted. Errors were defined as follows: perseverations,
derivations (adding a plural marker or other morpheme to a previously named correct item),
intelligible words that are not members of the category currently being tested, and pseudo-words.

Results
The results of a 2 (group) x 4 (time) two-way mixed ANOVA conducted on the SVF component score
2

yielded significant effects the factor TIME F (3, 15) = 38.54, p=.000, η =.68, but no significant effect
2

the factor GROUP F (1, 15) = 4.23, p=.054, η =.19, and no the TIME × GROUP interaction F (3, 15) = 3.37,
2

p>.05, η =.16. The results indicate that the pattern of improvement is significant during therapy in
both groups regardless of the type of the therapeutic approach and a certain time interval of
exposure. It should be noted that the factor Group, although not significant, is approaching
significance. Furthermore, number of repetitions was higher along with SVF improvement in both
groups during the language rehabilitation process.

Discussion
Although caution should be exercised in making generalizations from the data obtained in our study,
generally taken, both CIAT and CAT when applied with equal intensity seem to be efficacious
methods in SVF recovery for sub-acute aphasia patients. In this sense it is likely that by increasing the
intensity of therapy, irrespective of the kind of approach, favourable long-term outcomes in lexicosemantic language performance can be achieved. Furthermore, the higher number of repetitions
along with SVF improvement in both groups during the language rehabilitation process could be
interpreted in line with data obtained in the study done by Bose et al. (2017), which have shown
impaired switching between clusters, thus reflecting that some underlying cognitive processes
(monitoring, shifting) may not be improved.
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Introduction
A growing body of studies indicates that recently developed Constraint-Induced Aphasia Therapy
(CIAT) approach can be effective in language recovery in aphasic patients. The theoretical model
behind this approach is based on the assumption that the behavior of attempting to speak without
success creates communication frustration resulting in fewer speaking attempts, more reliance on
compensatory strategies, and less cortical activation of the language areas (Szaflarski et al., 2015;
Pulvermuller, and Berthier, 2008). However, there are still open issues: which factors are at play when
considering CIAT success: is maximization of quantity and frequency of language therapy the most
relevant factor affecting therapy outcome, or the focusing on language through constraints. It is known
that brain functional reorganization depends on practice (Hamzei, Liepert, Dettmers, Weiller, &
Rijntjes, 2006), so it is reasonable to conclude that a larger amount of therapy will lead to better
functional recovery. Another less known issue regarding comparative efficiency of CIAT is its effect on
receptive speech. The CIAT is essentially focused on expressive language skills relevant for improving
communicative repertoire in social interactions and studies carried so far have been manly focused at
exploring CIAT´s effects on expressive language improvement (Maher et al., 2006; Attard et al. 2013).
The present study aims to investigate the effect of two factors in SL therapy: the factor of massed daily
implementation of SLT, and the constraint usage of language channel only on receptive language
recovery in aphasic patients. Accordingly, we examined the comparative efficacy of the CIAT and the
standard aphasia therapy (SAT) approach on receptive language recovery in nonfluent aphasic patients
during the post-acute stage after stroke.

Methods
Procedure
Two successive 4-week blocks of intense (1-hour, 5 days a week) aphasia therapy of each therapy
program were delivered in a randomized within-subject crossover design – one therapy block consisted
SAT, another of CIAT. Twenty consecutive patients, up to a year after stroke, were randomly assigned
to either have SAT followed by CIAT (S1C2 group), or to have CIAT followed by SAT (C1S2 group).

Subjects
A total of 17 participants right-handed patients with non-fluent post-stroke aphasia completed the full
treatment plan. They were randomly assigned to two treatment groups were randomly assigned to
two experimental-treatment groups with reversed order of therapies delivery. The S1C2 group had
SAT first followed by CIAT, while the C1S2 group had CIAT first followed by SAT. All participants were
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monolingual native Serbian speakers. For all participants, diagnosis of post-stroke aphasia was made
by neurologists and confirmed by speech therapists based on their assessment, which included the
Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE; Goodglass and Kaplan 1983). The participants, and
their family members when it was required due to communication difficulties, gave their informed
consent for the participation in the study. The study was conducted according to the Declaration of
Helsinki. The study was approved by the institution ethics committee.

Measures
The BDAE clinical subtests of comprehension: the Word Discrimination, the Body-Part Identification,
the Commands, and the Complex Ideational Material subtest, were given at the beginning and at the
end of each therapy block, as well as one month after the whole treatment stopped. The outcome
measures used for analyzes were scores on the mentioned BDAE subtests as well as the composite
Composite Comprehension score based on average of the subtests scores.

Results
In all time points both groups demonstrated significant improvement, i.e. both rehabilitation therapies
has an effect on receptive language recovery when are done within massed practice principle.
Additionally, the results of this study provide further proof that the improvements are not transient the results were stable after a month with no therapy, suggesting that intensive SLT provides longterm stability of improved receptive language performance. However, factor group does not have
significant impact on receptive language improvement.

Discussion
it seems from the results of this study that both CIAT and, more conventional, SAT when applied with
equal intensity seem to be efficacious methods in receptive language recovery for aphasic patients
within the first post-stroke year. In this sense it is likely that just by increasing the intensity of therapy,
regardless of the type of approach, a beneficial effect on brain recovery and plasticity can be achieved
paving the way to a favorable long-term outcome in receptive language performance.
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Introduction
Aphasia impacts on societal participation, activities of daily living, emotional wellbeing, and returning
home and to work. Effective rehabilitation is vital. The existing evidence base for aphasia therapies has
arisen from many small-scale randomised controlled trials and other research studies which inform
systematic reviews and meta-analyses of aggregated summary data. While these group-level statistics
provide important overviews of the field, this approach also carries a risk of ecological bias and
confounding which should be carefully considered.
Analysis of a large aphasia IPD dataset would permit exploration of a highly heterogeneous
population, individual level covariates’ influence on rehabilitation effects across language modalities
and to control for individualistic predictors. Feasibility is contingent on the number of datasets and
IPD available. In this presentation we aim to share our methodological approach to establishing a
large, international, IPD dataset relating to aphasia after stroke and our preparation of the data in
advance of meta-analysis and network meta-analysis.

Methods
Information sources
We undertook a systematic literature search (PROSPERO: CRD42018110947) for eligible datasets that
included IPD on 10 or more people with aphasia, their time since stroke and a measure of language
impairment. Data which were qualitative, based on non-stroke participants or where IPD language
data was unavailable were excluded. MEDLINE, AMED, CINAHL, Cochrane Library Databases (CDSR,
DARE, CENTRAL, HTA), LLBA, EMBASE, and SpeechBITE along with major trials registers were
systematically searched from inception to September 2015. Contributions were also invited from
members of the EU-funded Collaboration of Aphasia Trialists (CATs). Where relevant, we evaluated
risk of selection, performance, detection and attrition bias at primary research level. We also
considered the risk of meta-biases including availability and publication bias.

Data extraction
For each dataset, extracted IPD included individual, aphasia and stroke profiles, and intervention
characteristics using the Template for Intervention Description and Replication (TIDiER) checklist
(Hoffmann 2014). Two researchers independently extracted information on participants’ demography
and speech and language therapy (SLT) intervention descriptions for entry into the RELEASE database.
Information on therapy approaches, materials and procedures were extracted as direct quotes from
published reports or researchers. Using the narrative descriptions, similar approaches were grouped
and assigned to one or more category labels by an experienced therapist. Preliminary categories were
shared with RELEASE Collaborators for review. Categories were not mutually exclusive; rather they
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represented different ways of categorising complex interventions. Group discussion and edits on the
proposed categorisation followed until consensus had been achieved.

Data preparation
We used an algorithm to aggregate disparate outcome data within the common domains of language
measurement (overall language ability, auditory comprehension, spoken language production
(including naming), reading, writing and functional communication to prevent loss of clinical
relevance. For each domain we profiled language measurements used (number of studies using that
measure, total IPD available, median, interquartile range, minimum and maximum for each
measure). Language or version variations were treated as separate measures. The measurement
used in the most datasets for each domain was identified as the “anchor measure”. Where two or
more measures were used by a similar number of datasets, we applied a systematic approach to
prioritising a measure. All other measures within the domain, were considered “minority

measures”.

Transformation
A linear transformation from each minority measure to the anchor measure was applied to each
quartile and repeated for each language outcome. Each threshold in the minority instrument was
mapped to the corresponding threshold in the anchor measure. Values in the minority measure that
fell within a quadrant were mapped to the anchor measure relative to the distance from the
quadrant edges. The formula was repeated for each quadrant. In this way the clinical relevance of
change scores on the anchor measure was retained. Checks were performed to assess whether the
ranges, values and directions of changes observed for each anchor measure were consistently
reflected when transforming each minority measure into the anchor measure.

Random or fixed effects
A key decision in any meta-analysis is whether to use a random or fixed effect model in the metaanalysis. Standard errors for random effects models are more efficient, and thus we used a random
effects models (Wu, 1973). We used the Wu-Hausman test to assess whether the effects were
consistent across both approaches and do not preclude the use of random effects.

Results
We received or extracted 5,928 IPD from 174 aphasia studies conducted across 28 countries, published
between 1973 and 2017. A quarter of the primary research datasets included were RCTs (45/174
datasets (25.9%); 1766/5928 IPD (29.8%)). The remainder were case series or cohort studies (105/174
(60.3%); 2888/5928 (48.7%)) and non-RCTs (19/174 (10.9%); 421/5928 (7.1%)). Five datasets were
derived from registries (5/174 (2.9%); 853/5928 (14.4%)). Approximately half the datasets included an
SLT intervention (91/174 (52.3%); 2746/5928 (46.3%)) while the remainder were non-interventional in
nature.
Median participant age was 63 years (IQR 53 to 72) and 61.3% were male (3402/5928 IPD). Years of
formal education was recorded in fewer than half of datasets (85/174 datasets (48.9%); 3129/5928
IPD (52.8%)). Where reported, the participants had a median of 12 (IQR 10 to 16) educational years.
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Where ethnicity was reported, three-quarters of participants were from a White ethnic background
(1116/1475 IPD (75.7%); data on other ethnic groups were sparse.
Data on overall language ability was captured using 21 different measures; auditory comprehension
using 35 measures, naming using 33 measures, reading using 21 measures, writing using 18
measures, and functional communication using 16 outcome measures.
We categorised data into 15 SLT approaches. Therapy interventions were categorised based on three
perspectives (a) the role of the intervention within the study design e.g. usual care as a comparison
control (b) the intervention target e.g. rehabilitation of spoken language production and (c) the
theoretical approach e.g. semantic therapy. Inadequate reporting of therapy interventions,
procedures and materials hampered some classifications.

Discussion
Collaborative efforts created a large, international IPD aphasia after stroke database which will
inform our understanding of language recovery and the components of effective therapeutic
interventions. Heterogeneity continues to be evident in the reporting of demographic and clinical
data in aphasia studies.
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Introduction
Background: It has been suggested that word reading occurs along two main anatomical pathways:
the dorsal stream implicated in phonology and the ventral stream engaged in lexico-semantic
processing. There is cross-linguistic evidence that the recruitment of the ventral stream is stronger in
languages with a deeper orthography such as English. In contrast, the recruitment of the dorsal
pathway is more prominent in more transparent languages with more consistent letter-to-sound
correspondence (e.g. Das et al., 2011; Richlan, 2014). An interesting question is what happens in
bilingual readers of languages with different orthographic depth. Would the cross-linguistic patterns
also apply or would reading bilingually lead to a more unified system for the two languages? Oliver,
Carreiras and Paz-Alonso (2017) compared fMRI activation and functional connectivity while reading
for meaning in Spanish speakers that had either English or transparent Basque as a second language.
They observed that Basque L2 readers showed greater coactivation within the dorsal network while
English L2 readers showed greater coactivation within the ventral network. This is consistent with
cross-linguistic results. However, reading bilingually from an early age may lead to a higher
convergence in written word comprehension processes.
Aims: The goal of the current study was to examine the relative involvement of the ventral vs dorsal
pathways in proficient early bilingual readers of two languages with highly contrasted orthographic
depth: English vs Welsh. In previous GLM analyses, we showed comparable patterns of activation in
the two languages. However, MVPA analyses revealed language sensitivity in several language
regions. In this study, we examined if English and Welsh are associated with different patterns of
functional connectivity in the ventral/dorsal streams.

Methods
While being scanned for fMRI, 20 proficient Welsh-English early bilingual adults performed a
semantic categorisation task (natural vs man-made) on 192 Welsh and 192 English written, noncognate translation equivalent nouns presented in alternated blocks separated by rest blocks. We
performed psycho-physiological interactions (PPI) analyses for each language using the posterior
visual word form area (pVWFA) as the seed region as it is engaged in the earliest stages of written
word processing in alphabetic systems (Bouhali et al., 2014). The functional and structural images
were preprocessed using SPM12. Volumes of interest (VOIs) were extracted from the single
participant level GLM result files. The GLM contrast results for average effect of condition (language
task) were displayed with a threshold of (p < .001) to show activation at the regions of interest. The
coordinate of interest was selected around -29, -91, -12 corresponding to the most posterior section
of the visual word form area (see Bouhali et al., 2014), however, the exact coordinates varied slightly
between participants depending on individual anatomy and univariate-level activation. A 6mm
sphere was used as the radius for defining the volume of interest, correcting for the average effect of
condition.
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Results
We observed greater connectivity for English compared to Welsh words between the pVWFA and
regions along the ventral pathway, mainly the inferior and middle temporal gyri (BA20; BA21) and
the fusiform gyrus (BA37), as well as some regions outside this pathway bilaterally. However, the
connectivity observed for Welsh compared to English words was only higher in a small portion of the
left orbitofrontal area (BA11).

Figure 1. Contrast in functional connectivity between pVWFA and all other brain regions. 3d
view. Blue: English > Welsh. Orange: Welsh > To English (t values).

Discussion
Our results suggest greater temporal coherence of the ventral lexical-semantic pathway in the
deeper language of early proficient bilingual readers. However, Welsh reading for meaning did not
show greater connectivity than English between pVWFA and dorsal regions. This contrasts with
earlier studies and may reflect a greater convergence of reading processes across languages differing
in orthographic depth in early bilinguals. However, it remains possible that stronger dorsal PPI
patterns may emerge in reading tasks less explicitly reliant on processing meaning and making
conscious meaning-based decisions.
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Introduction
In early stages of frontotemporal degeneration, individuals who develop Primary Progressive Aphasia
(PPA) complain of communication difficulties, while scoring within norm in language assessments
(Czarnecki et al., 2008). Given the progressive nature of the disease, it is important to intervene early
(Croot, Nickels, Laurence, & Manning, 2009). However, it is a challenge to provide therapies that are
demanding enough for individuals in early stages, as most word finding therapies have been
designed towards individuals with more severe deficits, typically resulting from post-stroke aphasia
(e.g., Nickels, 2002). Hence, patients are often left untreated until deficits are more severe. Here, we
propose using a modified letter fluency task as therapy. This task can be challenging even for healthy
individuals. Furthermore, verbal fluency tasks are commonly used in cognitive assessments, as they
are quick to administer, easy to score, and can be used in individuals with varying social and
educational backgrounds (Da Silva et al., 2004).
Previous research has shown that transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) to the left inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG) improves written naming and spelling performance in PPA (Tsapkini et al., 2018).
Additional evidence showed that tDCS over the left IFG improves letter fluency in healthy controls
(Cattaneo, Pisoni, & Papagno, 2011). In this case study, we test the efficacy of letter fluency
intervention combined with left IFG anodal tDCS for a highly functioning individual with subjective
complaints of word finding difficulty.

Methods
Participant
AGG is a 74 year old individual with a profile consistent with logopenic variant PPA (Gorno-Tempini,
Murray, Rankin, Weiner, & Miller, 2004). MRI shows atrophy in parietal and frontal lobes, with leftsided asymmetry. His output is fluent, albeit with reduced speech rate. He presents word-finding
difficulties and occasional phonemic paraphasias in spontaneous speech, while scoring within norm
in the Boston Naming Test (25/30). His sentence comprehension is good (errors limited to
comprehension of object relatives). Sentence repetition is mildly impaired, with 2/5 sentences fully
accurate, but 32/37 words accurate. Letter fluency is within norm (FAS sum = 47, 43, 40, measured 8
months, 3 months, and immediately before therapy, respectively), and so is category fluency for
animals (17, 18, 14, same assessment times; Tombaugh, Kozak, & Rees, 1999).

Outcome measures
Letter fluency in 1-minute periods was assessed for 24 letters before and after therapy. AGG was
asked to produce as many words as he could think of starting with the letter provided. Three sets of
eight letters were created: one to use in treatment, and two untreated sets (one to serve as control,
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and the other one reserved for treatment in a second therapy phase that is currently ongoing, where
stimulation is delivered to the inferior parietal/posterior temporal lobes). The sets were matched for
the number of words present in the CELEX database starting with each target letter, the average
frequency of those same words, the number of vowels and consonants, and the average number of
words retrieved before therapy. To study improvement in lexical retrieval in an untreated task, we
additionally administered a timed object naming test, using 252 colored Snodgrass and Vanderwart's
pictures (Rossion & Pourtois, 2004).

Treatment
Intervention consisted of a letter fluency task (adapted from Tsapkini, Frangakis, Gomez, Davis, &
Hillis, 2014). AGG was given periods of 1-3 minutes (increasing across therapy sessions) to retrieve as
many words as possible for each letter. An alphabet board was provided to prompt him to think of
combinations of the target with other letters. For homework activities, AGG generated lists of words,
while timing himself in periods of 2-5 minutes per letter, and produced the words in oral and written
form. AGG occasionally consulted a dictionary during his homework. In the first 20 minutes of each
session, AGG received anodal tDCS at 2mA, delivered using 5x5cm electrodes, with the anode over
Broca’s area and the cathode over the right cheek. Therapy was delivered across 10, daily, 45-min.
Sessions.

Results
At baseline, there were no significant differences between the three sets of letters in number of
words retrieved. From pre- to post-treatment measurements, there was a significant increase in
number of words retrieved for three sets (altogether: Z=7.5, p<0.001; trained: Z=0, p=0.008;
untreated1: Z=3, p=0.042; untreated2: Z=1, p=0.021). A significantly larger number of words was
retrieved for treated letters when compared to each untrained set (untreated1: U=58, p=0.007;
untreated2: U=54, p=0.023). The two untreated sets did not differ significantly after treatment
(U=32.5, p=1). In the untreated timed object naming task, AGG became significantly more accurate
(X2(1)=7.31, p<0.01) and slower (t(142)=-4.207, p<0.001) after therapy when compared to before
therapy (see Figure 1, panels A to C).
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Figure 1. Therapy effects on letter fluency and naming. Panel A: mean number of words retrieved
across letters in each set (Tr: Treated; Un1: Untreated1; Un2: Untreated2). Panel B: Oral reaction
times in picture naming before and after therapy (including correctly named words only). Panel C:
Percentage of correct responses in naming before and after therapy in picture naming.
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Discussion
More research evidence is needed for interventions suitable to the progressive nature of PPA (Croot
et al., 2009). Letter fluency is a challenging task even for individuals that perform within norm. Here
we show that practicing letter fluency combined with tDCS in the left IFG can result in improved word
retrieval both in the same task and in picture naming (where a tradeoff between speed and accuracy
may be occurring). These results are in line with studies of healthy individuals (Cattaneo et al., 2011).
The ongoing therapy phase will allow testing whether tDCS can enhance therapy effects by
comparing left IFG stimulation to a control stimulation condition, the IPL, which is known to show
significant atrophy in lvPPA (Gorno-Tempini, Dronkers, et al., 2004) and to be involved in both letter
and category fluency (Birn et al., 2010; Vitali et al., 2005). Furthermore, ongoing psycholinguistic
analyses of words retrieved during letter fluency at each assessment time (frequency, familiarity,
imageability, and concreteness of words retrieved in fluency tasks) will characterize change in terms
of lexical and semantic processing (e.g., Rofes et al., 2019).
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Introduction
In sentence comprehension different cues contribute to meaning interpretation. Among these,
thematic roles are of particular interest. Given a sentence like The girl watches the tree‚ the listener
must establish that the girl is the one who is doing the action (the agent), whereas the tree is what
the action is being performed on (the patient/theme). Since thematic role assignment relies on the
combination of syntactic and semantic features, its difficulty can be modulated by word order and
semantic reversibility.
In SVO languages, words usually appear in canonical order in active sentences (agent-verb-theme),
and in non-canonical order in passive sentences (theme-verb-agent). Therefore, interpretation is
more demanding in passives. Sentence comprehension is modulated also by semantic reversibility. In
irreversible sentences, only one constituent can be the agent. In the active sentence The girl watches
the tree‚ canonical word order facilitates thematic role assignment. In the corresponding passive
sentence The tree is watched by the girl‚ role assignment is less easy, as word order is non-canonical.
However, in both cases thematic roles can be assigned based solely on semantic knowledge. In
semantically reversible sentences, however, both constituents can be agent or theme. Therefore,
comprehension requires syntactic processing. In active sentences (The girl kisses the boy) thematic
role assignment is facilitated by canonical word order. In passive sentences (The boy is kissed by the
girl), however, word order is non-canonical and semantic knowledge cannot constrain thematic role
assignment. Due to non-canonical word order and semantic reversibility, these sentences must be reanalysed and thematic roles re-assigned (Chomsky, 1981; Pollard & Sag, 1994; Bresnan, 2000;
Finocchiaro et al., 2015).
Evidence from neuroimaging (Richardson et al., 2010; Walenski et al., 2019), and lesion studies
(Caramazza & Miceli, 1991; Dronkers et al., 2004; Thothathiri et al., 2012; Rogalsky et al., 2018)
suggests that the left intraparietal sulcus (l-IPS) plays a critical role comprehending passive reversible
sentences. In rTMS studies (Finocchiaro et al., 2015; submitted), stimulation of posterior l-IPS
enhanced performance accuracy on passive (but not active) reversible sentences and pseudosentences.
In this study, reversible and irreversible sentences were administered. If the effect reported by
Finocchiaro et al results from reversibility per se, rTMS should interfere only with reversible passives.
If it results from a combination of diathesis and reversibility, both reversible and irreversible passives
should be affected.
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Methods
Materials
A sample of 120 active and passive, reversible and irreversible sentences was prepared. The same
30 verbs were used four times, once in each sentence type (reversible active, reversible passive,
irreversible active, irreversible passive). Word frequency was controlled based on an Italian corpus
(Bertinetto et al, 2005), and log frequency values were calculated before finalizing the list, to exclude
extremely frequent or infrequent verbs/nouns.
Experimental paradigm
Twenty participants completed a sentence comprehension task that required identifying the agent
or the theme of a written sentence while receiving real/sham stimulation. A sentence was presented
at the center of the screen, immediately followed by two alternatives corresponding to the two
constituents. Participants responded by keyboard press within a fixed temporal window of 3000 ms
(Fig. 1). Accuracy and RTs were measured.
Repetitive TMS (rTMS) was delivered over the inferior l-IPS at 5Hz, starting at stimulus onset.
Stimulation was controlled by a neuronavigation system (Softaxic). Each subject completed a shamTMS and a real-TMS session, separated by a week. Session order was counterbalanced across
participants. Stimulation site was identified by an MRI-based 3D reconstruction of the individual
brain.

Results
rTMS over the l-IPS influenced RTs. There was a significant interaction of DIATHESIS (active vs
passive), REVERSIBILITY (irreversible vs reversible) and STIMULATION TYPE (sham vs real) factors
(F(1,23)=5.825 p=0.024). In particular, TMS increased RTs only on reversible passives (Bonferroni’s
posthoc t=-8.205, p < 0.001). No effect of stimulation was observed on active and passive
irreversibles and active reversibles. Fig.1 summarizes results.
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Fig. 1 Summary of results. TMS increased RTs only on reversible passive sentences (RP).

Discussion
Posterior l-IPS is involved in the comprehension of reversible passive sentences, as a consequence
of the need to review the initial assignment of thematic roles in these sentences. Results shed some
light on this effect. If re-analysis were constrained by reversibility per se, both active and passive
reversibles should be affected by stimulation, which was not our case. On the other hand, if reanalysis were required as a consequence of diathesis per se, rTMS should affect passive sentences
regardless of reversibility. Both in the present study and in previous investigations, rTMS influenced
performance only on reversible passives. These results are consistent with the view that
comprehending reversible passives requires re-analyzing syntactic structure to re-assign previously
encoded thematic roles.
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Introduction
Alzheimer's disease is the most prevalent dementia in people over the age of 65 (Alzheimer's
Association, 2015). Although most of the initial subjective complaints of Alzheimer's patients refer to
memory failures, language is also altered from the initial stages and deteriorates as the disease
progresses. The first symptoms of language alteration are loss of words in conversations, difficulties
in naming and speech disfluency. These early language difficulties are explained, in most cases, by
impairments in semantic memory (Verma, & Howard, 2012). However, a specific impairment in
metalinguistic skills has been also reported as an explanatory factor (Harley, Jessiman, MacAndrew,
& Astell, 2008). Assuming this line of research, the aim of this work is to determine if the exploration
of natural uses of language revealing language awareness or metalinguistic capacity as proposed in
the MetAphAs test (Hernández-Sacristán, Rosell-Clari, Serra-Alegre, & Quiles-Climent, 2012; RosellClari, & Hernández-Sacristán, 2014), is useful for differentiating between Alzheimer's patients and
healthy older adults, and between patients in mild and moderate phases of the disease. The basic
components of this test are described below.

Methods
Sample
We have selected a group of 50 patients diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease in its mild-moderate
phase and a sample of 50 healthy older adults with ages, sex and profession as similar as possible to
the group of patients. 72 % of the patients are women and their ages range between 64 and 88
years. 66 % of the controls are women and their ages range between 61 and 85 years. The
professions and the educational levels of the people making up both groups vary, ranging from
manual workers or housewives to people with a university education, without there being a clear
prevalence of some professional groups over others.

Materials
The Spanish adaptation of the Mini-Mental State Examination MMSE30 was administered to all
subjects in the sample, both normal subjects and patients (Lobo et al., 1999). The MMSE30 test has
been used to discriminate degrees of severity (mild or moderate) in patients with dementia and to
exclude older adult individuals with suspected cognitive impairment. To assess natural metalinguistic
skills as manifested in natural linguistic practice, the MetAphAs test was used. Each of the 40 items in
the test is scored on a scale ranging from 0 to 4 (0 = Does not perform the task; 4 = Performs the task
without difficulty). The items are distributed in 6 different Sections, considering both theoretical and
statistical criteria:
- Section I: Inner language, capacity to inhibit and deferred speech.
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- Section II: Control of concurrent semiotic procedures.
- Section III: Paraphrastic skills and associated phenomena.
- Section IV: Referred speech and associated phenomena.
- Section V: Monitoring abilities and contextualization cues.
- Section VI: Displaced Uses of Language and Theory of Mind (ToM).

Procedure
In an initial interview, the relevant data from the patients' medical records were collected and it was
verified that the controls had no relevant neurological, psychiatric, sensory or cognitive medical
history. Subsequently, all subjects were given the MMSE and then the MetAphAs test. The data were
analysed using IBM Statistics SPPS 24 software.

Results
Relationship between MMSE and MetAphAs
By using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the results indicated that both the scores of MMSE and each
of the Sections and the MetAphAs test did not follow the normal distribution. That is why the
Spearman’s rho test was used to assess the correlation between each of the Sections and the total
score of the MetAphAs test with the MMSE. As expected, the MMSE correlates positively and in a
statistically significant way with each of the Sections and with the total of the MetAphAs Test.

MMSE

Section I

Section II

Section III

Section
IV

Section
V

Section
VI

.791*
.795*
.878*

.837*
.918*

.952*

Section I

.848*
.698*
.761*
Section III
.724*
.782*
.658*
Section IV
.781*
.811*
.799*
Section V
.763*
.828*
.731*
Section VI
.865*
.888*
.718*
MetAphAs
.870*
.942*
.823*
* Correlation is significant at level .01
Section II

.710*
.729*
.790*
.846*

Reliability MetAphAs Test
Sections and MetAphAs test show good reliability or internal consistency, with a high Cronbach’s
alpha value of .89.

Alzheimer’s patients vs controls
As might be expected, the normal group of healthy older people obtained higher mean scores than
the patient group, in all sections and in the MetAphAs test. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney U-test
statistic was used to assess whether the differences between the means are statistically significant.
The results showed that all mean differences when comparing the normal group with the patient
group were statistically significant, both for each of the sections and for the total score of the
MetAphAs test.
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Severity of dementia in Alzheimer’s patients
The nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to assess whether the differences between the
means obtained according to the severity of the dementia are statistically significant. The results
showed that all mean differences were statistically significant, both for each of the sections and for
the total score of the MetAphAs test.

Average Scores Sections & Test MetAphAs
160

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Section I

Section II

Normal

Section III

Section IV

Mild Dementia

Section V

Section VI

Total
MetAphAs

Moderate Dementia

Discussion
Although the use of the MMSE test as a screening test in patients with dementia is somewhat
controversial, it is also true that it is the most widely used test. That is why the high correlations
obtained between the MetAphAs test and the MMSE can be used, to some extent, as an external
validation of the former. The MetAphAs test shows a high internal correlation in the Cronbach’ alfa
and is sensitive to the severity of dementia. It can be used to identify differential profiles of Alzheimer's
patients with different degrees of severity, on the one hand, and to differentiate between Alzheimer’s
patients and healthy older adults, on the other.
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Introduction
Individuals with aphasia are able to use familiar multi-word utterances (high-frequency combinations
such as “I went to”, “I suppose” and “I don’t know”) for various conversational functions, for instance
to hold and yield the conversational floor (e.g., Beeke, 2003; Bruns et al., 2019). While such
combinations often seem fixed, many of them map onto semi-fixed frames with open slots (e.g.,
“[PERSON] went to [PLACE]”) and thus have the potential to be used as a communicative resource in
different contexts (“I went to Spain”; “you went to the station”). Fixed and semi-fixed phrases are a
main feature of usage-based theories which propose that constructions (i.e., stored form-meaning
pairings; Goldberg, 2003) are central to language acquisition and processing. Semi-fixed frames and
more abstract constructions are thought to emerge from expressions which are repeatedly
encountered in an individual’s language usage (Langacker, 1991; 2008).
A common aim of aphasia research is to develop effective intervention programs that enhance the
ability to access and produce multi-word utterances. As yet, however, no aphasia intervention has
explicitly tested application of usage-based principles. This case series investigation piloted the
impact of a novel intervention, aimed at enhancing the connected speech of individuals with nonfluent aphasia. The intervention was motivated by usage-based principles and involved loosening of
open slots in semi-fixed frames such as “[REFERENT] like [THING / PROCESS / PERSON / PLACE]”. We
examined the intervention’s outcomes and acceptability (Bruns, 2018).

Methods
Participants
We recruited five participants (P1-P5; three women, two men) with chronic, non-fluent aphasia (24 165 months post-onset). Participants were between 48 and 68 years old (M = 59.8, SD = 7.4) and
reported English as their main language.

Intervention and Outcome Measures
Participants completed a 6-week usage-based intervention program, designed to practice more
flexible use of semi-fixed frames. The intervention was computerized and included self-managed
elements. We focused on 12 corpus-derived, high-frequency phrases which mapped onto semi-fixed
frames (e.g. “I like it”: “[REFERENT] like [THING / PROCESS / PERSON / PLACE]”). All intervention
stimuli were relevant to everyday talk about experiences, opinions and exchanging information.
Participants practiced flexible use of constructions via errorless learning strategies, following the
steps used in the SWORD program (Varley et al., 2016; Whiteside et al., 2012).
Outcome measures focused on changes in connected narrative between pre- and post-intervention
and were determined by the Frequency in Language Analysis Tool (Zimmerer, Coleman, & Wibrow,
2017). The main outcome measure was the number of three-word combinations divided by the
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number of words produced by a participant (combination ratio; Zimmerer et al., 2018). Moreover,
we designed a study-specific Story Completion Test, adapted from Goodglass et al. (1972), to
investigate the availability of trained constructions before and after intervention. Stability of any
communicative change was explored at a 6-week follow-up assessment. The acceptability of the
intervention to participants was also investigated via questionnaires.

Results
A comparison of sentence production at baseline versus post-intervention showed some evidence of
enhanced connected speech for four of the five participants (increased combination ratio for P2, P3,
P4 and P5 after intervention). However, only P5’s increase of combination ratio exceeded baseline
variation and remained stable across post-intervention probes. Story Completion Test scores
revealed positive change with regard to the number of grammatically well-formed utterances
produced by two participants (P1 and P2). Overall, findings were mixed with regard to baseline
stability of outcome measures and post-intervention stability of communicative changes. The
intervention was acceptable to all participants.

Discussion
This study yields promising findings with regard to outcomes and acceptability. The results inform
participant selection for subsequent research. A next step will be to test a refined version of the
intervention (e.g., more detailed tracking of dose), using a combination of frequency-based and
qualitative measures to investigate change in connected speech within narrative production.
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Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD), a chronic neurodegenerative disorder, has recently been investigated for its
non-motor symptoms such as linguistic processing and non-verbal communication. Several studies
(Ariatti, Benuzzi & Nichelli, 2008; Dara, Monetta & Pell, 2008; Pell, 1996; Pell & Leonard, 2003;
Ventura et al., 2012) have found perceptive communication and comprehension of prosodic
meanings to be impaired in individuals affected by PD. Prosodic information, encoded in acoustic
features such as intensity, vocal pitch, and rate of utterance, is essential for the distinction between
sentence types (e.g. questions, statements) and for the recognition of the emotional tone of the
utterances (e.g. happy, sad). Previous studies have found PD patients to have difficulties in:
recognizing emotions from speech (Ariatti, Benuzzi & Nichelli, 2008; Pell & Leonard, 2003; Ventura et
al., 2012, Yip et al., 2003), recognizing speaker’s confidence level (Monetta, Cheang & Pell, 2008) and
recognizing linguistic modality of an utterance (Ariatti, Benuzzi & Nichelli, 2008; Pell 1996). Studies
focusing on emotional prosody recognition in PD have reported an impaired recognition of prosody
for specific emotions (Dara, Monetta & Pell, 2008; Ventura et al., 2012; Yip et al., 2003). Until now,
the perception of emotional and linguistic prosody has been investigated in Germanic languages (e.g.
English; Pell, 1996) and Romance languages (e.g. Italian; Ariatti, Benuzzi & Nichelli, 2008). The
current study investigated the perceptive ability of prosodic cues in Slovene-speaking individuals
affected by PD, therefore bringing for the first time evidence from a Slavic language. A prosody
recognition paradigm consisting of a combination of a discrimination and an identification task was
administered to the participants. Along the lines of Pell (1996), we expect PD patients to be impaired
in categorizing emotional and linguistic prosodic meanings but no impairment is expected in their
capacity to discriminate between two different types of prosody.

Methods
Participants
Ten individuals, native speakers of Slovene, diagnosed with PD are planned to be included in the
experimental group, and their results will be compared to ten healthy control (HC) individuals
matched for age, gender, and years of education. Here we present current results from 3 PD (mean
age = 77.73 ± 6.43) compared to 1 HC (age = 70). The neuropsychological assessment of participants
included the administration of the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) and the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA). Exclusion criteria involved: depression, hearing impairments and
dementia.

Materials
A new audio dataset of stimuli was built for the purpose of this study and validated by 10 raters. The
stimuli consist of audio recordings of pseudo-utterances uttered by an actress. The pseudo-sentences
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obeyed phonotactic and morphosyntactic rules of Slovene (e.g. “Prohast katoh groji zdrog“). Included
in the narrow stimuli selection were only samples that scored high on the recognition test for raters
(at least 70%). For the linguistic prosody condition we used stimuli that were uttered as a questions
and as a statement (20 utterances: 10 statements, 10 questions). For the emotional prosody
condition we used stimuli uttered in 6 distinct emotional tones: anger, sadness, disgust, fear,
happiness and pleasant surprise (42 utterances: 7 utterances x 6 emotional categories).

Tasks
For both experimental conditions (linguistic and emotional) we administered an off-line identification
task followed by the corresponding off-line discrimination task. In the identification task single
stimuli were presented in each trial (linguistic prosody condition: 20 trials; emotional prosody
condition: 42 trials) and participants were asked to recognize stimuli belonging to distinct linguistic or
emotional categories. In the discrimination task, participants were presented with pairs of stimuli in
each trial (linguistic prosody condition: 16 trials, emotional prosody condition: 20 trials) and were
asked to judge whether they are the same or different in regard to prosody. Participants listened to
the stimuli through headphones connected to a touch screen laptop on which they would give their
responses.

Experimental results
All the results are reported in terms of mean percentage of correct responses. In the linguistic
prosody condition, we observed a lower performance for PD in both identification (82%) and
discrimination (71%) tasks compared to the performance of HC in identification (100%) and
discrimination (95%). tasks. In the linguistic identification task PD performed better in recognizing
statements (87%) than questions (73%). In the linguistic discrimination task PD recognized the same
prosody pairs of utterances with the same accuracy rate (85%) as different prosody pairs of
utterances (85%). In the emotional prosody condition we observed a lower performance for PD
(32%) in the identification task compared to HC (43 %), while PD’s performance (78%) was
comparable to HC (85%) in the discrimination task. The two groups differed in recognizing specific
emotions within the emotional identification task. PD was less accurate in recognizing anger (57%),
sadness (33%), disgust (19%) and fear (29%) compared to HC: anger (71%), sadness (71%), disgust
(57%), and fear (57%).

Discussion
Our preliminary results suggest an impaired emotional prosody perception similar to English (Pell,
1996; Pell & Leonard, 2003) and Italian (Ariatti, Benuzzi & Nichelli, 2008). In tasks assessing linguistic
prosody, our PD performed worse than HC not just in identifying linguistic prosody but also in
discriminating it. This finding is in contrast with Pell (1996) reporting linguistic prosody impairments
only in identification tasks. In line with previous research (Dara, Monetta & Pell, 2008; Pell and
Leonard 2005; Ventura et al., 2012; Yip et al., 2003) we also observed a reduced recognition for
negative emotions. This study is the first attempt to investigate how Slovene speaking individuals
affected by PD perceive prosodic cues that convey emotional and linguistic information on sentence
level. However, further data collection and analysis are needed for more accurate conclusions.
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Introduction
Repetition priming is commonly incorporated into direct treatments of word retrieval disorders in
aphasia with the expectation that repeating a word which is difficult to produce independently (e.g.,
in picture naming) elevates the activation of that word’s input and output representations for a brief
period, and this elevated activation facilitates retrieval of that word in a subsequent naming task
(Weigl, 1961). Recent models of word processing have focused on the temporal component of
word retrieval and propose that repetition and naming impairments arise from an imbalance of
connection strength and/or short-term maintenance of activation that supports word processing
(e.g., Dell et al., 1997). This model motivated our use of a treatment approach for word retrieval that
adds a short-term memory component to repetition priming (repetition after a response delay) to
promote strength and duration of the activation of a word’s representations. Although this approach
has yielded robust effects in some cases (e.g., Kalinyak-Fliszar et al., 2011), the delayed
repetition/recall paradigm creates a confound between potential sources of that improvement if the
same items are used in every training trial. In that case, improvement can be attributed to repeated
exposure to a set of items being trained or to improved strength/maintenance of word activation in
response to the repetition + response delay treatment. We addressed this question in a recent study
(Martin, Rosenberg, Minkina, Schlesinger, Obermeyer, under review) that used delayed
repetition/recall of words and word-sequences paradigm but reduced instances of repeated
exposure of items in all phases of treatment (i.e., unique items as much as possible in baseline,
training, within training probes and maintenance probes). Overall results of that study showed low
effect sizes on the treatment task, but modest improvements for some of the participants on verbal
span, naming and discourse tasks. In this study, we examine the question of repeated item exposure
effects in the delayed repetition/recall task by using a mix of training items, some repeatedly
exposed throughout training and some not.
The specific aims of this project were to determine whether repetition-based verbal short-term
memory (STM) treatment for aphasia (i.e., delayed recall of multiple words) leads to:
1) Improvement in repeated items
2) Improvement on novel items

Methods
Participants
Five individuals with aphasia due to left hemisphere stroke who were at least 1 year post onset
participated in this study.

Treatment design
A single subject treatment design was employed which included baseline assessment, treatment,
post-treatment assessment and a three-month post-treatment follow-up. Prior to treatment
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enrollment, participants completed a screening to determine eligibility which consisted of immediate
and 5-second delay recall of concrete word pairs. Accuracy scores >80% or <10% indicated that the
participant was ineligible to participate. All eligible participants were enrolled in a treatment
condition of repeating concrete noun word pairs after a 5-second delay.

Probes and control tasks
Participants received a minimum of 3 baseline probes of 20 word strings over one-two weeks. Probes
included listening to word pairs, waiting 5-seconds, and then repeating the word pair. If performance
was not stable (>15% among baselines), an additional baseline was administered. Probe tasks
included 15 repeated sets of concrete nouns and 5 novel pairs of concrete nouns for a total of 20
words pairs. Probes were administered at the beginning of each session and followed by two control
tasks. Controls included a linguistic task (nonword reading) and a nonlinguistic task (5-point test).
Three post-treatment probes were administered 1 week following treatment completion and two 3month follow-up probes were also administered to evaluate maintenance.

Treatment
Participants completed 9 treatment sessions over 3 weeks (sessions 3 times a week). Treatment
included repetition of 40 word pairs at a 5-second delay in which participants would hear a pair of
words, wait 5 seconds, and then repeat the words back after a beep. Timing and beep were
programmed into E-prime to ensure accurate timing and administration. Treatment stimuli consisted
of balanced 2- and 3-syllable concrete words in pairs all of which were novel.

Statistical analysis
To quantify treatment effectiveness, standard mean differences were calculated between baseline
and post-treatment probes and baseline and 3-month follow-up with the following formula:
Meanposttreatment-Meanbaseline/SDbaseline. Effect sizes >2.6 were considered small, those >3.9 were
considered medium, and those >5.8 were considered large (Beeson & Robey, 2006). Individual effect
sizes were calculated for repeated and novel probe items and consisted of four measures: pairs
produced correctly in serial order (ISO) and in any order (IAO), as well as the proportion of total
correct items produced ISO and IAO.

Results
Question 1. Determine whether a repetition-based verbal STM treatment for aphasia leads to
improvements in repeated items.
Two participants demonstrated small-medium effects on production of repeated word pairs ISO and
IAO. For three of five participants, there was an increase in proportion of individual repeated items
produced correctly in ISO or IAO, as evidenced by small to medium effects (Table 1).
Question 2. Determine whether a repetition-based verbal STM treatment for aphasia leads to
improvements in novel items.
One of the five participants improved on the proportion of novel individual items repeated ISO (small
effect).
Control task.
One participant improved on the nonword reading control task, showing a medium effect size (5.52).
The remaining participants demonstrated stable or declining performance on both control tasks.
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Table 1. Participant effect sizes
Participant ID and
testing period

Pairs ISO

Pairs IAO

Number correct ISO

Number correct IAO

CN-effect sizes
repeated pre-post
repeated pre-maint
novel pre-post
novel pre-maint

1.73
0.289
1.15
1.44

1.73
-0.29
1.15
1.44

4.04**
2.31
2.89*
2.31

UtC
UtC
0.87
0.58

KC-effect sizes
repeated pre-post
repeated pre-maint
novel pre-post
novel pre-maint

2.31
3.32*
-1.44
-1.15

2.31
3.32*
-1.15
-1.15

3.46*
4.91**
-1.44
-1.15

1.85
2.71*
-0.86
-1.15

KG-effect sizes
repeated pre-post
repeated pre-maint
novel pre-post
novel pre-maint

0
-0.5
UtC
UtC

-0.58
-1.44
UtC
UtC

1.15
-1.59
1.15
0.58

0.58
-2.31
0.65
0.22

KK-effect sizes
repeated pre-post
repeated pre-maint
novel pre-post
novel pre-maint

1.68
0.86
1.15
0.867

1.68
1.24
0.72
0.5

1.56
1.07
1.64
0.55

1.7
1.27
-0.63
0.21

XH-effect sizes
repeated pre-post
3.67*
UtC
2.89*
1.73
repeated pre-maint
5.5**
UtC
4.62**
3.61*
novel pre-post
-0.58
0
-1.33
-0.67
novel pre-maint
0.29
0.29
0
0
Note. Pre=pre-treatment; post=post-treatment; maint=3-month post-treatment follow-up; *=small effect
size; **=medium effect size; UtC=unable to calculate due to no variance at baseline

Discussion
Previous research from our lab has reported robust acquisition of treated items when training and
probe items were repeated (Kalinyak-Fliszar et al., 2011) but poorer acquisition when unique items
comprised each probe trial (Martin et al., under review). Here we included both types of probe
trials (same words and unique words across trials) in a delayed repetition/recall task, with all novel
items used in treatment, and hypothesized that effects sizes would be greater for the probes with
the same items repeated on each trial. This hypothesis was confirmed in three of the five cases for
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both acquisition and follow-up probes. These findings suggest a need for further investigation of the
relative contributions of repeated item exposure and verbal STM on effects of repetition treatments
with and without a delayed response.
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Introduction
Figurative language is a complex phenomenon and part of everyday language. Idioms as a form of
figurative language are familiar, fixed phrases that do not express the meaning their constituents
provide (e.g., Gibbs, 1999). Processing of idioms might be impaired in patients after a
cerebrovascular accident, and might range from small disorders on a literal level up to complex
impairments on a communicative-pragmatic level (e.g., Papagno et al., 2004; Reyes-Aguilar et al.,
2018). Some of these patients (particularly when they are suffering from mild aphasia only) may
experience these disorders just as subliminal language limitations, which nevertheless might inhibit
their ability to work or restrict their quality of life.
The aim of this study was to gain insight into how individuals with mild aphasia deal with the
comprehension of different idioms in the presence of semantical or phonological distractors. In an
ordinary conversation, idioms may be accidentally modified by a speaker either by so-called slip of
the tongue phenomena or by semantic word substitutions (e.g., Harley, 2006). The ability to
recognize these modifications might be hampered in language impaired individuals.
Our study examined the processing of plausible and frequent figurative German idioms with altered
parts of their internal valence in a decision time task (reaction time). We hypothesized that
participants with aphasia would react slower and identify fewer modifications correctly with
increasing age due to the tendency of being more easily distracted by less relevant information. We
also expected improved decision times and accuracy when idioms were primed by phonematically
altered idioms due to less processing effort according to the logogen model (Morton, 1980).

Methods
Participants
Thirty German native speakers were tested and re-diagnosed with the Aachen Aphasia Test (AAT)
(Huber et al., 1983) while being in the subacute or chronic stage after stroke (M = 68.4 months post
onset, SD = 61.9). Nineteen participants (average age: 66.3 years, SD = 12.3, eight females) met the
criteria of a mild aphasia (Jaecks, 2015) and were recruited for the experiment.
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Design & Procedure
A decision time experiment was conducted in which each participant was asked to identify genuine
German idioms. Each trial began with a fixation cross followed by a prime of 4s. The prime consisted
of either a phonematically modified idiom (e.g., “alte Grüße bekommen” / “to get old greetings”) or a
semantically modified version (e.g., “kalte Beine bekommen” / “to get cold legs”). After the prime,
two different items were shown: the target idiom (e.g., “kalte Füße bekommen” / “to get cold feet”)
and a linguistically modified distractor idiom. In total there were 56 of these triads. Additionally, 88
filler triads were used to distract from the actual goal of the experiment. Participants were shown all
triads in random sequences.
All linguistic modifications were subject to strict psycholinguistic criteria (e.g., matched internal and
external valences, syntactical, and syllable structures), previously tested successfully in a healthy
population (Sandmann et al., 2015).

Statistical Analysis
Two 2-factor mixed-design ANOVAs were used to compare decision time and accuracy (in %) of
identifying genuine idioms. Tukey’s test was used for testing statistical significance concerning
possible differences between variables. We considered differences dependent on age and priming
idioms. For the mixed-design analyses, 10 elderly (average age: 76.8, SD = 8.2) and 9 middle-aged
(average age: 56.9, SD = 6.0) participants were divided into two age groups according to the mean
retirement age in Germany of 67 years.

Results
1) Middle-aged participants made their choices after an average of 3152 ms (SD = 556 ms), whereas
elderly participants needed 3641ms (SD = 964 ms) (F(1,104) = 25.1, p < .001).
2) Considering the idiom modifications, all participants reacted significantly faster to the target idiom
primed by the semantically modified idioms (M = 3180 ms, SD = 617 ms) than by the phonematically
modified idioms (M = 3613 ms, SD = 941 ms) (F(1,104) = 16.7, p < .001).
3) Post-hoc tests showed that middle-aged participants responded on average 662ms faster than the
elderly participants to the target idioms primed by the phonematic prime (t(208) = -4.5, pTukey < .001).
Regarding the semantic prime, the middle-aged responded on average 367 ms faster to the genuine
target idiom than the elderly (t(208) = -2.5, pTukey = .06), see figure 1.
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Figure 2: Differences between participants regarding the phonematically and semantically modified idioms.

With respect to response accuracy, both age groups showed comparable results: After the
phonematic prime, middle-aged participants gave 94.5 % (SD = 9.8 %) accurate answers, the elderly:
95.2 % (SD = 11.1 %). After the semantic prime, the middle-aged group was correct in 95.3 %
(SD = 11.4 %), the elderly in 97.2 % (SD = 7.5 %) of their decisions.

Discussion
Concerning decision time, significant differences were found when analyzing both parameters age
and prime. Regardless of the age groups, all participants responded significantly faster after being
presented a semantic prime than a phonematic one. This difference might be due to a decrease of
the efficiency of the visual and auditory systems in aging (in this case important for graphemephoneme conversation after the phonematically modified prime) (Wingfield et al., 2006). As
expected, middle-aged participants with aphasia responded significantly faster than elderly
participants independent of the type of prime. In contrast, the mean accuracy of all participants was
generally high (> 94 %).
These findings suggest that elderly individuals do not automatically lose the ability of idiom
processing following mild aphasia. They may just need more time for responding correctly due to
normal aging that inhibits processing time. This explanation is in line with our findings that their
accuracy rate is as good as that of the middle-aged participants.
In conclusion, individuals with mild aphasic symptoms do not need to be uncertain in dealing with
idioms according to this study. Therefore, speech therapists and others have to continue being
patient even with individuals showing only mild aphasic symptoms.
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Introduction
Previous magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies reported that morphologically complex words are
decomposed into morphemes around 170 ms after the onset of visual stimuli (M170) in the left
fusiform gyrus and inferior temporal gyrus (FG/ITG) (Solomyak and Marantz 2009, 2010). Moreover,
another MEG study found that transition probability between morphemes (morphTP) was negatively
correlated with the amplitude of the M170 (Lewis et al. 2011). As these studies targeted English, in
which morphological boundaries are a subset of letter boundaries, it is difficult to examine whether
the M170 is modulated by morphTP or TP between letters (letterTP).
To disentangle morphological processing and letter recognition, we targeted the Japanese language,
which uses logographic kanji and moraic kana writing system. For example, in Japanese verbs 染まる
(som-ar-u, dye), kanji (染) represents the (part of) verbal root (e.g., som-), while kana (まる)
represents voice (-ar) and tense (-u) morphemes, leading to a mismatch between morpheme
boundaries and letter boundaries (Figure 1A). Thus, Japanese is an ideal language to test
morphological processing and letter recognition in the brain.
Following the previous MEG studies, we compared the effects of morphTP (i.e., TP between verbal
root and suffixes) and letterTP (i.e., TP between kanji and kana) on the left FG/ITG activation in the
present MEG experiment.

Methods
Participants
We recruited 22 native speakers of Japanese (nine males, 35.5 ± 7.3 (mean ± SD) yrs.). All
participants in the experiments were healthy and right-handed (laterality quotients: 40–100),
according to the Edinburgh inventory (Oldfield 1971)

Stimuli and Task
We used 112 Japanese verbs for each of intransitive verbs, transitive verbs, intransitive-causative
verbs, and transitive-causative verbs, as well as the same number of nonwords (total 896 stimuli).
The participants performed a visual lexical decision task in the MEG scanner.

MEG data acquisition and MEG data analyses
We used a 157-channel axial gradiometer MEG system (Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Japan).
For the MEG analyses, we used spatiotemporal cluster permutation tests as implemented in MEG254
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Python (Gramfort et al. 2013) and Eelbrain packages (https://pythonhosted.org/eelbrain/) (see
Gwilliams et al. 2016 for the details). As our primary target was the M170, the region of interest was
anatomically defined as the left FG/ITG and the analysis time window was restricted to 50-250 ms
after word onset.

Figure 1. Experimental stimuli and the left FG/ITG activations. (A) Morpheme-letter mismatch in
Japanese. (B) Significant M170 in the left FG/ITG. (C) M170 modulated by the morphTP.

Results
Behavioral data showed that the mean accuracies of the lexical decision task of intransitives,
transitives, intransitive-causatives, and transitive-causatives were higher than 90%, indicating that
the participants correctly performed this task. A two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance
(causativeness*transitivity) for the accuracies showed significant main effects of causativeness and
transitivity, as well as an interaction (causativeness: p < 0.0001, transitivity: p = 0.046, interaction: p =
0.042). The reaction times also showed a significant effect of causativeness, but neither a main effect
of transitivity nor an interaction was significant (causativeness: p < 0.0001, transitivity: p = 0.39,
interaction: p = 0.34), indicating that the causative conditions were more demanding than noncausative conditions.
For the MEG data, we first examined whether the causative conditions, which were morphologically
more complex conditions, modulated activation in the left FG/ITG. We found a significantly larger
255
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activation under the causative conditions in the anterior part of the left FG/ITG (corrected p = 0.044)
(Figure 1B). On the other hand, the main effect of transitivity was not significant (corrected p > 0.2).
We further examined whether the morphTP modulated the left FG/ITG activation, by using
spatiotemporal cluster regression analyses. We found a significant negative correlation between the
morphTP and the activation in the posterior part of the left FG/ITG (corrected p < 0.03) (Figure 1C). In
contrast, we did not find any significant correlation between the letterTP and the left FG/ITG
activation (corrected p > 0.2).

Discussion
In the present MEG study, we found a significantly larger activation under the causative conditions in
the anterior part of the left FG/ITG. Because the TP from the verbal root to the causative suffix was
lower than that of the verbal root to a tense suffix, this activation may reflect the difference of the
morphTP.
Moreover, we found a significant negative correlation between the morphTP and the left FG/ITG
activation, whereas we did not find any significant correlation between the letterTP and the left
FG/ITG activation. These results demonstrated that morphologically complex verbs in Japanese are
indeed decomposed into morphemes, but not into letters, similar to morphologically complex words
in English examined in the previous MEG studies.
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Introduction
As widely known from aphasia research, language batteries should consist of tasks both
targeting noun and verb production in order to reliably test language skills (Rofes, Capasso, & Miceli,
2015). Whereas this knowledge has largely arrived in the intraoperative language mapping in tumour
patients, it is not yet implemented in the adjunct method of preoperative language mapping under
navigated Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (nTMS). This non-invasive brain stimulation method is
increasingly used in preoperative assessment: through temporary disruption of small cortical areas,
mapping with nTMS results in a cortical language map of positive and negative language areas, that
helps planning the operation and in decision making regarding tumour removal (Sollmann et al.,
2015).
Recently, advances have been made in nTMS-based fiber tracking, a method where cortical
areas found through nTMS function as seeds for revealing language relevant white matter bundles
(Sollmann et al., 2016). Through this addition, even subcortical resection can be planned and
executed based on the preoperative information and thereby, nTMS language mapping has gained
even more clinical relevance.
However, the language batteries used under nTMS for cortical and subcortical mapping are
solely based on Object Naming tasks targeting nouns. They lack standardized protocols of profound
linguistic knowledge that can reliably test language production. Hence, maps acquired through nTMS
only show noun production. Resection based on this may result in damage of other language skills
such as production of verbs.
In this study, we present a two-task paradigm of Object and Action Naming for nTMS
language mapping tested in 20 healthy participants as a first step towards clinical application. We
aim to answer the question whether the verb task Action Naming is a necessary addition to the
standard noun task Object Naming by comparing both cortical and subcortical maps.

Methods
Participants
20 healthy German participants (mean age=22 years, 11 female) underwent nTMS language
mapping of both hemispheres.
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Materials
Two picture naming tasks, that had been standardized in an earlier study, were administered.
The tasks Object Naming and Action Naming consist of each 75 items of black-and-white drawings of
every objects and actions, accompanied with a lead-in phrase “This is…”/ ”The man…” triggering
target nouns and verbs in sentence context, respectively.

Procedure
Before undergoing stimulation mapping, individuals MRIs were made and the participants
named all stimuli without stimulation in a baseline naming to remove unsuitable items. During
stimulation mapping, the participants named the same items, while being stimulated on the cortex
by nTMS. 46 predefined cortical areas, covering both hemispheres, were targeted each 6 times.

Analysis
Offline video recordings of both naming tests allowed post-hoc analysis to determine
whether the stimulation had resulted in one of the following errors (table 1).
Table 1: Error categories and types
Category
Non-linguistic speech errors
Errors at lexico-semantic level
Errors at morpho-syntactic level
Errors at phonological/phonetic level

Error types
No response; Hesitation on whole sentence
Semantic errors; Anomia;
Hesitation on target
Grammatical errors
Performance errors

The error rates for Object and Action Naming were calculated per hemisphere and per
cortical area and compared by Mann-Whitney U tests.
If an error was found, the respective stimulated area was considered language positive.
Positive areas were used as seeds for DTI-fiber tracking to reconstruct fiber bundles terminating in
said areas.

Results
Action Naming revealed an overall higher error rate than Object naming (p=0.02). In the
area-wise comparison, Action Naming showed a significantly higher error rate in the middle
precentral and postcentral gyrus of the right hemisphere. Concerning error types, the overall higher
error rate of Action Naming arose from the category of semantic errors (p=0.008).
The next step will be nTMS-DTI fiber tracking. These data will be presented as well.

Discussion
The higher overall error rate of action naming stresses the necessity of adding the task to the
paradigm: Action Naming revealed more positive areas, especially around the central sulcus.
Moreover, in some individuals hardly any positive areas could be detected with Object Naming, but
only with Action Naming, rendering it the more suitable task for preoperative language mapping in
these cases.
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When looking closer into the categories of errors, it was revealed that the significant
difference between the two tasks arose mainly from the higher number of lexico-semantic errors.
Thus, nTMS affects access to verbs more than access to nouns. This novel information can be
supported by the body of literature pointing out the linguistic differences between the two word
classes and their corresponding cortical correlates (Vigliocco, Vinson, Druks, Barber, & Cappa, 2010).
Once the DTI-fiber tracking is analyzed, it can be determined how valuable the addition of
Action naming to the standard task Object Naming is for subcortical depictions of language relevant
fibers.
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Introduction
Several methods of spontaneous speech analysis (SSA) have been developed along the years (Saffran
et al., 1989; Vermeulen et al., 1989; Boxum et al., 2013; Grande et al., 2008). However, the number
of tools available varies across languages. A striking case is that of Spanish which, despite counting
with more than 500 million speakers over 21 countries (Benedet et al., 1998) and a growing number
of second language learners, still lacks a reliable and standardized tool for the analysis of the speech
output of adults with and without brain damage. Normative data to check against potential
measurements is also missing, thus increasing the challenge of evaluating language deficits in an
effective way, especially in mild and residual cases of aphasia.
In this context, this presentation aims at providing an overview of a method of SSA specially
conceived for the quantification of Spanish data in adults: the ALEA (Análisis del Lenguaje
Espontáneo en Adultos ‘Analysis of Spontaneous Speech in Adults’). Departing from already existing
methods, the ALEA, developed at the Speech and Language Therapy department of the Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile, by an international multidisciplinary team, is envisioned as a tool for
health professionals working with adults with a wide array of language disorders to the inclusion of
(but not limited to) aphasias of diverse etiology, dementia, and mild cognitive impairment.
The ALEA addresses main issues regarding SSA, namely: a) the lack of consistency across raters and
methods that can compromise reliability (Edwards, Garman & Knott, 1993), b) the lack of
systematicity in the criteria for the selection of the variables under scrutiny, and c) the laborious
process of data analysis, which in some cases include the quantification of subjective variables.

Methods & Results
Design
Most of the methodology of the ALEA has been adapted from the ASTA (Boxum et al., 2013),
designed for Dutch speakers. Following its guidelines, changes were introduced to accommodate
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linguistic differences and favor its use in clinical contexts, turning it into an easy to administer,
sensitive tool for the identification of language difficulties in adults. The indices considered in ALEA
are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Description of ALEA Linguistic Variables with SSA method and rationale as
justification.
Linguistic
Variable

Calculation

SSA Method

Rationale

1. MLU

No. analysis
words/total no.
utterances

ASTA (Boxum
et al., 2013)

Useful in distinguishing
aphasia from control speech

2.
Approximation
Index

No. repetitions +
false starts + filler
words/no. words
transcribed

Satoer et al.
(2013)

Glioma patients deviated
from controls on repetitions

3.
No.paraphasias
and/or
neologisms

No. paraphasias +
neologisms

ASTA (Boxum
et al., 2013)

Useful in distinguishing
aphasia from control speech

4. Nouns

No. nouns per
utterance

QPA (1989);
Bird and
Franklin
(1996)

Useful for distinguishing
people with fluent aphasia
from controls

5. Verbs

No. of verbs per
utterance
(incorrect verbs are
registered)

ASTA (Boxum
et al., 2013),
Martinez
Ferreiro et al.
(2017)

Distinguished between
people with aphasia &
controls; also relevant for
Spanish patients.

6. Finiteness of
the utterances

Percentage of
finite clauses

Martinez
Ferreiro et al.
(2017)

Useful distinction across
aphasia severity

7. %
Incomplete
Utterances

No.
incomplete/total
no. utterances

Satoer et al.
(2013);
Grande et al.
(2008)

Glioma patients deviated
from controls on this
measure

8. %
Grammaticality

No.
grammatical/total
no. utterances

ASTA (Boxum
et al., 2013)

Useful to distinguish both
people with aphasia and
glioma patients from
controls
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9.
Subordination
Index

No. utterances
with
ASTA (Boxum
subordination/total et al., 2013)
no. utterances

Adapted (index rather than
the total no. Of subordinate
clauses); disordered speech
usually has less
subordination

NB: MLU = Mean Length of Utterance; SSA = Spontaneous Speech Analysis; ASTA =
Analyse voor Spontane Taal bij Afasie; QPA =Quantitative Production Analysis.

Procedure
Three steps are necessary to complete the ALEA: 1) obtaining the speech sample, 2) transcribing and
annotating the sample, and 3) analyzing the sample.
Semi-spontaneous speech samples are elicited using a closed questionnaire. Following standard
practice, the speech samples should consist of at least 300 words, including neologisms, paraphasias,
and stereotypical speech but excluding repetitions, minimal responses, self-corrections and filler
words (e.g. interjections). Once split into utterances, the sample is processed in an online Web
application. Different tiers are used to automatize the analysis. A summary of data and the comparison
with the norms are analyzed automatically. Detailed descriptions of the variables (including examples)
and instructions about annotation are explained in full in the ALEA manual.

Normative and patient data
The first data collection round focused on adults without neurological damage. Norms were obtained
from a sample of 118 healthy individuals (age ranges 28 to 90 years ) who participated voluntarily in
the data collection process. As well, data of 60 acute aphasic patients, 15 brain tumor patients were
collected to test the clinical applicability of ALEA method. Quantitative and qualitative analysis of
patient data is being processed.

Discussion
The ALEA aims to be a structured tool to gather exhaustive information about the speech output of
different adult populations: people with aphasia of varied etiology, healthy aging, mild cognitive
impairment, and dementia onset. The main strength of the ALEA is its controlled length and easiness
of administration which favors its implementation in the clinical practice. The number of indices are
kept to a minimum to provide a first screening of the speech output of different groups of adult
speakers. The terminology is simplified to grant comprehension by specialists of different disciplines.
The automatized analysis also favors the collection of data, keeping errors to a minimum, and the
classification of informants according to the linguistic profile based on deviations for the normative
data. Additionally, the format of the ALEA allows for the inclusion of new indices (and the
corresponding annotation keys) constituting an ideal tool for further in-depth linguistic analyses.

In its present shape, the ALEA is not free from shortcomings. First, as in any other method of
analysis, annotation, although kept to a minimum, is still time-consuming. From a purely linguistic
perspective, one of the unresolved issues is the use of contractions in Spanish. The most notable cases
are illustrated in (1): enclitic pronouns [V + Cl.] and clusters of prepositions and determiners [Prep +
Det].
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(1)

No

quiero

irme

al campo.

Not

want-pres.1st.sg

go-INF-me[V + Cl.]

to-the[Prep + Det] countryside

‘(I) don’t

want

to go

to the countryside’.

Spaces between words are crucial for the automatized word counts. Hence, in the first version
contractions are automatically computed as a single word. Given that neither pronouns nor
prepositions or articles are included among the default indices calculated in ALEA, the issue has so far
been left for further developments.
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